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PREFACE
OI IN
This volume contains the Appendices to the EODMS Final Report. A major
j
segment of this project involved information gathering and compilation. It
was necessary to make wide-ranging background studies, via literature review
and interviews, of the current situation vis a vis state-level remote sens-
ing data use. Some of these studies were:
1) The current data needs and data management practices in state
agencies (e.g. data acquired, reason for frequency of acquisi-
tion, level of detail, format, task and subtask, etc.)
2) Current experiments and operational programs producing informa-
l`	 tion products from remote sensing (costs, accuracy, timeliness,
steps taken, etc.)
3) Methods for estimating image processing costs and times.
4) Previous system analyses.
5) Legal constraints on remote sensing data use.
6) Current computerized geographic information systems.
The results of these data-gathering studies are presented in these Ap-
pendi';ces. They form the foundation for the analyses of the project.
appendices also have their own set^of references which appear at the
"
FJ The
end of the appendix volume. 	 With this section the Appendices constitute a
' supplement to the major text of the report.
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Hj	 APPENDIX A. DATA BASE OF USER NEEDS
IN THE FIVE STATE REGION
A.1 THE DATA NEEDS SURVEY
As a prelude to conceptualizing alternative EODMS systems which
might effectively meet the needs of state and local agencies in the
five state study region, we developed a data base of information on
agencies' current operations. We gathered information on the tasks
agencies perform, the roles of these tasks in decision-making, the fre-
quency.with which tasks are performed, and the priorities among tasks.
We identified those data used in performing specific tasks, their char-
acteristics, how they were processed and from what sources they were
derived. Thus, our data base represents actual needs according to
agencies' current practices. It is not what is often referred to as
a "wish list", since we have included only data items actually used or
required to meet current responsibilities, whether actually used or not.
The EODMS team worked closely with representatives from agencies in
the five state study region responsible for the management and develop-
ment of the states` renewable and nonrenewable resources, for trans-
portation planning and development, for state and regional planning
and for environmental protection. The full list of agencies involved
in this process is included in Table A-l.A list of all the visits be-
tween agency officials and EODMS staff can be found in Appendix 1 of
our Preliminary Needs Analysis Report. (A-1) Activities of agencies
were organized into categories of task and subtask wherever possible.
For each task, information was sought on the items listed in Table
A,2. This was done through an interactive process of searching the
n
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Table A-1 • State Regional and Local Agencies Visited
Illinois Missouri	 (continued)
Dept. of Agriculture Dept. of Conservation
Dept. of Conservation
Division of Fisheries
Division of Forestry
 of ForestryDivision	
Division of Wildlife
Environmental Protection Agency East-'Jest Gateway Coordinating
Division of Water Pollution Council	 (St.	 Louis Region)Control s
t Division of Air Pollution Highway Department
Control Mid-America Regional	 Council
Dept. of Local Governmental (Kansas City Region)
l
Affairs
Office of Research and Planning Dept. of Natural	 Resources
Division of Environmental
Dept. of Mines and Minerals Quality
i
Division of Land Reclamation Air Conservation Commission
J
k Dept. of Transportation
Solid Waste Management Program
Water Quality Program
e Southwestern Illinois Metropolitan Soil and Water Conservation
Planning Commission Program
Iowa
Land Reclamation Program
Division of Parks and Recreation
( t Iowa Conservation Commission 'Division of Policy Planning
Forestry Section and Development
Dept. of Environmental Quality Geological Survey 9
Division of Air Quality St. Louis County Air Pollution
Management Control	 Division
'`	 ( Division of Water Quality St. Louis County Planning Department
la. Management
A Solid Waste Division South-East Missouri	 Regional
(. Geological Survey Planning Commission
fi
l Remote Sensing Laboratory Dept. of Transportation
Minnesota Dept. of Consumers Affairs,
Pj Dept. of Natural Resources Registration, and Licensing i.
^ -	 Division of Land and Forestry Division of Commerce andIndustrial Development
p State Planning Agency Wisconsin
Division of Environmental
Pl anning Dept. of Natural Resources
Geolog ical Survey
Division of Environmental
Protection
' Twin Cities Metropolitan Council Bureau of Air Pollution and
Missouri
Solid Waste Management
Bureau of Cuter Quality
Office of Administration Division of Forestry, Wildlife
fi Division of State Planning and and Recreation
Budget
P
^i
Dept. of Agricul ture
M
{
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Table A-2:	 Information Sought
From,Agencies
1.	 Task Statement
-11.	 Task Description:
a.	 Frequency of occurrence
b.	 Agency initiating
c.	 Reasons for initiating
Li d,	 Agency performing
e.	 Process and methodology for performing task
data used
ii.	 data sources
iii.	 data format
iv.	 data processing
LJ
V.	 time constraints
vi.	 final product(s)
vii.	 dissemination process
viii.	 accuracy achieved (data quality)
f.	 Priority assigned or imputed by agency(s)
III.	 Role, or Relative Importance, of Task Outputs in Decision Making:
a.	 Final Users
b.	 Decisions to be made
c.	 Accuracy required for decision purposes
d.	 Timeliness required for decision purposes
J
-F - j
_..V .	
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literature and agency documents, interviewing agency representatives,
drafting visit reports for review and comment by agency personnel,
and revising these reports accordingly.
The major difficulties encountered in assessing the tasks and
data needs of agencies were in specifying acceptable delay times between
^ 3
;
U
requests for data and their receipt, and data accuracies required. 	 These
are important considerations in designing data management systems. 	 Thus,
g
- when agency representatives could not provide the detailed responses 	 1
sought, we developed our own estimates based on our understanding of
their needs.
Although we studied the data needs of a Wacies in all five states of
the study region, Missouri agencies were studied in greatest detail.
Early in 1975, the Missouri	 Inter-Departmental Council 	 Natural Re-on
sources Information facilitated our work by encouraging agency coopera-
tion and by identifying and introducing us to agency representatives.
This cooperative effort with Missouri agencies culminated in the pre-
paration of an EODMS project report, Natural Resources Data Requirements
Inventory:	 Missouri,	 (A-2) which was comp `s>eted in October, 1975.	 That
report represents the most comprehensive data base developed for any
of the five states in the study region.	 It was subsequently used as
a point of departure for discussion with some agencies in the other four,
states,
r
The data information needs of agencies in the five state study
region are portrayed in the tables of the next section. 	 Data needs of
G agricultural agencies are presented first, followed by environmental
i
protection, fisheries, forestry, geology, mineral resources, land
reclamation, land use, transportation, water resources, and wildlife
(._J agencies.
	
Occasionally, as in land reclamation, there are so many data
items per task that we had to use successive pages to list them all.
As an example of how to read the tables, consider the data item
"stand composition" on page 21.	 This data item is used by state divi-
F
sons or departments of forestry in the performance of nine subtasks of
a
the major activity of forest management. 	 These subtasks are:	 perform
forest inventory, monitor reforestation, improve private forests, deter-
mine the need for timber stand improvement, monitor forest conversions,
disease and pest detection, determine fire potential, fire detection and
i fighting, and fire damage survey.
	 These data are produced in cooperation
with the U.S. Forest Service; both agencies contribute manpower and
finances.
	 Formats are maps and statistical tables. 	 The most commonly
used or preferred map scale is 1:24009 although other scales are not
uncommon, as noted.	 The different scales are used by various agencies
((^ at different times, depending on availability and other factors.
l^
This data base is a refined and corrected version of the data
r bases displayed in two previous project reports:	 Natural Resources Data
Requirements Inventory: 	 Missouri, September 1972, (A-2) and Preliminary
^r. Needs Analysis Report, December 1975, (A-1).	 It :represents the foundation
for the analysis in Chapter 3 of this report wherein we screened each
data item for the applicability of remote sensing to its
_	 Pp	 y	 9production,P
aggregated the data needs across application areas, identified important
information products for conveying these data to agencies and analyzed
the implications of these products for EODMS system design.
This data base was developed to provide a foundation for conceptu-
alizing alternative earth observation data management systems designs.
However, state and regional agencies concerned with designing natural
resources data base management systems as well as agencies concernedr
Ll
F
_
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with natural resources management and planning will likely find it a
useful product.	 In fact, for the Interdepartmental Council on Natural
Resources Information in Missouri it hasroven to be a very valuableP	 Y
K	
t. foundation document.
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t' A.2 AGRICULTURE
J
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Some data items in the tables are not self-explanatory.
	 For the
readers' convenience, these are defined here:
1. Relative_Lo_cation - the location of one field in relation to other
fields.
E 2. Single or Double Crop - refers to whether only one crop or two
crops, e.g., corn and soybeans are grown in the same field in the
C. same year.
3. Physiological Tolerance - denotes the type and intensity of weather,
pests, and chemical damage a specific crop variety can withstand. j
_
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Table A-3: Data Needs in Agriculture by
Subtasks and Data Characteristics
E	 o:
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V	 O	 3 
i
O	 7	 VI	 W	 L
p	 ul	 t9	 Q	 4	 4	 (,.	 `	 x	 4
N	 Subtask and	 v	 °w	 w	 o	 0: 	
o	 fe
Characteristics	 ¢	 u	 0:-a	 u	 u	 to	 u	 ce
Distinguish Irrigated/'
Non-Irrigated Lands	 X	 X
('	 S	 Distinguish Agricul-
tural/Ron-Agricultu-
ral Lands	 X	 X
	
t	
Distinguish Cultivated
	
I j	 1%^'ested and Grazing 	 3
i	
J JI	 Lands	 X	 X
' 	 r	 Distinguish Fallow/ 	 e
f	 _ Producing Lands	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 4
	
t	 Identify Field Crops	 X	 X	 X	 X
k	 ^	 C
Identify Tree Crops	 X	 X	 X
Determine Stage of
Maturity	 X	 X	 X	 X	 f
	
}{	 a
r	 !E	 Determine Planting	 !1
U	 Date	 x	 X	 X
Determine Harvest -
Date	 X	 X	 X
Determine Moisture
Status	 X	 X	
:^ a
Estimate Flood Damage	 X	 X	 X	 X
„	 Estimate Hail Danage	 X	 X	 X
Estimate Hind Dama ge	 X	 X	 X	 X
Estimate Drought/Frost	 l
Damage	 X	 X	 X	 X	 3
r	 j	 Estimte Disease and	 1
Pest Damage	 X	 X	 X	 X
r.	
Estimate Chemical
Damage	 X	 X	 X	 X
Perform Livestock	 l
Inventory	 X
Identify Grassland	 ?,
Vegetation	 X^	 X
Determine Grassland	 l
Vigor	 X	 ;
Perform Grassland	 lt.g
Wildlife Inventory	 Xy ,{
Current Source 	 SRS Survey; RS Survey; SRS,	 SRS;	 SRS Survc:9; SRS'Survey; SRS Survey; in-house in-house
	
LLL J	 in-house in-house	 in-house	 in-house in - house
	 in-house	 in-house
	 Ii}
Format	 able; 	 .able;	 table	 table
	
table
	 table	 table	 text	 text
	
.F	 nap	 I.ap	 1.
	
1	 Scale	 1:125,003 1:125,000
i	 Resolution-
	
^ •^	 r
Frequenry of Update 	 seasonally seasonally  seasonally Semi- 	 seasonally several	 seasonal	 onie	 seasonal
	
annual	 tn:rs a
season
Time Constraint - 3 days	 3 days	 2-3 days	 l month	 1-2 days 2-3 days	 1 oar,th	 1 week	 1 month	 kf ?A
z	
Comments	 Other	 Wildlife	 7
scales:	 data is	 !
1:24dKIOOlitained
front Div.
	 R
of Wild-	
ry
life	 '<1
4•	 E
4
. ....... . . ---
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fif	 Table A-3	 Data Needs in Agriculture by
it 	Subtasks and Data Characteristics
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Distinguish Irrigated/
Non-Irrigated Lands X
Distinguish Culti-
vated/tion-Agrigultu-
ral Lands
Distinguish Cultiva-
ted Forested and
Grazing Lands
Distinguish Fallon/
Producing Lands
Identify Field Crops
identify Tree Crops
Determine Stage of
Maturity
Determine Planting
Date X X
Determine Harvest Date X
Determine Moisture
Status X X., X X X X
Estimate Flood Damage X X X X
Estimate Hail Damage X X X
Estimate kind Damage X X
Estimate Drought/Frost
.Damage X X X X
Estimate Disease and
Pest Damage X X X X
Estimate Chemical
Damage X X X
Perform Livestock
Inventory X
Identify Grassland
Vegetation. X
Determine Grassland
Vigor X
Perform Grassland
'
Wildlife Inventory
Current Source in-house SRS; in-house RS; SCS USGS rUSGS NOAH SRS;
in-house in-house in-house
format text text; text;. text map; map map text table
table table text
Scale --- --- --- --- 1:4,600 1:24,000 1:24,000 --- ---
Resolution --- --- --- --- --- 2m 2m •-- ---
rrequency of Update biweekly	 ' annual rr demand on Armand once once once daily semi-
annuilly
lime: Constraint l day l rbnth 1 day I	 wcei: 1 day l day 1-7 days 1 day L uunifi
Ccoenents
--- ---
... --. ... .._ _._ .._ .._
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Table A-3:	 Data Needs in Agriculture by	 k
`Subtasks and Data Characteristics
(continued)
Hv	 F	 d
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4	 J	 J	 AIM•
u	 i	 J	
i
Subtask and	 °J	 x	 s
Characteristics	 N	 a
"	 Distinguish Irrigated/
flop-irrigated Lands
Distinguish Agricul-
` 	 tural/f,on-Agricul-
tural Lands
^
c
Distinguish Cultiva-
ted/Forested and
f'	 Grazing Lands
j	
Distinguish Fallow/
Producing Lands
Identify Field Crops
Identify Tree Crops
Y
i	 Determine Stage of
Maturity u
"	 Determine Planting
!	 Date i
z	 Determine flarvest Date
Determine Moisture
4
	
;.	 Status
1	 i.
r Estimate Flood Damage
H
	
Estimate flail Damage
Estimate Wind Damage
(	 Estimate Drought/Frost
f	 Damage
	 . t
€ ^
q	 Estimate Disease and
!	 Pest Damage
qqq	 Esimmate Chemical =
fDamage	 I f	 ?
Perform Livestock In-
i	 —	 ventory X X X
Identify Grassland
Vegetation
i'	 Determine Grassland
Vigor
I;
Perform Grassland
t
x	 Wildlife inventory X X X X ;.
}	 Current Source SRS; SRS; SRS; Div. of
ti
' in-house in-house in-house Wildlife'
I
Format table table table table •
7fScale
Resolution
--'• --- --- ---
i{
f
+	 !'	 Frequency of Update	 : aemi- semi- srmi- semi-
annually annually annually annual`
Tipp- Constraint i month 1 mouth 1 month weeks1. is
Connents _.. .__
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Crop Damage by Hail X X// X X X X X
Current Source USDA USDA'/' USDA USDA USDA USDA NOAH
in-house in-house in-house in-house in-house in-house
USGS USGS farmers
Format aerial aerial aerial aerial aerial reports --
photos photos photos photos photos text
on site on site Jnsite on site topogra-
visits visits visits visits phic map
topogra- overlay'
phic maps
Scale	 1 1:2,000 1:2,000 1:2,000 1:2,000 1:2,000 1:2,000 1:5,000,00
1:6,009 1:6,000 1:6,000 1:6,000 1:6,000 some
larger
Resolution < lm < lm < lm < lm < lm --- variable
1 km
Frequency of Update as needed as needed as needed as needed as needed as needed daily
Time Constraint < 1 week < 1 week < 1 week < T week < 1 week < 1 week < 24 hrs.
Comments --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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Table A-3:
	 Data Needs in Agriculture by
Fit, Subtasks and Data Characteristics(continued)
is different in each state, but the ultimate functions to be performed
and the data required to perform them are nearly the same. 	 This fact
n" reflects the heavy 	 nfluence of recent federal l egislation on state
	
activities in this area.
Table.A-4 summarizes the tasks, data needs, and data characteristics
is
for environmental protection agencies in the five state region, as
generalized for all
	
the states.	 The focus of this table is on the en-
vironmental quality data needs. 	 Other data needed to carry out the tasks
listed, such as land use, transportation activity and population density,
are not included. 	 Many of these allied data needs are similar to those
required by land use planning agencies.	 Data needs for the preparation
of Environmental_ Assessments and Environmental Impact Statements under
r;
Y	
1 .
NEPA appear under the needs of agencies in each area and are not includedr
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A.3 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
In this study, environmental protection agencies are defined as
operational state and local government agencies with responsibilities for
environmental protection in three areas: air pollution, water pollution,
and solid waste management. Solid waste management problems are limited
to landfills and salvage yards. Industrial waste on-site disposal on the
land as well as agricultural and mining waste problems were not consi-
dered. Other activities include overseeing state environmental impact
statement programs in Minnesota and Wisconsin, and overseeing public water
supply quality in several states. Some agencies are responsible for per-
forming basic and applied environmental research programs.
Each of the states is organized somewhat differently for the pur-
poses of environmental protection. The grouping of responsibilities
for the different media (air, water, land) and for different functions
\.. . .: •.ir.—.	 ..,.._. _,.	
`-y ...	 .-... ,Nh_._	 °`	 =:M. S K Mh'yyFlwm.
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r here.	 'Considerable additional detail on environmental protection data
PI
deeds is available in the PNA (A-1) and in the EODMS project report by
-I •Y Osner.(A-3)
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Table A-4; Tasks, Data Needs and Data Characteristics
Environmental Protection Agencies
s
r
i
4
t
IJ
t
1
F
i
Tasks Data Needs Frequency Resolution
Parameters
Time Lag to
Management
Product Format
A. Air Qualit), 1.	 luabient. Air once each 6 less than 100 1-4 weeks tabular listing
Flana ement Quality in Rural days point samples
I
of concentration
Areas (Aerosol) for an entire of each location
state
2. Ambient Air once each 6 less than 50 1-4 weeks tabular listing
Quality in Rural days point samples of concentration
Areas (gaseous for an entire of each location
pollutants) state
3. Ambient Air once each 3 few (-12) point few minutes tabular listing
Quality in Urban min. or less samples for to few days of concentration
Areas frequent metropolitan of each lo:ation
region
4. Meteorologi- daily to once few sites in same day weather map, tabula
cal Parameters each 3 min. metropolitan listing of para-
region meters at each
location
5. Stato-wide yearly or 1 + month tabular listing
Point Source less often of location, iden-
Inventory tity, discharge
rate.
6. Emissions by as needed I week or documentation of
Point Sources less quality and quantit.
of discharge
7. Local concen- as needed 1-4 weeks do., documentation
trations and of local air
emissions of quality
exotic pollutants
8.	 Illegal random fc-v minutes report of location
Intermittent and nature of vio-
Emissions lation
S. Solid Waste 1.	 Inventory of yearly or Identify sites 1 month thematic map
abi nacgement Waste Disposal less frequent 1-2 acres in
Sites extent
2.	 Inspect Saoi- semi-annual • 1 month site imagery
tary Landfill to annual
Operations
3. Effects of quarterly to done by sampling 1 month
landfill opera- semi-annual 3 or 4 wells
tion on ground located around
water perimeter of
site
4. Landfill	 site as needed, 1 month site imagery
selection and
prepermit
investigations
C. Water Quality 1. Ambient and
Hrr^a jca^eirt source-oriented
water quality _
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Table A-4	 Tasks, Data Needs and Data Characteristics
{ Environmental Protection Agencies
h	 ^- (continued) - rt
E
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Tasks Data deeds Frequency Resolution
Parameters
Time Lag To
Management
Product
Format
Water Quality a. Water Quality semi-annual streams 50 m wide one month * tabular listing
Management' Trends in remote to annual and up acceptable
(continued) areas
b. Monitor siting as needed few meters one month +- currently done
of facilities ad hoc
c. Thermal (weekly to one month + tabular listing
Sources monthly) and/or isotherm
maps
d. Radioactivity quarterly one month + tabular listing
in water
2. Outfall yearly update outfall from tabular listing
detection and 6-8 inch pipe
Inventory is of impor-
tance
3. Effluent monthly 4 weeks tabular listing
Levels
4. Lake Trophic yearly update 10-100 acre one month + tabular lasting
Level Cldssifi- minimum lake
cation size
5. Areal Source yearly update Identify areal one month + tabular listing
Inventory sources 5 acres and thematic map
in extent may be useful
6. Oil	 Spills and as needed locate slicks few hours report of location
Seeps 10-50 m. wide and nature of
spill
7. Basin Plans yearly or thematic maps of
longer update land use, data from
above activities
a. Stream flow seasonal tabular listing
volume
at
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A.4	 FISHERIES
Data items which need explanation are defined here for the readers'
r
convenience:
y	 1
t 1.	 Cause of Change in Condition - refers to pollutants, dredging acti-
vities, and other phenomena which affect aquatic habitat quality.
}..fi
2.	 Runoff Quality - refers to the nutrient (pollutants, silt) content
x of water runoff.
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Aquatic Habitat Inven-
tory and Assessnent X •X X X X X X
Aquatic Population
I n.ventory X X
Monitor Terrestrial
Cover Type Conversion X X X
Locate Barriers to
Fish Movement X X X
Determine and Monitor
Effects of Pollution
i
X X X X X X
Determine and Monitor
Recreation Types X X X
Determine and Monitor
Impact of Recrea-
tion x X x X
Determine and Monitor
Physical Alteration
of Water Bodies X X X X X X
Identify Drainage
Patterns X X X X
Identify Flood Plain
Constriction X X X X X
Current Source in-house in-house in-house in-house in-house	 'in- house; in-house; in-house;
of SCS SCS
Environ-
mental
Quality
Format map map text table text table table; table; ---
text text
Scale 1:24,000 1:24,000 --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Resolution 2m 2m --- --- ---' --- --- --- ---
Frequency of Update none none seasonal on demand annual on demand ' annual annual ---
Time Constraint 1 week 1 week 1 day l day l month 1 day - 1 month l month
week
Comments scale may scale may ,his data
vary vary item is riot
'resently
_
a vailable
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F	 t`	 9' 	Table A-5: Data Needs in Fisheries by
Subtask and Data Characteristics
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Aquatic Habitat
Inventory and &sess-
ment R
Aquatic Population
Inventory X X X X
Monitor Terrestrial
Cover Type Conversion X
Locate Barriers to
Fish Movement % X
Determine and Monitor
Effects of Pollution
Determine and Monitor
Recreation Types X X j
Determine and Monitor
Impact of Recrea-
tion X X X
Determine and Monitor
Physical Alteration
of Water Bodies X X
Identify Drainage
Patterns
Identify Flood Plain
Constriction
Current Source in-house in .-house in-house in-house in-house
Format map table table table table
Scale 1:4,800 --- --- --- ---
Resolution --- --- --- --- ---
Frequency of Update seasonal seasonal seasonal seasonal seasonal
Time Conn'raint 1 day l day 1 day I day 1 day
Comments scale may based on based on based on based on
1
be larger
-
field data field data field data field data
s
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Table A-5: Data Needs in Fisheries by
r	 Subtask and Data Characteristics
(continued)
M,
The followi ►.,g are definitions of those data needs of forestry agen-
cies that are not self-explanatory.
1.	 Stand Size - refers to the merchantibility of the stand. It is
z 1	 based on the average diameter at breast height (DBH). Trees are
`classed as seedlings, saplings, poletimber, small sawtimber, or
large sawtimber.
2. Site Index - a measure of productivity based on the projected
growth rate of dominant trees on an individual site,
3. Seed Source - refers to the genetic parents of a seedling group.
u	 4.	 Regeneration Potential - the probability that a stand will reforest
itself after a harvest or natural disaster.
5. Practice Required - refers to activities such as pruning and thinning
that are an integral part of timber stand improvement.
6. Site Preparation Needs - the practices necessary to employ to ready
a site for reforestation.
7.	 Conversion Method - refers to the use to which forest land has been
converted.	 Agriculture and housing are two examples,
8.	 Porosity - includes both permeability (how many inches water can f
r
seep in an hour) and infiltration rate (the speed at which water
enters the surface soil).
k
L x
9.	 A-horizon Thickness - the depth to subsoil, that is, the thickness
of the surface soil.
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Perform Forest Inven- X X X ^X X
tory
Monitor Reforestation X X X X X
Improve Private Fore- X X
try
Determine Harvest X X X
Schedule & Method
Determine Need for X X X
Timber Stand improve-
ment
Monitor Forest conver- X X X
Sion
Disease & Pest X X X
Detection
Determine Fire X X
Potential
Determine Land Capac-
ity
Plan Erosion Protec-
tion
Determine Water
Storage Capacity
Determine Soil Mois-
ture Availability
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or mountains.
12.	 Physical	 Properties of Aquifers all the physical properties of a 3
rock unit which act as a water conduit	 includes flow rate, porosity
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and permeability.
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Table A-7: Data Needs In Geology by Task and Data Characteristics
(continued)
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Aa.7	 MINERAL RESOURCES
Data items needing further explanation are:
1.	 Grade of Deposits - the relative quality of a mineral deposit.
} Based on the amount of desired mineral present in the ore.
i; 2.	 Stratigraphic Relationships - the connections and juxtapositions
of geologic units which occur in the same area.
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Strippable Coal
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---- Table A-8: Data Needs in Mineral Resource Geology by
Task and Data Characteristicsr 
(continued)
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Table A-8: Data Needs in Mineral Resource Geology by
E Task and Data Characteristics
(continued)
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F	 Table A-8: Data Needs in Mineral Resource Geology by
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w	 A.8 LAND RECLAMATION
d
Data items in Table A.9 are considered self-explanatory. r^
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Table A-9: Data Needs in Land Reclamation by
^7	 Tasks and Data Characteristics
[
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Table A-9: Data Needs in Land Reclamation by
Tasks and Data Characteristics
(continued)
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A.9 PLANNING AGENCIES
Tables A,10 and A-11 list the data needs of state and regional/
local planning agencies respectively along with the characteristics
of those data where available. Data items are arranged in broad groups
according to data type rather than task. This approach was adapted
 a
	
because the tasks and projects of planning agencies tend to differ widely
among the states an-d over time, as discussed in some detail in (A-1).
Thus, the data items listed here are typical needs of agencies in the
five state region as reflected in their recent activities. In general,
"time constraint" is not specified.
Planning agencies generate relatively little of the data used,
depending upon inputs from other state agencies, local and federal
governments, and the private sector. Thus under the heading Current
Source, "State" means that the data item is obtained from cooperating
state agencies. More details on the specific sources are available in
E;
	
the Missouri Report (A-2) and in the Preliminary Needs Analysis (A-1).
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Table A-10:
DATA NEEDS AND CHARACTERISTICS - LAND USE
PLANNING: STATE LEVEL
RESO- FREQUENCY
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
LU-
TION
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
Agriculture estimated annual Universities table --- --- annual ---
production of
energy in form of
harvestable vege-
table growth
4
estimated total Universities table --- --- annual ---
LL^
annual production
of organic matter
from all catego-
ries of vegeta-
tion
annual yield- Universities table --- --- annual ---
frequency curve
\ for all crops #}g
--- --- ---
p riceslivestock State table --- --- annual ---
rain prices --- table --- --- annual ---
market trends --- table --- --- annual ---
livestock receipts --- table --- --- annual ---
s degree of crop --- table --- --- annual --- ^;
damage
pasture acreage USDA table --- --- annual ---
SRS
er
l rop acreage and USDA table ... annual
c ocation SRS
crop production USDA table --- --- annual --- j
SRS
t
4
-' average crop Universities table --- --- annual ---
;.
yield by soil
type j
Vegetation vegetative cover USDA maps 1:250,000 40m 3 years ---
r,
type, area, loca- USCS andtion :24,000
native vegata- --- maps 1:250,000 40m once
---y tion and
1:24,000
} cultural vege- --- maps 1:250,000 40m 3 years ---
j tation and
1:24,000
awetlands inven- --- maps 1:250,000 40m 3 years ---
f; tort' and
1:24.000
^
fk
• 1 soil products- Universities table --- --- annual
-..
vity ratings l`
,
1
1
!
.w
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
URRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
Soils soil locational SCS map --- --- as needed ---
patterns with land-
use change
slope SCS map --- --- as needed ---
with land-
use change.
generalized soil --- table --- --- as needed ---
limitations to
construction
activities
generalized soil --- table --- --- as needed ---
I
productivity I
soil family group- --- table --- --- as needed ---
ings
soil reconnaiss- --- map --- --- as needed ---
anre
soil assocations --- map --- --- once ---
land capability --- map --- --- as needed ---
engineering group- ---	 ' tabular --- --- once ---
ings of soils
Forestry forest location State map 1:250,000 40m once ---
forest conver- State map 1:250,000 40m annual ---
sion
reforestation State map 1:250,000 40m annual ---
-
tree stand size State table --- --- annual ---
tree stand com- State table --- --- annual ---
position
amount of tree State table --- --- annual ---
harvest
use of tree State table --- --- annual ---
harvest
.timber volume State table --- --- annual ---
estimates
forest inventory State map 1:250,000 40m annual ---
Wildlife habitat charac- State table --- ---- 5 years ---
teristics
wildlife type State table --- --- 5 years ---
and population
M
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Table A-10:
DATA NEEDS AND CHARACTERISTICS - LAND USE
3	 PLANNING: STATE LEVEL
(continued)
CURRENT	 LU-	 OF	 TIME
DATA TYPE	 DATA NEED	 'SOURCE	 FORMAT	 SCALE	 TION	 UPDATE	 CONSTRAINT	 COMMENTS
RESO-	 FREQUENCY
Water Resources
and Quality
intensity of	 State	 table	 ---	 ---	 annual	 ---
pollution on aqua-
tic habitat
aquatic population State 	 table	 ---	 annual	 ---
impact of recrea-	 State	 -=-	 ---	 ---	 annual	 ---
tion type on
aquatic habitat
impact of flood-	 State
	 ---	 ---	 ---	 annual	 ---
plain construction
on aquatic habitat
physical altera-	 State	 ---	 ---	 ---	 annual	 ---
tion of water
bodies
surface water	 Universities	 table	 1:250,000	 40m	 5 years	 ---
map
stream flow	 ---	 table	 ---	 ---	 monthly	 ---
ground water	 ---	 table	 ---	 ---	 annual	 ---
availability
lake volumes	 ---	 table	 ---	 ---	 annual	 ---
reservoir	 loca-	 ---	 map	 ---	 ---	 5 years	 ---
tion
potential rese-
	 ---	 map	 ---	 ---	 5 years	 ---
--	 voir sites
winter fish-kill	 ---	 table	 ---	 ---	 annual	 ---
ild rivers	 ---	 map	 ---	 ---	 5 years	 ---
fishery resource	 ---	 table	 ---	 ---	 2 years	 ---
types
utrophication	 ---	 table
	 ---	 annual	 ---
lasses
submerged aquatic	 ---	 table	 ---	 5 years	 ---
crophyte
omnunities
aquatic inverte-	 ---	 table	 ---	 ---	 5 years	 ---
rate communities
roundwater re-
	 ---	 map	 1:250,000	 ---	 once	 ---
charge regions
groundwater dis-	 ---	 map	 1:250,000	 ---	 once	 ---
Charge regions
estimated volumes 	 ---	 table
	 ---	 -.--	 annual
	 ---
f groundwater
discharge
Iles of shoreline 	 ---	 table	 ---	 ---	 once	 ---
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Table A-10:
DATA NEEDS AND CHARACTERISTICS - LAND USE
PLANNING: STATE LEVEL
(continued)
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r'	 Table A-10:
DATA NEEDS AND CHARACTERISTICS - LAND USE
PLANNING:	 STATE LEVEL
(continued)n.
ria	 RESO-	 FREQUENCY
(CURRENT	 LU-	 OF	 TIME
DATA TYPE	 DATA NEED	 SOURCE	 FOR14AT	 SCALE	 TION	 UPDATE	 CONSTRAINT	 COiM1ENTS
sedimentation --- table --- --- annual ---
rates
major point pollu- --- table --- --- annual ---
tion sources by
type 1
mean annual lake --- table --- --- annual ---
level fluctuation
intermittent --- map --- --- once ---
streams table
I
permanent streams --- map 1:250,000 --- once --- j
table
phreatic water --- map 1:250,000 --- once --- ?
surface
ipotentiometric maps - map 1:250,000 --- once --- '
of major bedrock
aquifer systems E,
depth to water --- map 1:250,000 --- once -- f
l table
estimated total --- map --- --- once ---
aquifer water
storage volume .
1 floodplain location U.S. Army map 1:250,000 --- once only --- r	 '
ir Corps of and
Engineers 1:2.400
floodprone area U.S. Army map 1:250,000
--- once only -°
location Corps of and
Engineers 1:2,400
surface water and --- table --- --- annual ---
ground water
quality j
i
Air Quality location of point State map --- 20m annual ---
source table !	
s
!
'i size of point State tabular --- --- once ---
source
z
area source State map --- 40m annual --- 3
location table
ambient air State table --- --- monthly
sampling
Climate/ weather records: --- to ble '--- --- Yearly
Meteorology precipitation (annual
temperature records)
;`	 4 humidity
111,
tornado frequency
atmospheric inver-
--- map --- -° yearly
---
_
sion probability
'
r	 ix
i r	 t
tr
.-w_,:;.-e2'Sn.-•:.h,,.J".hM.	 :2(::w,	 ..Frw,.:.::	 ..,.,,:....
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Table A-10:
s DATA NEEDS AND CHARACTERISTICS - LAND USE 4
E PLANNING:	 STATE LEVEL `a
I (continued)
I
_.
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS_
1	 Solid Waste sanitary landfill State map --- 10m 2 years ---
si ties
solid waste faci- State map --- lom 2 years ---
i lity processingI
is	 1
sites
solid waste manage- State map --- --- 2 years ---
ment plans
' solid waste gene State table --- --- annual ---
ration data
Geology precambrian surface --- map 1:250,000 --- once --
overburden thick- --- map --- --- once
ness
glacial deposits map once
unique geologic
---
map
--- ---
once
--- j
features
surface drainage State map --- --- once --
• slope USGS map --- --- once ---
generalized geo- State map --- --- once --- 'slogy
{physiographic State map --- --- once ---
regions z
subsurface
drainage
State map --- --- once --- s	 ya
;t
-
topography USGS map --- --- once --- zi
rti
local relief USGS map --- --- once --- r
s
'. seismic risk zone USGS map --- --- once ---
surface geology --- map --- --- once ---
fbedrock geology --- map --- --- once --
bedrock surface --- map --- --- once ---
contour
{	 Minerals number of wells Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual ---
Resources and Oilc Companies
i reservoirs pene- Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual ---,
trated and Oil
'
Companies
amount produced Mining, Gas, table --- annuali
and Oil
Comapnies
a	 I
-`
s.
recovery cost Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual
and Oil
`{ Companies
rDATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
PESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCYor
UPDATE
TIME
C014STRAINT COMMENTS
reserve estimates Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual ---
and Oil
Compani es
extent of mining Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual ---
and Oil
Companies
material extracted Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual ---
and oil
Companies
historical mining State --- --- --- once
types of minerals State map 1:250,000 once ---
mineral grade State table --- --- once ---
mineral origin State table --- once ---
estimated re- State table --- --- 5 years ---
serves
$ value of mine- State table --- --- 5 years ---
rals
access to market State table --- --- 5 years ---
profitability to State table 5 years
mine
coal and mineral State table --- --- once ---
quality
strip mine loca- U.S.	 Council map 1:24,000 lom 2 years
location and on Environ-
inventory mental Qua-
lity
strip mine U.S. Council table --- --- 2 years
Acreage on Environ-
mental Qua-
lity
strip mine condi- U.S.	 Council table --- --- 2 years ---
tion on Environ-
mental Qua-
lity
Energy inventory of fuel State table. --- annual ---
oil consumers
inventory of L.P. State table --- annual ---
gas consumers
inventory of in- State table --- --- annual ---
terruptable I
natural gas con-
sumers
fuel consumption State table --- annual ---
estimates
service station State table --- --- annual
inventory
04
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ti	 Table A-10:
DATA NEEDS AND CNAIViCTERISTICS - LAND USE
PLANNING:
	
STATE LEVEL
(continued)
x	 -
RESO-	 FREQUENCY
CURRENT	 LU-	 OF	 TIME
DATA TYPE	 DA1A NEED	 SOURCE	 FORMAT	 SCALE	 TION	 UPDATE	 CONSTRAllil 	 COMMENTS
r -
-
`	 Recreation water-related re- State table --- --- 3 years
'	
e
creational activi-
ties
' state forests State table --- --- annual
visitors per year
recreational acti- State table --- --- annual ---
vity spectrum in
' state forests
a travel times to
state forests
State table --- --- once ---
' state park State table --- --- annual ---
attendance
camping areas by --- table --- 20m annual ---
v:
type and density map
historical	 sites State map 1:250,000 --- once ---
prehistoric sites State map --- --- once ---
r
size of parks State table --- --- 5 years ---
length of trails State table --- --- 5 years ---
location of exist- State map 1:250,000 40m 5 years ---
i'ng parks and
1:24,000
` location of po- State map 1:250,000 --- 5 years ---
tentiai parks and
1:24,000
location of natu- State map 1:250,000 --- 5 years ---
' ral and scenic and
parks 1:24,000
r
camping permits State table --- --- annual ---
sold
inventory of State table --- --- 5 years ---
x public and pri-
vate recrea-
tional	 facilities -
recreation demand State table --- --- annual ---
estimates
inventory of State map 1:250,000 40m 5 years ---
- natural areas and
1' : 24 ,000
Transportation road inventory State map --- --- 5 years ---
'	
-
traffic data State tabular --- --- annual ---
general county State map 1:24,000 - --- ---
-"
and city road
location
highways Universities 1.1ap --- --- --- ---
,motor freight Universities 11, 1,11) --- --- ---
i
Yi
f
9
i
:33
3
i^
1
I
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Table A-10:
1	 DATA NEEDS AND CHARACTERISTICS LAND USE
PLANNING: STATE LEVEL(continued)
s
i
i
E
i
j
r
rt
,
4
f ,
i
t
vi
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINTS - COMMENTS
state population Census table --- --- 10 years ---
by age
years of educa- Census table --- --- 10 years ---
tion
f
Services urban services Census table --- --- 5 years ---
regional services Census table --- --- 5 years ---
drinking water U.S. Army table --- --- 5 years ---
availability Corps of
Engineers
health care RPC's table --- --- 5 years ---
facilities
emergency medi-• RPC's table --- --- 5 years ---
cal service
generalized soil --- table --- --- 5 years ---
limitations for
use of septic
tanks
Socio- number of welfare Dept. of table --- --- annual ---
Economic- recipients Social Ser-
General vices in MO.
number of welfare Dept. of table --- --- annual ---
payments Social Ser-
vices in MO.
poverty guide- NEW table --- --- 2 years ---
lines Economic
Development
Administra-
tion
value of land Census table --- --- annual ---
value of build- Census table --- --- annual ---
ings
value of machinery Census table --- --- annual ---
value of equip- Census table --- --- annual ---
ment
earnings by indus- Census table --- --- annual ---
trial sector
hourly wage rates Census table --- --- annual ---
gross regional Census table --- --- annual ---
product
gross county Census table --- --- annual ---
product
total regional Census table --- --- 10 years ---
employment by
occupation
r
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Table A-10:
DATA NEEDS AND CHARACTERISTICS - LAND USE
PLANNING: STATE LEVEL
(continued)
I
j	 DATA TYPE
1
DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
^
pipelines Universities map --- --- --- ---
railroads Universities map --- --- --- ---
airports Universities map --- --- --- ---
waterways Universities map --- --- --- ---
i
Land Use land ownership County Ab- map --- 40m annual ---
}
i
# straet Re-
Office
ii
c
cords
i
1 land boundaries County Ab- map --- --- annual --- f
stract Re-
cords Office
land plats County map --- --- --- --- 3
Courts
s
j current land use Regional map 1:250,000 40m annual ---
 
1
1 Planning and
++
Commission 1:24,000
I housing estimate Private Air image --- --- annual ---
Photo Firms
urban base Regional map 1:9,600 --- 5 years ---
Planning
{
Commission v
j land use change --- map 1:250,000 40m annual ---
and i
1 :24.000
major public --- map 1:24,000 40m 5 years ---
f
open space
lands of special --- map 1:24,000 --- annual ---
public policy
' designation
{	 Soeio- density rural/ Census table --- --- annual ---
Economic- urban t
Population
i
locational Census table --- --- annual --- i
patterns I
number of families Census table --- --- 10 years ---
j
/household
a
^	 c projections of Census table --- --- 3 years ---
I
population
= percent of fami- Census	 - table --- --- 10 years
---1 lies by income
j
level
i median family Census table --- --- 10 years ---
' income
current popula- Private Air image --- --- annual ---
tion estimates Photo Firm
•RESO- I FREQUENCY
	
LU-	 OF	 TIME
	
TION	 UPDATE	 CONSTRAINT
	
I---	 1. 10 years	 ---
COMMENTS
3
i
i
i
;R
x
x
f
{f
1
Dept. of Consumer
Affairs in MO.
Dept. of Consumer
Affairs in MO.
Dept. of Consumer
Affairs in MO. i
Dept. of Consumer
Affairs in 1.10.
Dept. of Consumer 1
Affairs in MO.
>t
:a
---	 10 years
--	 annual
---	 annual
I annual
annual	 ---
annual	 ---
annual	 ---
annual
	 ---
annual
	 ---
annual
	 ---
10 years
10 years	 --
annual
annual
	 --
annual
	 ---
annual	 --
annual
	 ---
+	
^4
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;j-	 Table A-10:
DATA NEEDS AND CHARACTERISTICS - LAND USE
's	 PLANNING: STATE LEVEL3	 (continued)fc
^r
k	 DATA TYPE DATA DEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
total regional Census table ---
employment: by
industry
men	 and women Census table ---
: in civilian work
force
economic factors Regional table ---
influencing urban Planning
:. development Commission
financial re- Regional table ---
sources of urban Planning
areas Commission
_ employment trends Dept. of table ---
Labor and
r Industrial
Relations
in 140.
average annual Division of table ---
employment Employment
Security
total employment Division of table ---
(by county) Employment
s Security
percent employ- Division of table ---
ment (by county) Employment
Security
total percent Division of table ---
unemployment Fmnloyment
Security
starting wage for Division of table ---
selected occupa- Employment
3 tions Security
estimates of USDA table ---
agricultural SRS
r	 q labor
{ per capita income Census table ---
median earnings Census table ---
for selected
i occupations
sales tax --- table ---
', receipts
tourist expendi- --- table ---
tures
bank deposits --- table ---
new jobs --- table ---
manufacturing in- --- table ---
vestment
kDATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE	 FOR14AT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
square feet of --- table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
industry Affairs in 140.
industrial pro- --- table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
ducts Affairs in MO.
location of indus- --- table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
try Affairs in MO.
industrial payroll --- table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
Affairs in MO.
railroad accessi- --- table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
bility to industry Affairs in MO.
labor force charac- --- table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
teristics Affairs in MO.
I
^a
Gk
'i
i
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Table A.11
Data Needs and Characteristics - Land Use
a	 Planning: Regional and Local Level
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
Agriculture livestock prices State table --- --- annual --- listing from
MO; assumed for
other states
grain prices State table ;-- --- annual ---
market trends State table --- --- annual ---
livestock receipts State table --- --- annual ---
square feet of State table --- --- once ---
glass per green-
house
degree of crop State table --- --- annual ---
damage
livestock acreage USDA table --- --- annual ---
SRS
crop acreage USDA table --- --- annual ---
SRS
crop location USDA table --- --- annual ---
SRS
crop production USDA table --- --- annual ---
SRS
total farms Census graph --- --- annual ---
Vegetation type of vegeta- USDA map 1:250,000 40m 5 years ---
tion cover USCS
type of vegeta- USDA table 1:250,000 --- 5 years ---
tion acreage USCS
--- locational USDA map 1:250,000 40m 5 years ---
pattern of vege- USCS
tation cover
Soils soil locational SCS map 1:24,000 5001- once ---
patterns 1000' Q
slope SCS map 1:24,000 --- once
permeability State table --- - once - ^'da
bearing strength State table --- --- once ---r^
shearing strength State table --- --- once ---
composition State table --- --- once ---,
soi!1 type SCS table --- --- once ---
soil series name SCS table --- --- onc^ ---
or number
soil fertility SCS table --- --- once
physical proper- SCS table --- --- once ---
ties
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
T10N
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
subsurface State map 1:250,000 500' or once, as ---
drainage better needed
topography USGS map 1:500,000 500' once, as --- 10' contours
needed
local relief USGS map 1:24,000 --- once,as ---
needed
seismic risk zone E.S.S.A. map 1:24,000 --- once, as ---
Coast and needed
Geodetic
Survey
USGS
terrain type E.S.S.A. map 1:24,000 --- once, as ---
Coast and needed
Geodetic
Survey
USGS
geochemical pro- USGS table --- --- once, as ---
perties needed
rock type USGS table --- --- once, as ---
needed
geologic units
structure of USGS table --- --- once, as ---
unit needed
orientation of USGS table --- --- once, as ---
unit needed
depth to bedrock USGS table - --- --- once, as ---
needed
thickness of USGS table •--- --- once, as ---
bedrock needed
geomorphic fea- USGS table --- --- once, as ---
ture type needed
geomorphic fea- USGS table --- --- once, as ---
ture orientation needed
geologic history USGS table --- --- once, as ---
needed
tectonic data USGS table --- --- once, as -••-
needed
areal extent USGS table --- --- once ---
age USGS table - --- once ---
correlative units USGS table --- --- once ---
topographic cross- State diagram -- --- once
section
foundation depth State text --- --- once --
requicements
engineering geo- State map 1:500,000 --- once ---
logy
e
t
l
1t
s
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Table A.11
Data Needs and Characteristics - Land Use
Planning: Regional and Local Level
(continued)
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
thickness SCS table --- --- once
erosion SCS. table --- --- once ---
engineering pro- SCS table --- --- once ---
perties
Forestry forest cover loca• State map 1:250,000 500 1 - once --- Division of
(tion 1000' Forestry in MO.
forest conversion State map 1:250,000 -- annual --- Division of
Forestry in MO.
reforestation State map, 1:250,000 --- annual --- Division of
Forestry in M0.
recreational State table --- --•• annual --- Division of
opportunities Forestry in MO.
tree stand size State table --- --- annual --- Division of
Forestry in MO.
amount of tree State table --- --- annual ---
harvest
use of tree State table --- --- annual ---
harvest
timber volume State table -- - annual ---
estimates
Wildlife habitat charac- State table --- --- 5 years --- Division of
teristics Wildlife in MO.
- wildlife (exist- State table --- --- annual --- Division of
ing) Wildlife in M0.
Water intensity of State table --- --- 6 months ---
polluting agent
effects of pollu- State table --- --- 6 months ---
tion on aquatic
habitat -
aquatic popula- State table --- --- annual ---
tion
`impact of recrea- State_ table --- --- annual -
tion type on
aquatic habitat
impact of flood- State table --- --- annual ---
plain construction
on aquatic
	
habi-
Itat
physical altera- State table --- --- annual
Lions of water
bodies
surface water Universities map 1:24,000 10m once, or ---
as needed
0
"s
a
R
)
ti
t»
F
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Table A.11
1I	 Data Needs and Characteristics - Land Use
Planning: Regional and Local Level
(continued)
_	
a
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT	 I SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
stream flow --- table --- --- monthly ---
round water	 - --- table --- --- once, or ---
availability as needed
loodplain loca- U.S. Army map 1:250,000 10, once, as ---
ion Corps of needed
Engineers
loodprone area U.S. Army map 1:250,000 10' once, as ---
l ocation Corps of needed
Engineers
major floods ;S. Army _-- --- --- as needed ---
orps of
Engineers
surface water --- --- --- --- annual ---
uality
ground water --- --- --- --- annual
quality
run-off rate --- --- --- --- annual ---
dam location State map 1:250,000 40m once ---
dam type State table --- --- annual ---
dam condition State table --- --- --- ---
volume of dam State table --- --- once ---
impoundment
dam height State table --- --- once ---
stream flow Regional map 1:250,000 500- --- ---
characteristics Planning 1000
(gaining vs. Commission,
-'^ losing) with MO.
Geological
Survey
stream discharge U.S. Army table --- --- monthly ---
Corps	 of
Engineers
ground water level State table --- --- 2 years ---
ground water flow State table --- --- once ---
ground water use State table --- --- 2 years ---
ground water State table --- --- 2 years ---
availability
recharge area State nap --- --- once -°
water well State map 1:50,000 5001- 5 years
location 1000
major streams and USGS map 1:500000 10' once ---
water sheds
water shed USGS table --- --- 5 years ---
characteristics
:
t
ad-
f
j	 I
1
J
I
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
water-bearing State mmp 1:250,000 --- once ---
limestone forma-
tions
well depths and State graph --- --- --- ---
yields
Air Quality location of point State map 1:24,000 lom annual ---
source
size of point State table --- --- annual ---
source
area source State map 1:24,000 lom annual ---
ambient air State table --- --- monthly ---
sampling
gaseous and parti- Universities table --- --- monthly ---
culate air pollu-
tion
radioactivity Universities table --- --- monthly ---
air turbidity Universities table --- --- monthly ---
Climate/ weather records: --- table --- --- monthly ---
Meteorology temperature
wind
precipitation
inversion
probability
earthquake --- --- --- --- ---
history
^N0,4A
Solid Waste sanitary landfill State	 I map 1:24,000 10' 2 years ---
sites
solid waste pro- State map 1:24,000 10' 2 years ---
cessing facility
sites
solid waste State text --- --- 2 years ---
management plans
solid waste State table --- --- annual ---
generation data
Geology surface drainage State map 1:24,000 lom 2 years -
slope USGS map 1:24.000 lom once, as ---
needed
generalized geo- State map 1:250,000 401" once, as --r
logy needed
physiographic State map 1:250,000 500' or once, as
regions better needed
zr
a
i
i
s
^ I
3
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i
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Table A.11
Data Needs and Characteristics - Land Use
o	 Planning: Regional and Local Level 	 j
(continued)
c
LA
is
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
 C'OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
Mineral.: number of wells Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual ---
Resources and Oil
Companies
reservoirs pene- Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual ---
trated and Oil
Companies
amount produced Mining, Gas, table --- annual
and Oil
Companies
recovery cost Mining, Gas, table --- annual ---
and Oil
Companies
reserve estimates Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual ---
and Oil
Companies
extent of mining Mining, Gas, table --- --- annual ---
Oil
l
and
C,umpanies
material extracted Haling, Gas, table --- --- annual ---
and Oil
1 historical
Companies
mining State table --- ... once ---
types of minerals State table --- --- once ---
mineral grade State table --- once ---
mineral origin State table --- --- once ---
estimated re- State table --- --- annual ---
serves
dollar value of State table --- --- annual ---
minerals
access to market State table --- --- annual
profitability to State table --- --- annual ---
mine
overburden thick- State table --- --- annual ---
ness
coal and mineral State table --- ... once ---
quality
strip mine loca- U.S.	 Council map 1:24,000 101 annual
tion and inven- on Environ- table
tory mental Qua-
lity
strip mine U.S. Council map --- --- annual ---
acreage on Environ- table
mental Qua-
lity
mineral resources State map 1:500,000 500 1 - --- ---
1000 1
it
Table A.11
Data Needs and Characteristics
	 Land Use
Planning: Regional and Local Level
(continued)
7
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMIMENTS
Energy inventory of fuel State table --- --- annual ---
oil consumers
inventory of L.P. State table --- --- annual ---
gas consumers
inventory of in- State table --- --- annual ---
terruptable
natural gas con-
sumers
fuel consump-' State table --- --- annual ---
tion estimates
service station State table --- --- annual ---
inventory
Recreation historic sites State map 1:24,000 lom once ---
prehistoric State map 1;24,000 lom once ---
sites
size of parks State table --- --- as needed ---
length of trails State table --- --- as needed ---
location of State	 - map 1:24,000 lom as needed
parksexisting par
location of po- State map --- --- as needed ---
tential parks
location of State map 1:24,000 lom as needed ---
natural and
scenic areas
-
camping permits State table --- --- annual ---
sold
inventory of State table --- --- as needed ---
public and pri-
vate recreation-
al facilities
recreation de- State table --- --- annual ---
mand estimates
inventory of State map --- --- as needed --- Division of
natural areas fisheries in MQ.
water-related State table -- --- annual - Division of
recreational Fisheries in Mo.
activities
travel times State table --- --- once - Division of
to state Fisheries in Mo.
forests
recreational State table --- --- annual --- Division of
Fisheries in MO.
trum in state
forests_
^..,
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Table A.11
Data Needs and Characteristics - Land Use
Planning: Regional and Local Level
(continued)
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORI4AT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
r	 8	 ' state park State table --- --- annual	 ---
attendance
t	 Transporta- road inventory State map --- --- once, or	 ---
tion as needed
traffic data State tabular --- --- annual	 ---
general county State map --- --- as needed
	 ---
and city road
t locations
highways Universities map --- --- ---	 ---
motor freights Universities map --- --- ---	 ---
pipelines Universities map --- --- ---	 --- j
railroads Universities map --- --- ---	 ---
airports Universities map --- --- ---	 ---
° and local
airports
;waterways Universities map --- --- ---	 ---
address range --- --- °- -° ---
	
-° p
registered air- State table --- --- ---	 ---
craft
e
travel distance survey
y
table
--- ---
as needed	
---
^
to work
3
c	 Land Use land ownership County	 Ab- map 1:9.4,000 --- annual	 --- on parcel basis
stract Re- in urban areas
cords Offices
- =	
r land boundaries County Ab- map 1:24,000 --- as needed	 ---
- stract Re- l
4. y cords Offices
land plats County Courts map --- --- as needed	 ---
! current land Private Air image 1:24,000 --- annual	 --- levels	 I,	 II,	 III,
use: Photo Firms 1:9600 in and IV in urban	 t
urban areas areas 
b housing estimate Private Air image --- --- once, as	 ---
Photo Firms needed
urban base Regional map 1:9,600 --- annual	 ---
Planning
- Commissions
condition of Field survey --- --- --- ---	 ---
structures
undeveloped land County graph --- --- annual	 --- a^._
Planning 
Dept.
. t	 ^
4	 F
t	 r
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT _ SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UDPATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
existing sidewalks lot-by-lot map 1:2,400 10' annual ---
and curbs field survey
neighborhood County map 1:4,800 1/2 A. annual ---
boundaries Planning
Dept.
Land Survey original govern- State map --- --- --- ---
Data ment survey
documents
county survey or State map --- --- --- ---
land documents
land subdivision State map --- --- --- ---
plats
prilvate land State map --- --- --- ---
surveys
state boundary State map --- --- --- ---
surveys
Population population Census table --- --- 10 years ---
characteristics
percent renter Census table --- --- 10 years ---
occupied units
as proportion
of total stock
school age Supt. of table --- --- annual ---
population Pub] is
Schools
- public school Supt. of table --- --- annual ---
enrollment Public
Schools
average house- Census graph --- --- 10 years ---
hold size
density rural/ Census table --- --- 10 years ---
urban
locational Census table --- --- 10 years ---
patterns
number fami- Census table --- --- 10 years ---
ties/household
projections and Census table --- --- 10 years --
trends
percent of fami- Census table --- --- 10 years ---
lies by income
level
median family Census table --- --_; 10 year's ---
intone
current popula- Private Air image- --- --- 2 years ---
lation-estimates Photo Firms
f
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DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
net migration Census table --- --- 10 years ---
place of work Census table --- --- 10 years ---
census tracts Census map --- --- 10 years ---
with population
loss
Services public drinking State table --- --- annual ---
water
areas supplied State table --- --- Annual ---
population State table --- --- annual ---
served
type of owner- State table --- --- annual ---
ship
number of ser- State table --- --- annual ---
vices
source of supply State table --- --- as needed ---
'treatment caps- State table --- --- as needed ---
city
average water State table --- --- as needed ---
consumption j
treatment pro- State table --- --• as needed ---
cess used
finished water State table --- --- as needed ---
storage
chemical quality State table --- --- as needed ---
bacteriological State table --- --- as needed ---
quality
urban services Census and table --- --- 10 years ---
local juris-
dictions
regional services Census and table --- --- 10 years ---
local juris-
dictions
public sewage Local treat- table --- --- as needed ---
services ment com-
panics
drinking water U.S. Army table --- --- as needed ---
availability Corps of
Engineers
emergency medi- Regional table --- --- as needed ---
cal service Planning
Commissions
natural gas State table --- --- as needed ---
services
1
i
i
i
t
1
s
i
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1
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Data Needs and Characteristics - Land Use
Planning:	 Regional and Local Level
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Table A.11 t
Data Needs and Characteristics - Land Use
Planning: Regional and Local Levol
(continued)
DATA TYPE
1
DATA NEED
CUPRENT
SOURCE FOR14AT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENTS
electric services State table --- --- as needed ---
motor carrier State table --- --- as needed ---
routes
barge lines State table --- --- as needed ---
normal truck State table --- --- as needed ---
delivery
railroads State table --- --- as needed ---
college and State map 1:250,000 -- 5 years ---
vocational
technical educa-
tional	 facili-
ties
percent dwelling Census graph --- --- 10 years ---
without plumbing
facilities or
overcrowded
school system County graph --- -- annual ---
bonded indebt- School
ness Reports
total school Supt. County graph --- --- annual ---
system operating Schools
expenses
total school 'County table --- --- annual ---
districts Government
existing storm Local sewer map 1:4,800 1/4 acre annual ---
water sewers district
higher education County graph --- --- annual ---
opportunities Planning
per capita Dept.
county library County graph --- --- annual ---
volumes per Library
capita Annual Re-
port
police officers County Police graph --- --- annual ---
per 1,000 popu-
lation
major fires County Fire table --- --- annual ---
Marshall
Socio- mayor crimes County Police graph --- --- annual ---
Economic-
General
autos registered County graph --- --- annual ---
Government
building permits County Pub- .graph --- -- annual ---
lic Works
_ Dept.
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DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT COMMENT
total local County graph --- --- annual ---
government ex- Government (Census-
penditures and Census 10 years)
of Govern-
ment
county govern- County graph --- --- annual ---
ment operating Government
expenses
bonded indebt- County graph --- -- annual ---
ness Government
number of welfare Dept. of table --- -- annual ---
recipients Social Ser-
vices in MO.
number of welfare Dept.	 of table --- --- annual ---
payments Social Ser-
vices in Mo.
poverty guide- HEW --- --- --- --- ---
lines Economic
Development
Administra-
tion
percent elderly Census table --- --- 10 years ---
families below
poverty level
percent low rent Census graph --- -- 10 years ----
housing units
and low valued
owner occupied
units
value of land Census table --- --- 10 years ---
value of build- Census table --- --- 10 years ---
ings
value of machi- Census table --- --- 10 years ---
nery
value of equip- Census table --- --- 10 years ---
ment
earnings by in- Census table --- --- 10 years ---
dustrial sector
hourly wage rates Census table --- --- 10 years ---
gross regional Census table --- --- 10 years ---
product
gross county Census table --- --- 10 years ---
product
housing values Census table --- --- 10 years ---
subsidized Census table --- --- 10 years ---
housing
k
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G	 Table A.II
Data Needs and Characteristics - Land Use
5	 Planning: Regional and Local Level
(continued)
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Table A_11
Af	
Data Needs and Characteristics -land Use
Planning:	 Regional and Local Level
(continued)
a	
< }
	
RESO-
	
FREQUENCY
l	 CURRENT	 LU-	 OF	 TIME
q:	 DATA TYPE	 DATA NEED	 SOURCE	 FORMAT	 SCALE	 TION	 UPDATE	 CONSTRAINT	 COMMENTS
k
new construction Field survey/ table --- --- monthly ---
building per-
mits issued
by local
s
government
I; total regional Census table --- --- 10 years --- a
- employment by
occupation
total regional Census table --- --- 10 years
---
1
employment by
industry
men and women Census table --- --- 10 years --- 7
in civilian
work force
r- economic factors Regional table --- --- annual ---
influencing urban Planning
^.
development Commissions
financial	 re- Regional table --- --- annual ---
sources of urban Planning
areas Commissions
r ^ employment trends State graph --- --- annual ---
family income by Census table --- --- 10 years ---
^^ type
non-agricultural Bureau of graph --- --- monthly ---
ix employment Labor
Statistics
employment trends State table monthly
average annual State table
--- ---
annual
---
-- employment
total employnrnt State table --- --- annual ---(try county)
percent employ- State table --- --- annual ---
went (by county)
total percent State table --- --- annual
---+.' unemployment
fstarting wage for State table --- --- annual ---
selected occupa-
tions
d^
estimates of USDA --- --- --- 10 years ---
agricultural SRS
labor
per capita, in- Census --- --- --- 10 years. ---
come
median eareings Census --- --- --- l0 years ---
for selected
occupations
•
_
1
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
C014STRAINT COMMENTS
sales tax receipts State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
Affairs in MO.
tourist expendi- State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
tures Affairs in MO.
bank deposits State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
Affairs in MO.
new jobs State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
Affairs in 140.
manufacturing State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
investment Affairs in MO.
square feet of State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
industry Affairs in MO.
industrial pro- State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
ducts Affairs in MO.
location of State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
industry Affairs	 in 1,10.
industrial pay- State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
roll Affairs in 1,A.
railroad accessi- State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
bility to indus- Affairs in MO.
try
labor force State table --- --- annual --- Dept. of Consumer
characteristics Affairs in MO.
Bureau of
employment growth Labor Statis- graph --- --- 5-10 years ---
tics & Census
manufacturing State table --- --- annual ---
data
firm identifi- State table --- --- annual ---
cation
address
spokesman 1
products
employment
location 1
wholesale trade Census table --- - 10 years ---
retail trade Census table --- --- 10 years ---
economic acti- Regional map 1:500,000 --- 2 years --
:vity centers Planning
Conmission
iland boundaries Local coumu- maps or 1:2,400 10' as needed --
nity govern- CCT's
ment
Izoning Local corunu- maps or 1:2,400 10' as needed ---
0ityigovern- CCT's
milt
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Table A.11
.ri	
Data Needs and Characteristics - Land Use
is	 Planning: Regional and Local Level
(continue(l)
i
DATA TYPE DATA NEED
CURRENT
SOURCE FORMAT SCALE
RESO-
LU-
TION
I FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRA114T COMMENTS
political Local commu- maps or --- as needed ---
subdivisions nity govern- CCT's
ment
school districts Local comnu- maps or --- as needed
nity govern- CCT's
ment
fire districts Local commu- maps or --- --- as needed ---
nity govern- CCT's
ment
comprehensive Local commu- maps or --- --- as needed ---
plan nity govern- CCT's
ment
incorporated Census table --- 10 years ---
cities
unincorporated Census table --- --- 10 years ---
areas
proposed rezoning Petitioner, text 1:2,400 --- with each ---
his archi- new propo-
tect and sal	 (appro-
lawyer ximately
200 each
year per
agency)
fi
Table A.11
it
	Data Needs and Characteristics	 Land Use
Planning: Regional and Local Level
(continued)
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A.:10 TRANSPORTATION
The data needs of transportation agencies at the state level are
shown in Table A-42,  based principally on analyses of needs in Illinois
and Missouri.
	
A limited amount of information was available for Iowa,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin. 	 For Wisconsin, we used the report of Miller
'r	
tl
and Nieman
	
(A-4) as a basis.
	
The data needs are organie^.5 according to
data type rather than by task.
,
Data are required for the broad functions of modal selection;
I
corridor and route location; and design, construction, and maintenance
of facilities such as highways and airports.
	 The National	 Environmental
Policy Act and the concept of integrated, inter-modal 	 transportation
L	 ^	 ,
planning have combined to expand greatly the range of data needs of
i transportation agencies, including highway departments. 	 These new needs
i
f
make up a large number of the items which appear in this table.
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Table A.12 Data Roads and Characteristics Transportation
DATA TYPE DATA NEED CURRENT SOURCE FORMAT SCALE RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT
COMMENTS
Transportation automobile trips tapes, n 5-10 years
Activities origin/destination files,
maps
tables Cz
traffic forecasts tapes, g 5-10 years
files, X
maps,
=r
tables
vehicle weight/ U.S. Urbanized tapes, annual
passenger Area Transpor- files,
tation Census maps,
Studies and tables
State Depts. of
Transportation
truck weights tapes, bi-annual
files,
maps,
tables
commodities hauled " tapes, 5, years
files,
maps,
tables
county highway maps aerial photo maps 1:63340 annual
location of consultants maps 1:633400 annual
waterways
city maps field inspection maps 1:9600 annual
1:14400
utilities consultants maps 1:633440 annual
pipelines consultants	 _ maps annual
electrical trans- consultants maps annual
mission lines
barge lines consultants maps annual
motor carrier consultants maps annual
routes
airports consultants maps annual
number of aircraft maps and annual
and location base tapes,
tables
highway jurisdiction regional offices magnetic annual
tapes
pavement width regional offices magnetic annual
tapes
roadside features regional offices magnetic annual
tapes
surface conditions regional offices magnetic
tapes
bridge conditions regional offices magnetic
tapes
i
r
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t
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Table A.12 Data Needs and Characteristics Transportation
(continued)
DATA TYPE DATA NEED CURRENT SOURCE FORMAT SCALE RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT
COMMENTS
accidents regional offices magnetic
tapes
production and State Water
transportation of Survey
hazardous sub-
stances near water
supply
Highway Design aerial	 imagery for in-house 911011 by projects
Information highway location air-photo prints
prints
aerial	 imagery for in-house 90OX914 by projects
highway design air-photo prints
facilities
topographic maps aerial photos maps urban areas by projects
derived from 1:600
aerial	 imagery rural areas
1:1200
microfilm records by projects
of structure
design
Political fire districts Districts maps r+o - 1-2 years
Subdivision
0
and Land comprehensive plan Plan Commission maps
0 n =5.
1-2 years
Survey Data
zoning --- ---
h 
O 1-2 years
school districts Districts maps 1-2 years
original government
survey documents
land subdivision
plans
benchmark locations
triangulation and
transit station
locations
state coordinate maps cards/ I foot not appli-
system location tape cable
Geologic mineral resource USGS maps 1:24,000
Information maps
mineral grade
historical mining USGS maps 1:24000
earthquake history
seismic risk zones
stratigraphic USGS
relations State GS
geological maps USGS maps 1:24000 not appli-
cable
locO relief
i-14-
ze
Table A.12 Data Needs and Characteristics Transportation
(continued)
DATA TYPE DATA NEED CURRENT SOURCE FORMAT SCALE RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT
COMMENTS
topographic cross-
section
slopes
Soils type Bureau of Soils, maps 1:62500 not appli-
USDA cable
series name or f Bureau of Soils, maps 1:62500 not appli-
USDA cable
fertility Bureau of Soils, maps 1:62500 not appli-
USDA cable
location Bureau of Soils, maps 1:62500 not appli-
USDA cable
physical properties Bureau of Soils maps 1:52500 not appli-
USDA cable
soil moisture State Water
Survey
Environmental observed air quality U.S.	 EPA and maps and 1:9600 annual
Quality measures of CO, HC,- -DOT tables
and NOX for all
transportation
facilities
point sources of U.S.	 EPA and maps and 1:9600 annual
air pollution DOT tables
area sources of State EPA and maps and 1:9600 annual
air pollution DOT tables
highways State EPA and maps and 1:9600 annual
DOT tables
airports State EPA and maps and 1:9600 annual
DOT tables
forests
sanitary landfill
sites
demolition landfill
sites
strip mine location State Geologi- maps 1:9600 annual
cal Survey
water run-off State Water
quality Survey
flood plain loca- State Water maps 1:24000
tion Survey
flood prone area State Water maps 1:24000
location Survey
flood plain area State Water maps _1:24000
Survey
weather records Weather Bureau
DATA TYPE DATA NEED CURRENT SOURCE FORMAT SCALE RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT
COMMENTS
Water dam location/ State Water
Resources condition Survey
location of lakes State Water
streams and rivers Survey
stream discharge State Water
Survey
ground water use State Water
Survey
Recreation, boundary descrip- State Park maps 1:9600
Parks, and tion of parks Service
Conservation
attendance at parks State Park tables annual
Service
potential park State Park maps 1:9600 1-2 years
sites Service
natural and scenic State Park maps 1:9600 1-2 years
areas Service
historic and Natural History maps and 1:9600 1-2 years
archaeological Survey tables
sites
recreation areas: Regional	 Plann- maps 1:10500
ownership and ing or Park
jurisdiction Service
major uses (camp- Regional Plann- maps 1:10500
ing, hiking, etc) ing or Park
Service
vegetation location maps and 1:15840
tables
protected plants maps and
tables
wildlife species, environmental maps and
location, and inventory tables
population
rare and endangered environmental maps and
species inventory tables
Commercial retail trade Regional	 Plann- maps r, o 1-2 years
Activity ing Agencies,
cities, others
wholesale trade Regional Plann- maps 0 1-2 years
ing Agencies,
cities, others •+
value of land Regional
	
Plann- maps 1-2 years
ing Agencies,
cities, others
value of buildings Regional	 Plann- maps 1-2 years
ing Agencies,
cities, others
.r.
i
E
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a	 Table A.12 Data Needs and Characteristics Transportation
(continued)
f	
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-_---_
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DATA TYPE DATA NEED CURRENT SOURCE FORMAT SCALE RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT
COrMENTS
location of energy Public utilities maps 0 1-2 years
facilities State Public photos
Service Commis-
sion .o
crop production State Dept. of maps 1-2 years
Agriculture g
USDA
livestock environmental maps and
N
inventory tables w
recreational State Dept. of maps
0
1-2 years
activities Conservation
commercial services -- --- 1-2 years
sales tax receipts tables one year
or less
new Jobs tables one year
or less
investment tables one year
or less
sq. feet tables one year
or less
products tables one year
or less
location tables one year
or less
payroll tables one year
or less
location of public Regional	 Plann- maps 1-2 years
service facilities ing Agencies, photos
cities, others
Industrial specifications Commerce or maps,
facilities Industrial tables
Development
-
Commission
available financing Commerce or maps,
Industrial tables
Development
Commission
utilities Commerce or maps,
Industrial tables
Development
Commission
land Commerce or maps,
Industrial tables
Development
Conuni ss ion
special features Commerce or maps,
Industrial tables
Development
Commission
I
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Table A.12 Data Needs and Chararteristics Transportation
continued)
p i
,.y	 ORIGINAL PAG9 IS c	
:
	
LA OF POOR QITALITY	 ^
DATA TYPE DATA NEED CURRENT SOURCE FORMAT SCALE RESO-
—LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT
COMMENTS
transportation Commerce or maps,
alternatives Industrial tables
Development
Commission
acreage of indus- State Commerce files
trial sites and	 Industrial
Development
Commission
utilities on Public Service files
industrial	 sites Commission or
Utility Com-
panies
railroad accessi- companies
bility
zoning local authori- maps
ties
Labor Force age State Dept. of tables one year
Labor or less
sex State Dept. of tables one year
Labor or less
skills State Dept. of tables one year
Labor or less
% unemployment State Dept. of tables one year
Labor or less
Population location census tapes, magnetic g 1 year or
regional tapes, less
agencies tables ?
place of employment census tapes, magnetic c 1 year or
regional tapes, + less
agencies tables m
projections census tapes, magnetic 1 year or
regional tapes, ,y less
agencies tables d
number families per census tapes, magnetic
'«
1 year or
household regional tapes, less
agencies tables
dwelling type census tapes, magnetic 1 year or
regional tapes, less
agencies tables
income levels census tapes, magnetic i year or
regional tapes, less
agencies tables
number welfare census tapes, magnetic 1 year or
recipients regional tapes, less
agencies tables
percentage of census tapes, magnetic 1 year or
families by income regional tapes, V less
level	 ` agencies tables
-
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Table A.12 Data Needs and Characteristics Transportation
(Continued)
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Table A.12 Data Needs and Characteristics Transportation
(Continued)
DATA TYPE DATA NEED CURRENT SOURCE FORMAT SCALE RESO-
LU-
TION
FREQUENCY
OF
UPDATE
TIME
CONSTRAINT
COMMENTS
median family income census tapes, magnetic 1 year or
regional tape, 3 less
agencies tables
density census tapes, magnetic o I year or
regional tape less
agencies tables
ethnic and religious magnetic not fully
distribution tape,- available
tables
location of magnetic not fully
illiterate persons tape, available
tables
location of non- magnetic not fully
drivers tape, 'available
tables
location of magnetic ;not fully
handicapped persons tape, available
tables
Yt,
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 A.11 WATER RESOURCES
Terms needing explanation are:
xz
1. Rate of Recharge - the rate at which a water source is being re-
supplied. t
2. Demand Schedule - the times of demand and amounts of water needed
from a reservoir.
3. Constrictive Works - the types of structures which constrain water
in a stream to flow in a well-defined channel.
4. Hydraulic Head - Pressure of water upon a unit area due to the
height at which the surface of the water stands above the point
where the pressure is measured. E'
4. Piezometric Surface - an imaginary surface that everywhere coin-
j
tides with the static level of water in an aquifer.
5. Structure of Aquifer - the physical orientation and shape of a
water-bearing rock unit.
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Public Inquiries on
Ground Water
Water Resource Studies
Aquifer Water Yield
Information
Inventory Surface
Water Bodies X X X X X
Surface Water
Resource Studies X X X X X X X X
Flood Plain Manage-
I
ment Studies
I}
X
Logging of Observa-
lion Well Network
Current Source in-house USGS USGS USGS	 - USGS, SCS in-house in-house in-house in-house
i on site ASCS, NASA on site on site on site and mea-
investiga- USES, investiga- investiga- measure- surement
tion in-house tion tion ment
Format aerial topogra- topogra- topogra- aerial and text text text text
photos phic map phic map phic and spacecraft aerial
text slope imager photos
maps land cove
maps
Scale 1:24,000 1:24,000 1:24,000 1:24,000 1:24,000 1:24,000 --- --- ---
or larger 1:250,000
Resolution 2m or less 2m 2m 2m - 10m 2m - 80m < 2m --- ---
on slope
zones
Frequency.of Update 5 - 10 yrs 20 years 20 years 20 years annual	 - daily if daily if daily if daily if
10 years needed needed needed needed
Time Constraint 6-8 weeks 6-8 weeks 6=8 weeks 6-8 weeks 12-16 < 24 hrs. < 24 hrs. < 24 hrs. < 24 hrs.
weeks
Comments
---
j
I
i
--- --- --- --- --- --- ---
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Table A-13	 Data Needs in Water Resources by
Task and Data Characteristics
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Table A-13: Data Needs-in Water Resources by
Task and Data Characteristics
(continued)
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Public Inquiries on
-Ground Water
Water Resource Studies
Aquifer Water Yield
Information
Inventory Surface
Water Bodies
Surface Water
Resource Studies
Flood Plain Manage-
ment Studies X X X X X X X
Logging of Observa-
tion Well Network
Current Source USGS, USGS USGS USGS USGS USGS Corps of
ASCS, SCS NASA in-house Corps of in-house in-house Engineers
in-house in-house Engineers Dept, of USGS
Commerce
Format aerial and aerial and text flood and text text topogra-
satellite satellite aerial stream aerial phic maps
imagery imagery imagery flow data imagery and civil
topogrd- topogra- works
phic naps phic maps maps
Scale 1:24,000 1:24,000 1:2,000 --- --- --- 1;24,000
1:125,000 1:125,000-
11:250,000 1:250,000
11:1,000,00
Resolution A/C-2- A/C 2- A/C < lm --- --- --- 2m
lom IOm
S/C 80m S/C 80m
Frequency of Update as needed as needed daily several aily daily 5-10 yrs.
times
daily
Time Constraint 48 hours 48 hours < 6 hrs <6 hours- < 24 hrs. < 24: hrs 6 weeks
Comments
--- --- --- --- ---
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"^	 Table A-13:— Data Needs'in Water Resources by
Task and Data Characteristics
(continued)
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Public Inquiries on
Ground Water X X X X X
Water Resource Studie X X X X X
Aquifer Water Yield
- Information X X X X+ X
Inventory Surface
Water Bodies X X X X
Surface Water
Resource Studies X X X
Flood Plain Manage-
ment Studies
Logging Observa-
tion Well Network X X
Current Source (rock (Well in-house in-house in-house USGS, USGS, USGS USGS
sample) logs) laboratory laboratory SDS, ASCS, ASCS, SCS, ASCS, SCS ASCS, SCS
in-house in-house analyses analyses NASA NASA in-house in-house
in-house in-house
Format text text text tabular tabular aerial and aerial and aerial aerial
well logs well
	
logs summaries summaries satellite satellite imagery imagery
geologic text text photos imagery
map topogra-
phic maps
Scale --- --- 1:24,000 --- --- 1:24,000 1:24,000 1:24,000 1:24,000
1:125,000 1:125,000 or more
1:250,000 1:250,000
:1fODO,000':1,000,000
Resolution --- --- --- --- --- A/C - 2m - A/C - 2m - A/C - 2m A/C 2m
lom lom
S/C 80m S/C 80m
Frequency of Update once only once onl y 20 years on demand on demand 5-10 yrs. once only annual — annual
Time Constraints 6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 1 week l week 6-8 weeks - 2-8 weeks 1 week 1 week
Comments inference
and inter
pretation
required
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Table A-13: Data Needs •in"Clater Resources by
Task and Data Characteristics
(continued)
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Public Inquiries on
Ground Water X % X X X X X X X
Water Resource Studies X X X X X X X X X
Aquifer Water Yield
Information X X X X X X X % X
Inventory Surface
Water Bodies
Surface. Water
Resource Studies X
Flood Plain Manage-
ment Studies
Logging Observa-
tion Well Network X X X X X
Current Source observa- observa- observa- observa- observa- rock rock USGS well logs
tion well tion well tion well tion well tion well sample sample state GS
data data data data data analysis analysis well	 log
data
Scale
--- --- --- --- --- --- ---
1:24,000
---	
'
Resolution --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 2m on base ---
10m on
geologic
data
Frequency of Update variable variable variable variable variable on demand on deamdn 20 years once only
nnual or annual or annual or annual or annual or
emiannual semiannual semiannual semiannual semiannual
Time Constraint	 - 6 weeks 6 weeks 6 weeks 6, weeks 6 weeks 6 Weeks 6 weeks archive archive
Comments ' , !
--- --- --- --- - ° --- --- ---
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A.12	 WILDLIFE
Data items in Table A.14 are self-explanatory.
t4
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Table A-14: Data .. _Needs i n bJi 1 dl i fe by Task
and Data Characteristics
j
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Subtasks ando
	 U	 o Q	 a	 o	 w	 c'	
A	
,
Characteristics	 —j	 ¢	 cs	 a	 h	 x	 a	 ► ri.i
e
Wildlife Habitat	
^{
'	 Assessment	 X	 X	 X	 X	
r
Wildlife Habitat
Inventory	 X	 X	 X a
.	 Wildlife Inventory	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X
Monitor Cover Type
	 $
Conversion	 X	 X	 X	 ;l
Determine and Moni* n •	fi
Effects of Toxic
Substances on Wild-
s	 life	 X	 X	 X	 Y
Current Source
	
in-house	 in-house	 in-house
	
in-house
	
in-house	 in-house	 in-house	 in-house
Format	 map	 map	 map	 text	 table	 text	 text;	 text	 f,`
map
k
Scale
	
1:24,000	 1:24,000	 1:125,000	 ---	 ---	 ---	 1:24,000	 ---
	
i ---	 --	 ---	 --	 ---	 ---	 ---	 r^	 Resolution	 -	 ---
Frequency of Update	 annual	 annual	 annual	 annual	 annual	 annual	 annual	 on demand
{	 Time Constraint','
	 1 week	 1 week	 1 week	 6 weeks	 6 weeks	 6 weeks	 1 week	 l week
Comments	 scale may scale may scale may	 scale may	 t
vary
	
vary	 vary	 vary 
z'	
j	 3
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A.13 DATA NZEDS JUDGED TO BE NOT FEASIBLE OR NOT PLAUSIBLE FOR PRODUCTION
l^
	
BY REMOTE SENSING
„
rY In Section 3.2 we discuss a procedure by which the data needs listed t
^. in this Appendix were screened with respect to the feasiblity and plausi-
bility of their production using remote sensing technology.
	 Table A-15
jis a list of those data items which can not be produced by any of the
six remote sensing technologies; i.e., they are not feasible for technical ...
reasons.	 Table A-16 is a list of those data items which were judged to
be not plausible for production by remote sensing, for the reasons
	
4't L indicated in Section 3.2.
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OF POOR QUALITY
t
Table A-15:
DATA ITEMS WHICH ARE NOT FEASIBLE FOR PRODUCTIONV	 r^
Y ANY OF THE SIX REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMSB A	  M	 i  YSTE
	 r	 k
SOCIO-ECONOMIC'•DATA
LANDS OF SPECIAL PUBLIC POLICY DESIGNATION
	 PARK FACILITIES AVAILABLE
URBAN SERVICES — POLICE, FIRE, MEDICAL, ETC MINE OWNERSHIP
ZONING	 MINERAL PRODUCTION BY TYPE, LOCATION, YEAR
VALUF. OF LAND AND BUILDINGS
	
MINERAL RESERVES BY TYPE, LOCATION, DEPTH,
UTILITY FACILITIES 	 VALUE INCLUDING COAL,• METALS, ETC,
SALES TAX RECEIPTS 	 ECONOMIC VALUE OF DAMAGE BY NATURAL CAUSES
TRAFFIC ORIGIN/DESTINATION 1ATA	 POLLUTION CONTROL COSTS
COMMODITIES TRANSPORTED	 CONSTRUCTION COST • ESTIMATES
ACCIDENTS	 MINERAL -LEASE OWNERSHIP
BRIDGE CONDITION)	 FLOOD PLAIN CONSTRUCTION
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PRODUCTION SITES	 INVENTORY OF MAJOR ENERGY CONSUMERS BY FUEL 	 r
UTILITY SERVICES	 -•`AND •INDUSTRY
SCHOOL SYSTEM DATA	 TRAFFIC VOLUME
^^
g
(	 CRIME DATA	 A WIDE VARIETY - OF CENSUS OF POPULATION AND
t lam#	 GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES	 INDUSTRY DATA
AUTO REGISTRATIONSlFVESTOCK AND GRAIN • PRICES
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY, BANK DEPOSITS, ETC.	 FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICTS
.^	 FIRM LOCATION, ADDRESS, OWNERSHIP, ETC.	 SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LAND SURVEYS — PRIVATE, PUBLIC,' HISTORICAL
	
SUBDIVISION PLANS
F	 LAND OWNERSHIP OR OWNERSHIP CLASS 	 PARK BOUNDARIES	 a
FACILITY OWNERSHIP 	 NEIGHBORHOOD BOUNDARIES!
EMPLOYMENT 'BY INDUSTRY, AGE, SEX, RACE,	 CITIES, TOWNS, UNINCORPORATED AREA BOUNDA --
OCCUPATION	 RIES
PARK OWNERSHIP
4
DATA REQUIRING CHEMICAL OR MINERAL-IDENTIFICATION
OR OTHER LABORATORY:-ANALYSES
SOIL SERIES NAME OR NUMBER, POROSITY, BULK.
	
RUNOFF WATER QUALITY
DENSITY, TEXTURE PROFILE, STRUCTURE 	 TRACE ELEMENTS IN WATER.,-SOILS, MINERALS
'PROFILE, CONSISTENCE PROFILE, DEPTH TO 	 X—RAY DIFFRACTION IN MINERALS
-WATER, A—HORIZON THICKNESS, DEPTH TO BED- AIR AND WATER EFFLUENTS INVENTORY, COMPOSI—'.
ROCK, DEPTH TO SUBSOIL, MACRO — AND MICRO	 TION, FLOW RATE•
s	 NUTRIENT STATUS, ORGANIC MATTER, CATION 	 AIR QUALITY PARAMETERS
CAPACITY, H, SALT CONTENT, SUBSOIL COLOR,
„
	
	
BEARING, STRENGTH, ENGINEERING PROPERTIES, 	 'a
PRODUCTIVITY RATINGS
6EJJERAL DATA
CROP GROWING SEASON 	 FOREST FUEL-BUILD?-UP
CROP MATURITY	 WIND•DIRECTION AND SPEED,
CROP ONTOGENY	 HUMIDITY
LIVESTOCK AND WILDLIFE POPULATION, AGE,
	
LOCATION OF FIRE FIGHTERS
SEX, SPECIES, CONDITION
	
CAUSES AND TIMES • OF FOREST FIRES
TREE STAND SIZE (DIAMETER AT BREAST HEIGHT) FISH SIZE, SPECIES, CONDITION, POPULATION,
ty
•	 FOREST SITE INDEX	 SrX
FOREST SITE PREPARATION NEEDS 	 TRAIL LENGTH
FOREST SUCCESSIONAL STAGES 	 SUBSURFACE GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, UNITS
SEFrj' ' SOURCES	 GROUND WATER VOLUME, QUALITY, SOURCE, FLOW,
	
AWRBER OF SEEDLINGS PLANTED, USES	 DEPTH
FOREST REGENERATION POTENTIAL
	
AQUIFER TYPE AND STRUCTURE
USE OF TREES	 GROUND WATER EXTRACTION RATE, DEMAND SCHE—
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY SPECTRUM	 DULE,•USE
RECREATIONAL USE INTENSITY, VISITORS PER 	 ROCK COLOR, POROSITY, PERMEABILITYc	
YEAR	 PIEZOMETRIC SURFACE
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Table A-15:
DATA ITEMS WHICH ARE NOT FEASIBLE FOR PRODUCTION
-	 BY ANY OF THE SIX REMOTE SENSING SYSTEMS
(CONTINUED)
GENERAL DATA (CONTINUED)
PHREATIC WATER SURFACE TOPOGRAPHIC CROSS SECTION
ROCK TYPE, MINERAL IDENTIFICATION WINTER FISH KILL
FORMATION THICKNESS, COMPOSITION, TEXTURE, DEPTH TO WATER TABLE;
FOSSIL CONTENT, AGE, CORRELATIVE UNIT, WEATHER RECORDS
GEOLOGIC HISTORY ATMOSPHERIC INVERSION PROBABILITY
•SOIL THICKNESS LAND CAPABILITY
WATER BODY MIXING PATTERNS SOLID WASTE GENERATION RATE
HEALTH IMPACT OF WATER AND AIR POLLUTION PRE—CAMBRIAN ROCK SURFACE, BEDROCK GEOLOGY
BEDROCK STRUCTURE, ORIENTATION, DEPTH AND SURFACE CONTOUR
TECTONIC STABILITY, EARTHQUAKE HISTORY, BENCHMARK LOCATION
SEISMIC RECORDS PROTECTED PLANTS 11^	 L
ORIGIN OF MINERAL ORES
SURFACE WATER AVAILABILITY
ENDANGERED SPECIES LOCATION AND POPULATIONc
ROADWAY COND ' TION F(	 -
STREAM DISCHARGE RATE PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY - - SOURCE, QUALITY,
WATER WELL - LOCATION, DEPTH, WATER ANALYSIS OWNERSHIP, SERVICES, AREA SERVED, TREAT —
WATER BEARING LIMESTONE FORMATIONS MENT CAPACITY, PROCESS USED
' SEWAGE FACILITIES 4
I
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Table A-16:
}	 DATA ITEMS WHICH ARE FEASIBLE BUT NOT 	 -
_•	 PLAUSIBLE FOR PRODUCTION BY REMOTE SENSING
LIVESTOCK POPULATION ESTIMATES 	 -
^^. 	FOREST STAND DATA FOR DETERMINATION OF NEED FOR STAND IMPROVEMENT
l4
	
	
FOREST STAND DATA FOR DETERMINATION OF FOREST FIRE POTENTIAL
AREA OF BARRIERS TO FISH MOVEMENT
`	 WILDLIFE SPECIES INVENTORY
-y ,	 DISTANCE FROM PARKS TO POPULATION CENTERS
Y
PARK LOCATION, AREA, FACILITIES AVAILABLE, ROAD WIDTH 	 '.
AIR AND WATER POLLUTION POINT SOURCE LOCATION AND COMPOSITION 	 b
AND
 H IGHWAY LOCATI ON 	 USTREET N  H    FOR AREAL AIR POLLUTION SO RCE DETERMINATION
-URBAN PARTICULATE AIR POLLUTION MONITORING
METEOROLOGICAL PARAMETERS FOR AIR POLLUTION MANAGEMENT	
u
GEOLOGIC FEATURE SIZE
MINING METHOD
•DISTANCE BETWEEN MARKET AND POTENTIAL COAL GASIFICATION SITE
DAM HEIGHT
PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGIONS-
GEOMORPHIC FEATURE TYPE	 a
LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY OF RAILROADSI	
LOCATION OF AIRPORTS AND WATERWAYS
NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT	 1`
POTENTIAL RESERVOIR SITES 	 11
WILD RIVERS
a
GROUND WATER DISCHARGE AND RECHARGE REGIONS
LAKE LEVEL FLUCTUATION
SURFACE. WATER QUALITY'
x
	
	
SOLID WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY SITE LOCATIONI
WATER RELATED RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
t
CAMPING AREAS
t	 INVENTORY OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
ANNUAL ENERGY PRODUCTION AS BIOMASS
AkNUAL BIOMASS PRODUCTION 	 N
OR^G 	
P	 •, -  	 1AGE_.OF ;VAL
 QETA
1
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APPENDIX B: OBSERVED COSTS, PERFORMANCE, AND PRODUCTION
METHODS OF SYSTEMS PRODUCING THE PRIORITY PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION COSTS
This appendix lays out and evaluates two alternative production schemes
for each of seven of the twenty-eight priority products described in Chapter
_t
Three:. timber volume estimate tables, Level II land use/land cover maps,
soil maps, vegatative cover type maps, surface-mined land maps, topographic`
maps, and slope naps. Discussion of each product begins with a list of the
characteristics of the products repeated from Table B.I. Product produc-
t ion steps are next listed and described, first for an operational or tra-
ditional method based on manual interpretation of aircraft data and then for
i.
an alternative scheme employing digital processing and satellite data. Next
a detailed comparison of costs and performance (timeliness, accuracy) of the
two product production systems appear. When possible, a review of both pro-
duction and capital costs for each system is included. Production costs may
include charges for personnel time, supplies, remote sensing data, aerial_
photos, computer processing, and printing costs. Capital costs include
equipment, software development and facility costs.
B.2 TIMBER VOLUME ESTIMATE TABLE
Mary types of information_are,collected in the process of performing a
forest inventory. A timber volume estimate is produced in tabular form
every 5-10 years for all the forested regions of the United States.(B-1)
B.2.1 Product Characteristics
Table B-1 highlights the requirements for this product in the five states;
(More detail' is presented in Table 3-4).
B.2.2 Production Steps:* Operational Method
Steps for producing timber volume estimates by the operational method'
P
	
1. g
	
used by the U.S. Forest Service are listed below:
G
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I
Ell	 I. Determine number of forest plots needed to yield the precision
necessary for the volume estimate by employing the standard sta-
tistical formula.
2. Obtain imagery (B-1)*
A. Obtain current ( 3 years old) stereo aerial photos from ASCS
and the U.S. Forest.Service.
B. Mosaic photos by township.
3. Choose sample points and classify.
A, Select the required number of phutointerpretation (P I ) dots**
on a township-by-township basis.
F
C. As each township is compiled, summarize the points by class
E 
L'	
and by county.
x^	 p.
4.
Ater Systematic 
selected po ints.
Systemati ally
 selec t
	the forest dots and 1 3 f the/	 o 
j	 questionable dots for stereoclassification (B-2)•;
!:.	 B. Use a stereoscope to classify the sample's forest cover type
	
}	 A
and stand size.
5. Choose points to be field checked.
s P	 I A. Select 1/17 of the stereoclassified forest and questionable
points and 1/51*** of the non-forest water dots for field
checking.
6. Make field measurements (B-3, B-4).
A. Determine photo scale b comparing- ^^-
	
	 	 y	 	  ground and photo measure-
ments of the horizontal distance between two landmarks visible
C	 on photo
r
y
*The steps presented here are compiled from various documents. The referen-
ces are those documents in which the steps are described more fully.
**Photointerpretation dots are sample areas on the photo which are viewed
and interpreted by the analyst. They are chosen and located by use of a
	
a
template. 214,000 P I dots are used in Missouri.
***These fractions are determined by statisticians from s P e%ifications for,
allowable sampling error.
{	
_a
0
rJ,
r!
B. Classify the P I dots on the township mosaic as forest, non-
forest, water, or questionable. Record separately for each
township.
F=93-
^
rE
B.	 Select a landmark which is readily identifiable on the ground
i
and on the photo, and as close as possible to the sample
location.	 Mark it on the photo and on the ground.
o
` C.	 Stake a 10--point cluster design* using the landmark as a
r	 i reference.
s
D.	 Using the basal area factor for the region in question,
i
determine the area to be sampled around each of the ten
points.
E.	 Estimate the merchantible bole length of each tree with a
diameter at breast height (d.b.h.)(B-5) that falls within the
areas.
i
hF. Using a table, estimate the gross board foot tree volume
based on the d.b.h. and merchantible bole length.
i1,
7.	 Use a computer program to make volume estimate for state.
 r
A.	 The data gathered for each sample is fed into a computer
program, which is a general program for sorting and regres-
sion analysis, to make.a volume estimate for the entire q`
' l	 i state. 4
B.	 Detail records are computed and summarized on a USFS computer.
B.2.,3'Production Steps:
	 Alternative Method ,g
The following is a more automatic system for making timber volume esti-
mates.
	 There are three stages:
	 LANDSAT, low altitude, and field measure- a
ments.	 The steps listed below are based on reference (B-5);
p
1.	 Obtain and interpret high altitude coverage of ranger district.
Is
—	 A.	 Obtain high altitude color IR images ofarea at a scale of 1:120,000. k
B. -Interpret images and choose 33 training cells which fall into E
four timber volume classes** based on crown closure and
average crown diameter.
2.	 Obtain and	 LANDSAT CCT'sclassify
' A.	 locate training cells on LANDSAT tapes.
.
*The design consists of ten contiguousequilateral triangles with seventy-
foot sides.
**The volume classes are:	 a) non-forested;. b) forest sit'2s wit"	 10,000
;:<
^^	 sites with 10,000 -20,000 i3d ft/acre; and d) sites vii thBch.
 ft, acr..	 c
t 720,000 G4 ft/acre.
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E.	 B. Train classifier to recognize 4 timber classes using the
33 training cells.
F	 C. Determine boundaries of area to be surveyed in order to save
processing time (only pixels within boundaries are classified).
	 }
D. Locate boundary coordinates on tapes.
E. Classify areas within the boundaries on CCT's into four timber
f	 classes using an interactive computer system.
3. Divide the classified area into primary sampling units (psu) and
make a volume estimate for each psu,
A. Divide classified areas into 892.48 psu's measuring 1325 ft.
by 1 1/2 miles long.*
B. For use in statistical analysis, compute for each psu:
t	 a) number of points/volume class within unit
	
[
b) weighted total volume for each volume class**
c) sum of weighted totals for all classes
C. For use in statistical analysis, compute over all psu's:
a) cumulative sum of weighted totals 	 I
b	 mean volume or the first stage volume estimate	 t'
C	 variance	 ^}
f	 4. Choose four psu's for further sampling
^.	 A. Choose 4 units'(with probability of selection proportional
to estimated first stage volume) for further-sampling. 	 x.
B. Transfer location of selected psu's from LANDSAT classified:
images to color IR high altitude 1:120,000 photos to facili-
tate locating them accurately from the air when photographed,;
at low altitude.
5.Obtai n low altitude wide angle and stereo coverage of the selected
p.s.u.'s.
A. Plan low altitude flight line.
t	 B, 'Use a 35 mm camera with the following characteristics to get
}	 low altitude photos of psu's:	 E
A(Based on a practical area which could be photographed in^ 
a
a single flight
the ability o^	 xfine in a light plane with a 35 mm camera,	 	 ground
crew to do the ground work for a flight line in l day, and the varia-
?	 ti ons between sampling units.
i	 **Non timber 0; 10,000 Bd ft = 1; 10,000	 20,000 Bd ft = 2; K
IJ
20,000 Bd ft = 3.
	
f	 _
 ..;...,	 ^.:t.^ *aree+ca.*,.^.^,...,•,,.w_
	
:...,....,....«.,..:^-x:,c+z. 	 cx '*	:...: :^:c^ xa:=n..=,n.^ ....................... ....®e,^. _.-
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Of 1) 24 mm focal length wide angle lens at a scale of 1:7500
(10/psu).
2) 200 mm focal length large scale stereo tri plicate in color
f	 at a scale of 1:1000 (10/psu) to make precise photo esti-
mates of timber volume.
C. Make mosaic of wide angle photos for each psu to show full
a^^ea .	 .
	f	
6._ Make volume estimate based on low altitude photos.
A,, Use center of middle photo of each stereo triplicate as a
.-
plot center, locate and mark on mosaic and on topographic map,
and determine scale of photo near each plat center from topo-
traphic map.
	
1	 B Draw 0.4 acre circular plot about each photo plot center. 	
E
4	 {	 C. Estimate timber volume in each 0.4 area plot using photo volume 	 5
	
'	 tables (based on interpretation of % crown closure and measure-
ments of average star=::'height using parallax.) Call this 	
e,
	
;f	 volume the second stage volume estimate.	
$${
	
=^f	 7. Make direct measurements on the photo of selected trees and esti-
mate volume.. }
A. Within each psu, choose • 2 out of 10 possible photo plots (with
probability of selection proportional to estimated second
stage volume).
B. Pin prick and number all trees of merchantible size within
selected photo plots.
C. Determine average crown diameter of selected trees (based on
longest and shortest crown dimensions).
D. Use the average crown diameter for a third stage volume
	
.	 ,estimate
	
A	 ^	 r
`	 8. Select trees from the previous sample to measure on the ground.r
A. Select trees from the population of merchantible trees within
each photo.plot based on estimated third stage volume; use
low altitude photos to locate photo plot centers and the trees
to be measured:
B. Measure selected trees on the ground using a dendrometer (an
optical device somewhat similar to a range finder used to measure i
preci`5a tree bole diameters and vertical heights). 	 ►
9. Based on 'the above data, use variable probability technique to esti-
•
mate volume for entire area.
y
	
-	 ^':e^^x•.^b.a.n. ^^s.e..: .. 	 ..z..,.c:z_... .0 .v.. m^.. .._.:..^: ..vMeSn...^ :^_^.,.... .. 	 /^.y ^•	 -.	 ._ 	 __ ^	 ...	 -	 ^ 	 ^.A	 ._
. ', 1^	
.j	 -,	 .-r ..rT	 .-...r.,	 „	 _—.•»,...,h `,,i s	 i-EZ.xre„ Np.Y	 aeia`5e`	 +?f..
y,
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B.2.4 Cost and Performance Comparisons Between Operational and
	
y
Alternative Production Methods
	#	 B.2.4.1 Cost Comparisons: Personnel, Equipment
It was not possible to isolate the cost of making a timber volume esti-
mateby the operational method. Cost figures available were for the entire'''
Forest Inventory of Missouri of which a timber volume estimate is only a part.
The 1972 Forest Inventory for Missouri cost a total of $930,000. 'This costs
includes salaries, equipment costs, fieldwork, data compilation costs, and
	
^ 	 fx
system overhead. Medium altitude (1:15840 scale IR, B & W) imagery was bor-
rowed from the ASCS at no cost to the Forest Service. The cost of this
	
F'	 survey was approximately $18.00/km 2 . Of this cost approximately 45 per
cent was associated with fieldwork.
9
Using this figure and based on estimates of aerial photography costs,
Y
we present the following table, Table B-2, which shows the expected costs of
f
	 a timber volume estimate with im agery bei ng cha rged at full cost.F performing. 	 9 Y	 9	 9
x
	t	 The cost for timber volume estimate is $15.41/km2 . Appropriate imagery	 4.
costs $5.29/km2, If this imagery charge is added to the Forest Inventory ,y
	f	 charges above, the total cost of performing the Forest Inventory would be
	 E^
$23.29/km2 . The 1970 inventory of Plumas National Forest in California co-
2	
2
vered 1.2 million acres (4800 km ) and cost $300.00 or $62.50/km much of
which is associated with the timber volume estimate. Both inventories took.
ry two years to complete.
The variation in cost may be due to differences in the accessibility of
	 6,'=
	
.	 the area for field measurements, the age and type of forest, the, cost of ob
taining aerial photography or any ,umber of other factors. The Missouri
f_	
Inventory also used data gathered at the county level without cost when suf-
ficiently good data were available.(B-6) [ gam"
4.	
111 ^^i	
..	
`'
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`^'^	 Y .	 .i'er
Step Time+ Hour Costs Total Cost _ Cost/km4*
1. Acquire Imagery
(med A/C, B&W IR) $273,000 5.29
2. Field `work
(45% total inventory costs)
includes expenses 8 mn yrs $25 $410,000 7,95
3. Compilation and**
Related Processing 4 mn-yrs $15+ $112,000 2.17
TOTAL (exclusive of printing) 12 mn-7rs $795,000 15.41
a
y
^t
V1

_..	 -^...^^.
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Table B-:3 breaks out the cost, by category, of making a timber volume
estimate using the alternative multistage sampling method for the Quincy
Ranger District of the Plumas National Forest on an experimental basis in
1973. The cost to do the entire forest by multistage sampling (over one
mill..on acres) was estimated by Nichols(B-5) to be $15,000 or about $1.63/km2
per acre). The costs per ;acre showed a decrease as acreage increases.
Nichols predicts that it would cost .175 per acre ($0.44/km2) to make a
volume estimate for the whole of California.
i
A cost comparison between the operational and alternative methods is
4
difficult to make since only a portion of the above costs fo- the operational 	
x
forest survey system is concerned with making volume estimates.
	 However,
the experimental multi-stage system cost 0.6^ per acre ($1.63/km2 ) to make
only a volume estimate for the California forest mentioned above.
	 This is
LI
an order of magnitude less expensive than the forest inventory done by the
operational method and, as stated above,•further'decreases in cost are pre-
dicted by the California experimenter for a operationalized version of his
F
experimental system.
B.2.4.2	 Performance Comparison:
	 Accuracy, Timeliness
Accuracy achieved in estimating the timber volume in Quincy Ranger Di-
-
4	
-
r
strict by the multistage system, which results in a sampling error of 8.6%,
is superior to the operational system, which results in a 209 sampling er-
r; ror. (B-5).
{r' The alternative multistage method also takes about one-sixth of the time_
that the operational (10-factor) system requires for the same amount of acre-
age.
	
For example, to make a timber volume estimate for a million acres
using the alternative Method would take 5 months:
	
The standard; system would
take two years with more manpower(B-5) .
F.	 .. ,_	 S ..	 ^.•. 11
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B.3	 LEVEL II LAND USE/LAND COVER MAP
Leve1II land use maps facilitate land use planning and management of
}t, urban development.	 Land use types are mapped at 1:24,000 and smaller scales
corresponding to USGS topographic maps.
	 Only 5% of the area needs detailed
G' 1:24,000 scale maps.	 For the remaining areas 1:250,000 scale maps would be
37adequate.	 As many as	 different classes of land use can be delineated h
and marked on the map..
' B.3.1	 Product Characteristics
Table B4 defines the product's characteristics for states in the
u
I five-state region. s
Production	 'OperationalB.3.2	 Steps:	 Method
} Listed below are the steps for the manual, operational production of
f
4
Level II Land Use/Land Cover Maps, condensed from a description by Fitz=
f •Patrick (6-7):
cii
ti..
111
1.	 Determine area to be mapped.
n ^,I
2.	 Establish scale of map and type of land use classification to be
used.
^ ►3.	 Plan flight line and times,
4.	 Establish field control.
5.	 Acquire color IR, high altitude aircraft imagery.q	 9
.n
} 6.	 Check image quality.
74-	 Scribe map base with planmetric features.
Register imagery
	
base.8_'.	 on map
7
9. 	 View imagery in stereo and outline agricultural areas (5 acre
cells).
lOr	 Delineate residential areas (use neighborhood features
as guides).
11.	 Delineate commercial-industrial sites, ;(based on building
type and someuideline features such as parking l ots and
loading areas .}q'x

^.	 FF^AVFY^m.^  vecs^x _
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I,
1
}
f	 ^
y
*	 J
Ili
tj 12.	 Delineate forested and park areas.
13.	 Delineate water bodies.
F l4.	 Complete the delineation of the 28 Level II Land Use categories
relevant in the five state region*.
15.
	
Check for accuracy.
i 16.	 Produce separation sheets of land use data and planimetri ck base.ij
17.	 Produce working copies of map, 	 w
18.	 Edit and letter.
	 x
^a
i 19.
	
Print.	
:;.
' 20.	 Check for desired map quality.
B.3.3	 Production Steps:	 Alternative Method
n
The alternative production strategy involves computer classification
ti
of LANDSAT CCT's to derive Level II Land Use maps for an area equivalent
to the size of 1 LANDSAT frame (35,225 km2 ).	 This production scenario
involves clustering analyses and maximum likelihood classification
,.
s
techniques.	 The production steps are listed below:
I.
	
Read'and reformat CCT data.
r 1r 2.	 Geometrically correct LANDSAT frame data.
r^
3.	 Overlay.	 11
Classify by maximum likelihood ratio technique, 4 bands
and 30 categories.
' S.	 Refine classification through iteration.
k
6.	 Cluster analyze the ratioed data.
' 7.	 Output the land use cl assifications.
4
F
^
*The categories are listed and described in USGS Circular #964, (B-8)
K'
Y
B	 _
4
F1
R
^E
r
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8. Produce a copy of the map on a map base.
9. Check, edit, and print as in operational method.
B.3.4 Cost and Performance Comparisons Between Operational
and Alternative Production Methods
$.3.4.1 Cost Comparison: Personnel, Equipment
For the operational (manual) production system, the USGS quotes a pro-
duction cost of $11.93/km2
 for 1:24,000 scale maps and $0.88/km2 for 1:250,000
maps. Tables B-5 and B-6 present the breakdown of costs for Level II Land
Use Maps as presented in Fitzpatrick.(B-7) We have made explicit her esti-
mates of time to produce these produc',,'s.`for consistency with the other pro- s
ducts presented in this Appendix.
For the automated system,. costs on LARSYS were obtained from conversation
with Leonard Gaydos of the USGS.(B-9)
	 These costs assume a CPU charge of
$6.00/CPU-minute.	 Tables B-7 and B-8 presents our estimates for producing
Level II Land use maps at 1:250,000 scale and 1:24,000 scale.
	 Printing costs k
r f are $0.07/km2 for 1:25,000 scale maps and $3.10/km2 for 1:24.,000 scale maps.
1
As the tables show, Level II Land Use Maps at 1:250,000 scale cost more
f^ to produce in the alternative system than in the operational (manual) sys-
tem	 The majority of the cost is associated with computer processing.
	 In
Chapter 4, we show that an operational system can save significantly on
I
computer processing costs.
	 Level II Land Use Maps at 1:24,000 scale cost
approximately the same in both systems.
	 This reflects the high cost of
printing maps at large scale._	 In addition, since current LANDSAT 80 M.
I
.	
E imagery is	 eful at 1:24,000 scale, ` " only"slight savings
r
^j are realized in imagery acquisition costs.
t,
4 ^•
Hk.KW^.u+.lsn.ay.UX2 lam.	 .
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Table R-6:
Costs of Level II Land Use I-laps (Operational Method)
@ 1:24,000 Scale
Steps Time	 Hour.Rate Cost Cosa/km2
1. Acquire Data $	 22 .14
2. Mosaicing 6 930 6.00
i4 3. Interpretation 9.3	 $20 186 1.20
4. Cartographic 3.1	 $12 38 .24 Y
CI` a) marginalia 194 1.25
z
f 5. Reproduction and 480 3.10
Printing
ry a
J_.
I TOTAL (per 1:55 km2 sheet) $ 1,850 11.93
j
s
t ,
z Estimate in this table are taken from costs cited in reference (B-7)
I
9
rd. 	 .....d'.I.ak..._.^ 	....R Vrwr..:r.1`wVi4Y^1.5Fnvumec+Me•IZroax».uxwr e+.s.._c.4..n.._._m.
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Table B-7:
n' Cost of Level-II Land Use Maps (Alternative Method)
6"
F
LI 1:250,000 Scale,	 19,500 km
2
 /Map Sheet
ft,
i Step	 Time	 Cost/Hr.
	 Cost 2Cost/km iF
1. Collect data
W a) LANDSAT CCT's $	 480** .02
b) ground truth	 40 $16	 $	 640 .03
1 2. Preprocess data a°}
a) reformat $	 100 d,
b) geometrically correct $ 2,475
c) overlay $ 7,375
SUBTOTAL	 "i $ 9,950 .51
g 3. Process data ^ft
a) classify by max.
a
f
likelihood ratio: x
assume 3 iterations $11,700 .60	 If
V b) cluster classified
data: assume 3
iterations $	 750 .04
. c) computer programmer	 12 $20	 $	 240 .01
4. Output and Print Data $ 1,360 .07
a TOTAL $25,120 1.28
I *Based on 19,500 km2 /map sheet.
LI14 **One 1:250,000 scale map sheet covers approximately 60 percent of one
f
f LANDSAT frame.	 The cost of one LANDSAT frame has been reduced pro-
portionately under the assumption that an alternative system could
utilize the remaining portion of the frame for additional products. I
__	 _	
.^_...	 ..	 _	 .....T_-.=..^	 ^ ..„-r
	
_r _.-.....uv^..=+esW _
	
•NM1 ^iC,•"°""" ^vsaa°^4%	 ..r.a's-.x'k+%a2c7";,:Sa WTSr	 ^,^
	
.rYw A uan^t	 ^	 I .	 I
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Tabl a B-8
'	 -	 Cost of Level II Land Use Maps (Alternative Method)
#	 1 24,000 Scale 155 km2/map sheet
p
^`	 y
s
zi
Y`
t
I
F.I
f
Step Time Cost/Hr, Cost Cost/km2
1. Acquire L,evel	 II Land-.	 q
use Maps 'enlarged to
1:24000 scale $	 198 1.28*	 .
2. Acquire additional
Groundtruth 40 $16 $	 640 4.13
3. Ovarlay and Register 10
G-T Data $20 $	 200 1.29
4. Print Map $	 465 3.10
TOTAL 50 $ 1,503 9.80
E^
ti
ix^
r
F
ti
11 *Assuming that digital enlargements of 1:250,000 scale Level-11 land use
P	 cost	 roximatel Y	
`
maps
	 a	 .	 the same as ' the maps themselves.	 The area to1	 pp
be mapped at 1:24,000 scale is roughly 4% of the 5-state region,
{x F1
Fr
tE
ri
az
r 	 4t
•
:r
l	 '
r
x
t
w'
t
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^nl
8.3.4.2	 Performance Comparison:'
	 Accuracy and Production Time
Positional oreo ra hic accuracy standards for 1:24 000 scale Leve9	 9	 P	 Y	 ^	 1.II
4
Land Use maps are the same as for normal 1:24,000 scale topographic maps.
Y
This is, 90% of all well-defined points must be located to ►with 40 ft. of
i their actual geographic position.
i F] A recent USGS/NASA study(B-7)established the accuracy of identifica-
` tion of Level'II land use classes using the operational method at 1:24,000
scale to be 84.9 per cent, while using the alternative brought the identi-
E 	 iE
fication accuracy to 80-85%.
4 600 person/hours were required to do interpretation and editing of one
Level II 1:24,000 scale map by the operational method of which 200 person
"^.
hours were required for cartographic compilation and production (B-7)
	 With
LA
the alternative system we estimate (see Sect. 4.3. of this report) a maxi-
mum likelihood processing technique would require .3 - 7.7 hours of computer
time (depending upon computer used) to process one image of LANDSAT data
-into a Level II Land Use map of the type described. Additional time for
plotting of the product might raise the times to 18 - 22 hours.
B.4 SOIL MAPS
Since the 1930's aerial photography has provided data for the pro-
duction of soil maps. Much of the U.S. is still not mapped in detail.
Present effort is concentrated on mapping agricultural lands.
B.4.1 Product Characteristics
The desired characteristics of soil maps are listed in Table B-4.
3.4.2 Production Steps: Operational Method (B-10, B-11, B-12) (SCS, USDA)
• 1. Plan two .years ahead for procurement of aerial photos. Decide if
a new aerial survey is needed. (Photo scale 1:20,000 or 1:24,000).
2. Collect existing ;naps and reports of survey area: Photo index,
topographic, geologic, and forest-type maps, old soil maps and
p	 g	 Fre orts, plannin  board m<«n and re ports.
i
F
3
q^
p{
7.
i
•C.''• `—^—u--,^^::C`^_-'v'—die `. r.3m ..^..ne..,.	 .....	 v.._...wa--
f
`J
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Table	 B-9:
Soil trap Product Characteristics
Input Resolution 30 - 10m
Area Covered 155 km2 (1-:24,000 scale)
9
1
Required Coverage Selected Areas
kc
r:
{	 3
Update Frequency 20 years
P	
a
Platform LANDSAT I, II, C, and Follow- On t	 .
Extensive Groundtruth x
.. No	 of products for
five-state region as needed
Product Scale 1:24,000 and smaller r,
l
'	 l i
77
i j	 ! [t
7
ice++ ^ l \
F
I	 i
4wNi.w+f°n7":t tC.'r Z'+3u4as..+some®..=,	 -
^.,..,>:+e^p .ws:^^M]z._,.- :^'°"'^':`"""^'^ ___^:,^r.^...........•.—.«,_. 	 _ _...,w..,
2
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{ 3.	 On the aerial photos draw soil lines bounding the area to be mapped }
(match lines).
Be 4.	 Choose area to be mapped and outline on photo.{ a
. 5.	 Make stereoscopic reviews of area.
{
A.	 Delineate major drains, smaller drains, intermittent
streams, drainage head and ponds. j
B.	 If soil surveys have been made on adjacent photos, all .
" soils and mapped features should be transferred stereo-
scopically to the outside edge of the match lines.
C.	 Ink and classify roads on basis of knowledge of area and
l4 J
} l atest county highway maps.
D.	 Ink on photo, dwellings and other prominent buildings
outside of built up areas. 	 In built up areas, only inkh
public buildings important to farmers or farm buildings
(e.g., schools, courthouses).
E.	 In pencil, tentatively delineate flood deposits and bottom
e
H
Land, gravel and borrow pits, ridge lines, sinkholes and
wet spots, stream terrace,
	
boundaries,swamp and marsh
t'^ a
other significant land forms (e.g. rock outcrop).
F.	 Delineate all slopes that are clearly seen and appear to
correspond with the slope phases in the legend.	 Estimate
slope group.
G.	 Delineate gullies and severely eroded areas and place
estimated-erosion symbol
	
in delineation.
H.	 Tentatively delineate soil series or types that can be
4
>e
differentiated and indicate by symbols.
0- I.	 Plan route for transversing the area most efficiently,
6. Make field measurements on cultivated areas.
A,	 Take sample cores.
A
^
B,	 Di g pits and observe horizons.
' 7.
.
Map vegetation in area.
j
' 8. Perform chemical anaaysis of soil sample.
=	 i++ 9 Classify soil.
base	 the	 to10. Make a controlled aerial mosaic	 from	 photos	 produce
scale uniformity, provide a close match of images.
`f r
riff
, nr
	 a±i`^'
PHII
yw	 a ^a
'C,:.CN
	
.«-...,,,-„a.	 ^	 :_^...,.' P..wwt -ae^	 .,....,._^...	 a... :^.^:T...:++.^m,..:*rr.. •^ -xYasa ^..^^..-..,.....-..^	 ^	 e	 ,
f	 r•
	
' 	 11. Complete the map manuscript "greencote" by scribing main drainage
	 t
roads, soil boundaries, and other field data on the base map.
12. Scribe in soil symbols.
13. Edit the soil map by using the field sheets and correlation
legend to check the accuracy.
7	 14. Print two plastic "yellowcotes",
	
ill[
tf
15. Print cultural and drainage features on one in black, and soil
;.	 boundaries, erosion symbols and other symbols on the other in red.
T	 16. Make contact prints of the yellowcotes and add lettering (for
names of roads, alphabetical soil symbols, etc.).
17. Make a negative for each of the above contacts and a composite
color proof from the negatives.
	 I
18. Edit the proof and make corrections.
	 x
IJ# 	
S	 5
	
`	 19. Make press plates and print.
	
r	 1
1 0111 B.4.3 Production Steps: AlternativeMethod
 The alternative production method is based upon a series of studies
k
carried out by the Soil Conservation Service at Columbia, Missouri (B-13).
The studies involve the use of LANDSAT digital tapes to prepare soil maps
	 1
for Chariton County, Missouri. The project was initiated in order to
'.	
establish the true value of satellite data for vegetation, soil and water
	 f
mapping. The production steps for soils mapping may be outlined as follows:
1. Establish what area is to be mapped and what soil and soil-vegetation
classes are to be delineated.
a
2. Acquire LANDSAT CCT's for the study area.
	 ? y
3. Geometrically correct, reformat and overlay LANDSAT CCT data
4. Train the computer to recognize soil and soil-vegetation classes by x
-	 spectral signature recognition.
fi	
5. Cluster the points into soil classes of mappable units.
	
of	
-
6	 Computer classify the CCT on a pixel-by-pixel (point-by-point)
rt	 basis based on known spectral signatures
7. Use a preliminary output of the data and perform ground truth soils map-
pi ng and sampling to verify accuracy of identificati on of soi l units.
_	 ..	 _	
.z.	 ^II.r.:.—.. .. y. ..,	 ^.. r
	
--	
_	 ;_c"arev'ciT+AA.eya?^'-v... a ?=^5:-=.a a.n57^'	 Ru+SSi^..y,
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Y
t	 8. After completing groundtruth,output the map at the desired scare. Out-
put or print may be produced as an overlay for a topographic map at the
appropriate scale.
B.4.4 Cost and Performance Comparison
To produce a 1:24,000 scale soil map by the operational method for areas
200,000 acres in size (1 county) would require approximately 9 person-years.
I'n a typical Missouri county (Chariton County, it cost $108,000 to prepare
soil maps approximately $72 000 for cultivated regions the rest for other
vegetated areas.	 Six person-years of labor were required for the cultivated
region and 3 person-years for the other vegetated areas. 	 The USDA Soil Con-
servation Service reports that an average cost for this mapping is $166/km2.
Using LARSYS technique SCS produced soils maps by the satellite-based
+-^ method at a total cost of $52,000.(8-13) 	 However, only $4,000 of this ex-
penditure was for computer processing. 	 Preprocessing costs were approximately
$1700 and data classification and processing cost almost $2000.	 $275 was ex-
pended on outputting data and another $130 for data gathering and preliminary
analysis. The balance of the cost, some $48,000 or $60/km2 was incurreA for
performing 4 person-years of ground truth for the soil map (See Table B-10).
B.4.4.1 Performance Comparison: Accuracy, Timeliness
The accuracy achieved by the operational soils mapping methodology ap-
t!	 proaches 99%.(B-13) The accuracy discussed here refers to the number of
mappable soil units (areas 1 acre in area) which are correctly identified as
to soil type. The alternative methodology can only distinguish approximately
F1 90% of mappable soil units in cultivated or bare soil areas but substantial
I
field mapping-is necessary for detailed soil identification. A much Tower
^	 accuracy (60%) is achieved in vegetated areas because cover types need to be
correlated with soil types.(B-13)
j	 The alternative system offers substantial improvements in production
n
time: 5 person years over the operational methodology. By use of the
70
2
x
k	 5f
PI ^^
I
^a
}
Step Time Hr-Cost Cost Cost/km`*
1. Preliminary Work 8 hr $15 -$	 120 .15
2. Acquire Data
a) LANDSAT CCT's $	 10+ .01
3. Preprocess Data
a	 Reformat tape /^ ';	 90
.b	 Geometric correction 260
c	 Register image $ 1,310
SUBTOTAL $ 1,660 2.08
4. Process Data
a) classify imagery by M-L $ 1,940 2.43
b) clustering
5	 Output on line printer $	 275 .34
6. Ground truth 4 mn-yrs $48,000 $60.00
TOTAL $52,005 $65.01
1
^,
L
r
FF'
s
f
7
*Based on a study of 800 km
2
+Cost  of'LANDSAT frame is reduced proportional to areal
<c
x
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a
alternative methodology, map production time is reduced to a few hours and
total ground truth to 4 person-years. (B-13) Therefore, an accuracy-time j
tradeoff exists.
The SCS napes to demonstrate by further analysis that the 90% accuracy
6
and more rapid turnaround time will be acceptable, however this work has
s
not yet been completed.
B.5	 VEGETATIVE COVER TYPE MAP
The vegetation in an area is both a reflection and an expression of
t	 i
its topography, soils, climate and land use practices.
	 The type of
4
vegetative cover may indicate the potential usefulness of the land or its
! previous and current use.	 Cataloging and mapping vegetative cover type
F provides information for decisions involving land use practice.
}y The estimates shown below assume that 10% of the five-state region
r	 i would be mapped at 1:24,000 scale for wildlife habitat management and en- R
vironmental studies.	 The remainder could be mapped at 1:250,000 scale to
^i
r' show crop land and major forest types.
B .5.1- Product Characteristics
f	
}
Table B-11": 'lists the characteristics of this product.
B.5.2	 Production Steps:
	 Operational Method (B*r14)
l 1.	 Perform background work.
A.	 Select area to be mapped.
x
B.	 Define the purpose of map and estimate mapping intensity
a required.
1
C.	 Gather relevant materials:	 topographic maps, soil maps,
F
existing vegetation maps, etc.
i, D.	 Become acquainted with vegetation occuring in mapping area.
E.	 Refine estimate of required detail.
R
F.	 Choose mapping scale to meet detail requirements.
G.	 Select appropriate base map.
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{
H. Setup controlled mapping units on base map.
2. Acquire, interpret and register imagery.
A. Obtain aerial imagery at 1:10,000 -1,20,000 scale either by contract,
ifx,g for imagery or acquiring existing imagery, e. .g. ASCS photography.
	
} 
.Y	 U
B• Prepare imagery for interpretation.
C. Reference imagery to base map.
D. Delineate major vegetation boundaries and identify where
	
4	
possible on imagery.'
E. Perform roadside field survey by car (optional),/'
	
f	 F. Register information on base map.
1
3. Perform field survey,
A Do intensive field survey to obtain vegetation inventory.*
	
E	 B. Check boundary lines between vegetation classes in field and
record positions.
C. Record field survey data on imagery and base _map.
f
	E {
	
D. Reinterpret imagery if necessary.
	
k	 4. Construct final map,
A. Correct information on base map where necessary.
	
r	 B	 Define mapping classification scheme: colors, symbols.
C Prepare final map and overlays (if any)
D. Check consistency of map,
IJ
5. Print map.
	
x	 6.5.3 Production Steps	 Alternative Method (B-1 5)
1. Perform background work.
A. Select area and define purpose of map.`
B. Perform literature search Gather relevant materials.
C. Design classification scheme and decidemapping intensity 	 u
and repeatability.
*The aerial imagery or a conveniently referenced field map can be used
in the survey. 	 t
2. Perform initial stratification,
A. Acquire satellite imagery and CCT°s.
e
B. Visually interpret imagery with regard to chosen classifi-
cation scheme and detail. Attempt broad classification.
C. Obtain sufficient ground truth.
D. Outline areas of interest on imagery and select training sites.
3. Do first subsampling of data.
A. Perform digital enhancement.
B. Perform digital analysis and classification of MSS data over
selected areas of interest.
4. Select support system and staging.
A. Incorporate other space acquired data (e.g. Skylab) if appli-
cable or available (optional)
B. Utilize serfal underflight photogr4phy.
C. Acquire additional ground truth,
5
t	 5 Perforn refined interpretation.
A. Extend digital analysis over entire area.
B. Determine accuracy of map.
C. Acquire additional ground truth to improve accuracy.
`	
D. Redo analysis to achieve required accuracy.--.
r=	 6. Print final map product.
h
B.5.4 Cost and Performance Comparisons Between'Operational
and Alternative Production Methods
B.5.4.1 Cost Com arisen: Personnel, Equipment
Tables B .
-12A and B-12B present the estimated production costs for the
1
operational method for producing vegetative cover type maps at 1:250,000 	 °t
scale and 1:24,000 scale, respectively. i
	
l	 '^, 1The principal expenditures for the operational system center on the ac-
quisition and interpretation of aerial imagery and the production of the
A
	
?	
final map .prior to printing. To calculate the cost of acquiring imagery we
Step Time Rate/Hr. Cost Cost/km
T. Perform Background Work 980 .05
2. Acquire, interpret and
Register imagery
a) H/A CIR ( stereo $49,000 2.51
b) Mosaicing 300 $20 $ 4,800 .25
c) Interpreting 300 $20 $ 4,800 .25
3. Perform Field Survey 160 $20 $ 3,200 .16
4.. Construct Final Map 100 $12 $ 1,200 .06
5. Print Map $ 1,305 .07
TOTAL 860 $65,345 3.35
t
r
^.
Table 012-A:
Costs of Vegetative Cover Type Mapping:
Operational System
1:250,000 Scale
ri
p
Step
Time
(Man-Hours)	 Hate/Hr.
Total
Cost Cost/km2*
1. Perform background work $	 8.00 $	 .05
a) Acquire imagery CIR
stereo at 1:20000
scar. $ 840.00 $	 5.42.
2. Interpret ane&regis-
ter imagery 24 hrs. $16+ $ 385.00 $	 2.48
3. Perform field survey
(includes cost of
auto survey) 96 $20* $1920.00 $	 12.39
4	 Construct final map 80 $12++ $ 960.00 $	 6.19
5. Print final map
product $ 480.00 $	 3.10
TOTAL 200 $4593.00 $	 29.63
r	 ^ Table B- 12B
^`	 =	 Costs of Vegetative Cover Type flapping:
Operational f"ethod at 1:24,000 Scale
^j
P
T
}
r`
t
r}
(	 t	 '}.	 i
E	 K. A. Fitzpatrick, as an average of the hour rates of compilers and
cartographers. (B-7)
++K. A. Fitzpatrick, hour rate for cartographers only.
Ll
*Our estimate.
2**Based on 155 km /quadrangle.
r.
^d
F
. 	 ^	 a
f	 r 	 f^
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k	
Fj
A(y	
assumed one mission per map sheet at a cost of $30/linear mile for H/A
i	 aphotography and $7.50/linear mile for L/A photography. We estimate inter
i	 pretation times at 150 hrs./104km2 for H/A and 300 hrs./10 4km2 for M/A. Tine
F 	 for rectifying and mosaicing imagery is equal to interpretation time for 	 ((( 33
t	 H/A imagery and equal to 5 times the interpretation time for Med-L/A imagery. 	 f
j`
	 Ground truth was estimated at 4 person-weeks per 19,500 km2 and 2.4 person
weeks per 155 km2 . This difference is representative of the detail and in-
creased mapping intensity at the larger scale.
The estimated cost for producing vegetative cover maps at 1:250,000
scale from H/A CIR imagery is $3.35/km2 and at 1:24,000 scale from Pled/A
imagery is $25.63.	 ;f
Capital costs associated with these products would include one or more
F al°
a:^	
2
BAUSCH & LOMB Zoom Transferscopes at approximately $7000 each and miscella-
neous cartographic supplies costing approximately $1000. It is assumed
that the operational system could make use of equipment for rectifying and
4F.
mosaicing the imagery at small marginal costs.	 t
The operational method is very labor-intensive, requiring 860 man-hours
r i4	 to map 19,500 km2 at 1:250,000 scale and 184 man-hours to map 155km at 	 x
f^	
1:24,000 scale, exclusive of preliminary work. The intensity of mapping,
	 lit jI
c
i	 the diversity of species in the mapping area, and analyst familiarity can
vary widely from mapping area to mapping area. This makes time spent on
preliminary background work much harder to estimate.
}
	
	 For illustrative purposes we assumed that vegetative cover type mapping
was roughly equivalent to Level-II land-use mapping in cost and complexity.
The USPS is currently compiling land-use maps for Missouri at 1:100,000 scale
from NASA RB-57/U-2 high altitude color-infrared imagery. In .preparation for
z	 a
this mapping, the USGS contacted the 20 regional planning agencies in Mis -
souri,, the Missouri Department of Conservation, the Soil Conservation
-121-
	^	 Service, the University of Missouri and other state agencies and urban plan-
e
n:ng commissions across Missouri for information concerning land-use prac -
tices in the state. This was estimated to have taken 1 1/2 - 2 weeks
excluding lag time. In addition, field crews were sent out to obtain low
altitude hand-held photography of selected areas and to collect ground-
level photography. Data from three two-men crews was used to cover the
I:: ^	 2
approximately 180,000 km of Missouri (B-17)In all, ten person weeks of nreli7
minary work was done to aid the compilers and interpreters before mapping
was begun. If we assume a cost of $25/hr for each person in the field
crew and office (including the cost of the airplane rental, travel expen-
ses, etc.) this results in $10,000 being spent on preliminary work for the
j
state of Missouri. This is roughly $0.05/km2
 for preliminary work. Since
Lit this work is done independently of the scale or number of classes used in
the final mapping, this estimate can be used for both the operational and
	
1	 alternative methods.
Table B-13 presents the estimated production costs for an alternative
method using high-altitude aircraft and satellite imagery and mapping at a
scale of 1:250,000. The capital expenditures for such an alternative system
would include equipment comparable to that described above and a major capi -
tal commitment to digital processing equipment.
As an example of the digital processing equipment which might be used,
a G.E. Image 100 system costs approximately $500,000 including installation.
(B-17)For an agency already owning or having access to a computer with 512
K core memory, the LARSYS software system of Purdue University is available
f
for $1000. This cost does not include adapting the program to run on the
agency's computer, which could List nearly $10,000. (B-18) A remote termi-
nal and peripherals linked to the LARSYS system would cost approximately
!t
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i. El P^
., $55,000/year. (B-1 8 )	 All these costs are for equipment or access and do not
include the time charges for using the computer, which are considerable. 1	 x
Our estimate for computer ,
 time charges for determining l7	 classes over
z#
19,500 km 2 at 80 m resolution is $12,850 based on $6.00/CPU minute,
	 Of
this cost, $10,000 is associated with preprocessing and overlaying two
bands each of spring and summer imagery.
	 Roughly $3000 is associated
}E with clustering and classifying the imagery. 	 Personnel cost for the al-
ternative system are considerably lower than the operational method,
again exclusive of preliminary work gathering background materials.
	 We es-
timate 152 man-hours to map 19,500 km2 .	 This is approximately 6 times
faster than the operational method.
The alternative method thus costs $1.17/km2
 to produce a vegetative
4
cover map at 1:250,000 scale, ^}
B.5.4.2	 ;Performance Comparison:	 ''AtcUracy; T'imeliness
E. The operational system working at 1:250,000 scale or 1:24,000 scale
{{
with an implied resolution of 2-10 m. provides for more intensive mapping, F
greater detail, and more classification.
	 It is not unreasonable to assume
an accuracy figure of 95% for these products.
An alternative system using present 80m.resolution LANDSAT MSS data
does not appear to be particularly effective at scales above 1:100,000
although some work has been done at scales up to 1:24,000. 	 The necessary
reduction in scale for an alternative system also reduces the mapping in-
tensity and detail possible on the map product.
	
An alternative system
.t,
J
mapping at 1:250,000 to 1:100,000 scale could achieve 85% accuracy. 	 -
The operational system would map 19,500 km2 at 1:250,000 scale in 2.1.5
}'
person weeks.	 These maps would be drawn exclusively from High and Medium
2
altitude CIR imagery.	 Acquring H/A imagery over 19,500 km	 would cost ap- {
proximately $49,000 based on a delivered imagery price of $30/linear mile.
ri
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j;! 5 Table B-13:
Cost of Vegetative Cover Type Mapping
`.
Alternative Methods at 1:25C,000
Total .:
Step Time Cost/Hr Cost Cost/km2
c 1. Perform Background Work 65.3 hrs $15 $ 980 $ .05
2. Perform Initial Stratification
{
i
a) LANDSAT Imagery -- -- $ 40 <.Ol
b) LANDSAT CCT s -- -- $ 800 .04
r' c) Visual	 Interpretation 78 hrs $16 $ 1,250 .06
d) Ground Truthing 40 hrs $16 $ 640 .02
3. First subsampling of Data_
a) Preprocessing of CCT's
b) Do 16 class clustering on
-- --
$10,000 .51 9,
training cells for 13%
of area 3 iterations -- -- $ 750 .04
c) Computer programmer 12 hrs $20 $ 240 .01
4. Select Support System and
Staging
a) Aerial imagery
2% of area H/A CIR $ 2,200 .11
t; .I 2% of area M/A CIR $ 2,150 .11
e	
k} b) Additional ground truth 10 hrs $16 $ 160 <.01
sl; ,
5. Perform Refined Interp^^°etation{.
ai Classification over map
19,500 km2area
$ 2,100 .113 iterations
kt
--b) Computer programmer 12 hrs $20 $ 240 .01
6. Print Map -- -- $ 1,360 .07
3
TOTAL $22,910 1.17
11
^jt ]$y°y@
g
S 99.E
5
such overlays could be obtained from a 1:250,000 map product at a cost
$1.17/km2.	 The frequent repetitive coverage of the satellite coupled with
f
=y the speed of digital processing would allow such products to be produced
semi-annually, seasonally or perhaps monthly ) if required over small areas.
digitally-derived products should have sufficient accuracy to allow de-
tection of gross changes in the vegetative cover, even at 1:24,000 scale.
This would insure that accurate and current vegetative cover type maps are
available for decisions regarding land use practice.
B.6
	 SURFACE MINED 'LAND EXTENT AND CONDITION'MAPS
In the five-state study region, surface mining constitutes the bulk of
current mining activities.	 The states have enacted laws regulating the re-
I clamation and extension of surface mines within their boundaries. 	 These
Lr '
l,^X
i
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Medium altitude imagery over 155 km2 would cost approximately $850 based on
a delivered imagery price of $7.50/linear mile. Updating these maps would
require aerial imagery reflights and selected ground check surveys. In ad-
dition, there is a lag of several months to a year between the contracting
and acquiring of imagery. Updating most probably would not be done more
often than every 5-10 years.
The alternative system could map 19,500 km2
 in 3 1/4 person weeks. Up-
dating these maps would require the latest LANDSAT imagery and CCT's; only
minimal ground checking need be done. A map update could be done almost
entirely by computer.
1	 The small-scale vegetative cover type maps produced by the alternative
system have potential usefulness in updating products obtained by the
t: -_G	 operational method. Digitally-derived overlays at 1:24,000 scale would
^F	 F	 cost approximately the same per km2 as the vegetative cover type map at
1:250,000 scale if taken from the small-scale product. Over one hundred
^h 	 M. w .: . t.	 pC•.^spvn ..vy $^ 3Y^'e^.!(...y	 per.
..._	 r_.--n.,.,,,. ... 	 ^	 .__.....a._.^:.:.a._.^v, ate.-a,.....::..F:.,-... 	 ....._ _.-....:_.^.: ss-^_._......^. ,.. 	 .. .... _... .. ,..
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laws mandate that surety bonds and various fees be collected to ensure that
the companies which mine land also reclaim them. These laws also require
that accurate maps and records of the extent and condition of surface mined
lands be made and maintained on an annual basis.
U1,
r
r,
B.6.1 Product Characteristics
Table B-14 lists desired product parameters for surface mined land maps.
These large scale maps are an input to the smaller scale industrial maps we
list as a priority product. Product parameters for the industrial map (a
priority product) are presented in Table B-14.
B.6.2 Production Steps: Operational Methodology
Missouri agencies used U-2 high altitude aircraft color infrared and
black-and-white photography to identify, locate and measure the extent of
surface mined lands for 70% of the state. The mapper employed low altitude
aircraft photos for the remaining 30% of the state (B-19).The production
steps listed below are drawn from this work.
1. Determine the area to be studied.
2. Determine the scale to be used and type of map presentation (usually
overlay on 1:24,000 scale topographic map).
T
3. Obtain imagery (either use existing high or low altitude
aircraft photos or contract for new overflight)
1	 4. Locate mined areas by visual inspection of aircraft photos.
r;
5. Outline affected areas on photo„
6. Measure extent of affected lands with a planimeter.
7 Field check some areas to verify the interpreted imagery.
8. Transfer data to 1:24,000 scale topographic map with a
zoom transferscope from aircraft photos.
9. Prepare overlays of affected areas on light table.
70. Distribute maps
,	 .... .....	 ,,. .., ,	 .	 .;,.....	 , ^	 ..; .	 ..,,,.,,.-,.	 ,
.,,
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Table Q-14:
,j
Product Characteristics of Surface 'lined a
Land Extent and Condition Maas
and Industrial Maps
Surface Mined Land Map. Industrial Map s
E t
Input Resolution 2-10m 30m
>:
l
R
Area Covered
2
155 km
2
11,620 km J
Required Coverage Selected Areas '` entire region
0% of total)
Categories per 4s`
.Product. 3-5 10-30
x
^
` U' date Frequency annual annual
Y
If
l Platform Low Altitude. A/C LANDSAT Follow-On !
High Altitude A/C High Altitude A/C if
	 1i
` . No. of Products
for 5-State Region 150-200 45-50
Product Scale 1:24,000 1:125,000
^	 5
^ 'bbb4
!s
':.
^	
f r$s
i
f;
E
a
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B.6.3	 Production Steps;'_'Altetotive'Mothod
The alternative system for producing surface mined land mapping and
detection is discussed in a report on the delineation and mapping of
surface mines in the Maryland-West Virginia area (B-20). Both analog and
digital LANDSAT imagery were classified in this study; in this section we
wi ll	 discuss only the. digital production system.
Two distinct digital analysis methods were used according to the re-
port. The first is a point-by-point table look-up classification of pixels
41
into three cover classes (stripped, open, and vegetated). 	 The spectral
signatures used were based upon the International Biological Program
r(IBP) vegetation.classification system .
	
The second digital analysis me-
thod was LARSYS 2, a clustering algorithm classifier which used LANDSAT
bands 5 and 7 reflectance values to assess ground condition. 	 Field check-
t	 is
ing	 and ground truth verified classification results. The production
steps which follow pertain to the second digital analysis method:
1) Determine area to be studied.
2) Obtain CCT of LANDSAT image of appropriate data and area.
3) Locate the mined areas by classifying the CCT on a pixel-
by-pixel basis using table look-up based on IBP spectral
II	 +
a !J" ct U1 Ua.
Ij 4) Select sample areas including the mined regions on the data
tapes.0	 5) Select reflectance values from training sites in Bands
5 and 7.
6) Analyze selected portion of the image with the selected
reflectance values with a clustering algorithm.
7) Compare by visual
	
inspection the results of pixel-by-
pixel and clustering analyses.
8) Output a map product on a line printer.
9) Field check with aerial photos and ground truth.
_	
4	
a
f	
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6.6,4, Cost and Performance Comparisons Between Operational
	 ,.
and Alternative Production Methods
B.6.4.1 Cost Comparison: Personnel,'Equipment
The map products being described here are comparable. Both the alter-
s
native satellite-based system and the operational aircraft-based Missouri 	 .^
!	
project were designed to locate and measure the extent of surface mined 	 3
lands. No attempt to determine land condition in a quantitative way is
made for either of the products, but this can be performed from low altitude
aircraft data if desired.	 l
Production costs for the operational method used in the Missouri sur-
face mined land mapping project are not published; therefore, all costs are
EODMS `staff estimates (B-19) Major costs are as listed below:
<'!	 Data Acquisition	 $6,800 - 970 frames at $7.00/frame
Salary	 $1,500 - 3 months at $500/month
Equipment	 $5,000 - cost of zoom transferscope
PJ
Supplies	 $ 250
T
a;	 The cost of purchasing the zoom transferscope is the major capital:
cost. The remaining expenditures are marginal costs of production. De-
I'd
	
r,
fraying capital . costs over 10 years, production costs per annum would be
$9,050.00 for Missouri, of which $8,550.00 is the marginal production
z	 ^.
'	 cost. We estimate costs for the five-state region, based on area covered
by surface mines, to be in the range of $50-60,000. For the Illinois
project, low altitude aircraft data are used exclusively. The project re-
quires 24 person-months to complete and uses approximately $3,000 for data 	 s
acquisition for a total estimated cost of $27,000. 	 z
Cost estimates for the alternative method are based on required person-
nel and data processing time for the method described in reference (B-20)• The
costs are presented in Table B-15.
f	
^	 ..... ` ...; ...:.,- ^,F	 ::.	 ..	 .,, ,i-.a	
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Table B-15:
Surface Hi ned Land Extent and
Alternative Method
Condition*
f 1:24,000 Scale	 155 km
2
 /map sheet
j
z
j -
r.
a
Steps Time Cost/Hr. Cost Cost/km2
1. Preliminary Work 8 $ 15 $ 120 .04
2. Acquire data
a) LANDSAT CCT's
2-bands $	 35+ .01
3. Preprocess Data
a) Reformat 8 $330 $2640 .86
b) Geometrically Correct
c) Rectify
4. Process Data
a) Classify by M-L
b) Cluster
5. Output on line printer
6	 Field Check 20 $ 10 $2000 .66
TOTAL 36 $4196 1.57
=i
rt
Yz
;Ia
z
z
Cost of one 1:24000 scale sheet	 $1.-57.x 155 'km 2 = $243.
*Based on a study of 3050 km2.
+Costs of data are reduced, proportionately with area under the assumption
that an alternative system could utilize the remaining portion of the
frame for additional products.
t
r
rf
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We can make a comparison of costs per square kilometer for
this product.	 With the alternative method used in the Maryland-West Virginia
case, 3045 km2
 were mapped at a cost estimated at $4796. 	 When cost calcula-
s
i
tions on a km2 basis are made, a cost of $1.57 per km2
 is indicated.	 With
w the Missouri projects operational method approximately 5,000 km2 were inven-
i
toried at a cost of $9050.	 This yields a per km2 cost of $1.81.
B.6.4.2	 Performance Comparison:
	 Accuracy, Timeliness
Accura
c
y.
	 Conversation with agency personnel revealed that 95 q+ accu-
racy was achieved by the operational method. 	 In addition, mines were
located to within 100 feet of their true location in 90% of the cases(6-19)-
r' Accuracies of identification achieved by the alternative NASA study of sur--
face mined lands were in the vicinity of 80-85%.
	
No mapping accuracy
standards were quoted.	 The mapping format was line printer output which
is
could be overlayed on topographic maps.
Thus, the operational method identifies mined areas more accurately
i
i
and can identify small areas.
	 This is due to the greater detail available
on the aircraft imagery than on the digital tapes. 	 The data will also be
more reliable and better suited to the necessary legal tests it will have
to face.	 However, the automated methodology can provide more rapid identi-
,j
fication of any changes in the extent.of surface mining in a particular
area.	 In addition it could provide a continual updating of the progress of
such mining if this type of information was required.
^Timeliness.	 The Missouri surface mined' regions were9	 mapped in three
^` person months.	 Seventy per cent of the statewas covered by U-2 photos
s and was mapped; the rest was covered using lower altitude photos (B-19).
E
With the alternative method, the time required to perform the
analysis of data totaled 8 hours of computer time and 2 person-months
Ll x; 1
!t
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of preparation and verification time. Total time involved in the actual
data processing is minimal and once such a system had been set up and
tested the verification and preparation time could be cut substantially.
Fill	 As an aside, we note that to use low-altitude imagery exclusively for
a state with active strip-mining (such as Illinois), requires 24 person-
month s annually. This includes all map preparation and field checking(B-21)•
Low altitude aircraft data is not used to identify and locate strip mines
but to map changes-in extent and condition in mines whose location is
known. Thus this activity is not comparable to the one we discuss here.
8.7 TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
Topographic maps are among the highest priority data and information
needs of many state natural resource agencies. Much of the work and plan-
ning these agencies do depend upon the existence of accurate and up-to-date
1:24,000 scale topographic maps. These maps are graphic representations of
the surficial features of the Earth. They include elevation contours, cul-
tural and natural features, and planimetric'data.
B.7.1 Product Characteristics
Topographic maps are prepared in a variety of formats in the U.S.
F	 '
However, the most.common and widely used type is the USGS 7 112' quad-
rangle, 1:24,000 scale line maps. Characteristics of this map as stated in
j	 m	 chapter*2 are presented in Table B-16.
B f 72 Production Steps: Operational Method
Steps for producing topographic maps by the operational method are
listed below (B-22).
1. Plan mapping site and data acquisition.
A)
,
 Select and specify scale and contour interval.
4
B) Product base maps from county maps.
t	
^	
,
r
r
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I
d Table B-16:
i,
{} Topographic Map Product Characteristics
i Input Resolution 2 - 3.3m	 (B-23)
t
Area covered 155 km2 in 1:24,000 scale map
Required coverage
2
Entire 5-state region 835,530 km 	 coverage
f 70% complete with current program.	 But a t
continual update program is desired.
Categories per product 5-6 per product 	 Forest
y Water
Urban
Contour and name,
Base map
Update Frequency 5 years (cultural	 features) €I
20 years (topography)'
I# Platform Low and medium altitude aircraft
No, of products for 54005-state region
Product scale 1:24,000
€? t
1
S
1
t
e p
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C) Design flight lines on base maps,
D) Plan flight times	 (depends on season, sun angle, etc.)
x
E) Mark existing ground control points (GCP's) on base map.
F) Make additional field measurement as required.
2.	 Obtain and check imagery.
A) Contract for and obtain stereo B&W imagery from contractor.
B) Check image quality.
C) Check imagery for deviation from flight path and correct
over- and side-lap.
3.	 Prepare imagery and map base for the stereoplotter.
A) Produce diapositive plates.
B) Drill GCP's on diapositive plates.
C) Measure imagery scale and tilt,
D) Calculate by computer the projected positon of GCP's on
the map base.
c E) Generate and plot by computer the projected position of
GCP's on the map base.
F) Generate and plot by computer the UTM map grid on the
mylar map base.
G) Align diapositive plates with GCP's in Kelsh plotter..
a^
a
;. 4.	 Produce original copy of base map. TA
A)	 Pencil topographic contours on map base.
B)	 Pencil cultural feature, forestry, water, etc. on other
r> map bases.
C)	 Check mapping accuracy.
D)	 Scribe mylar sheets.
5.	 Produce final copies.
A)	 Produce plastic copies of each base map.
4 B)	 Edit and mark words on overlay. _
f.
l a.
IJI
F
1
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C) Print map,
D) Check results.
TOPOGRAPHIC MAP UPDATE PRODUCTION STEPS
1. Plan imagery acquisition.
A) Design flight lines on base maps.
B) Plan flight times.
C) Mark existing ground control points (GCP's) on base map.
D) Mark GCP's in field.
ii
{
a
x^
t
3
2. Acquire and check imagery.
A) Acquire high altitude stereo imagery.
B) Check image quality.
Check imagery for deviations from flight path and correct
over- and side-lap.
3. Produce inputs to update procedure.
A) Produce diapositive plates.
B) Drill GCP's on diapositive plates.
- C) Measure imagery scale and tilt.
D) Calculate the projected position of GOP's on map base
by computer.
4 Update original topographic map.
A) Pencil areas of change on map base.
B) Check accuracy.
C) Scribe the mylar map base.
D) Produce copies of map base.
5. Edit and print updated map.
A) Edit and check for accuracy.
B) Print map.
{'	 C) Check results,
^. .. _ .-.. ,,.	 ...,..	 _..,.....,,_,, n.... _ ^_^ _	 P ,r-	 ,. _-,., g.. ^ ^r 	 .•	 ^.- .,,  .._	 __ .-.+.,^.,w :-vim'.:'-....rs^..:.	 ....y.:w:..:, 	
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B.7,3	 Production Steps; 	 Alternative Method
An experimental ^^;anual,interactive automated mapping sytem called the
Automated Cartographic System (ACS) has been developed by the Rome Air De-
t
velopment Center at Rome Air Force Base,
	 This alternative system will not
be able to incorporate satellite data from LANDSAT-like satellites, which
g provide little topographic data.	 The ACS was developed with custom-built
a k
nd hard-wired equipment.	 Litle detailed information is available on auto-
mated cartographic systems since most have been developed by DOD agencies.
r l;
The information presented in this discussion of the ACS was gathered by a
M S review of a paper by D. Hall and personal communications (B-24, B-25).
r,
The ACS was designed to compile or construct a complete map or chart
from aerialhoto ra hs and/or a series of large scale graphic source ma-p	 g	 P	 9	 y	 p
`C y
terials.	 The development goal is to automate, as much as possible, the
map-making process.	 The sytem as it is envisioned will proceed as indi-
cated by the production steps listed below;
t
r
1)	 Acquire imagery.
IN
2)	 Rectify and geometrically correct imagery.
j	 ? 3)	 Input to analog or graphic to digital conversion system and
convert imagery to digital format.
`	 ' ( 4)	 Manipulate data to change scale, projection, or resolution as
! desired.
5)	 Mark planimetric and cultural features.
6)	 Develop stereo model of terrain on image.
7)	 Construct topographic contours.
l 8)	 Check for accuracy.
` 9)	 Final edit.
10)	 Produce output map.
B.7.4	 Cost and Performance Comparisons Between Operational'
and Alternative Production Methods
\I	 I 	 J	 I	 I 
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B . 7 .4. 1	 ost'Com arison; 'Personnel Equipment. 	 C	 P	 ^  p
We were not able to obtain specific cost information on capital costs
i
but major equipment which is used to produced topographic maps includes
Kelsh Plotters (these devices may cost from $50K to $100K), machines for
drilling and recording GCP positions, and for updating cultural features,
F
orthophoto machines for correcting scale and tilt of aerial photographs. A
large scale computer would be required for the recording, translating and
manipulation of GCP coordinates onto a digital tape. The tape is then used
on a minicomputer and is translated into directions for driving an automatic
' line plotting device.	 This equipment is extremely expensive and results in
a high overhead for the operation.;
c
Table B-17 shows that the cost
	
estimates derived from manual produc-
tion of a typical 	 1:24,000 scale topographic map indicate a total cost per
(.tmap of $11.8K.	 This figure compares with the figures quoted by USGS of
$12K for a typical Missouri quadrangle (B-26). The cost estimates given are
the marginal costs per map for personnel and supplies; capital costs are €
excluded.	 Equipment, personnel and facility costs for an active mapping
facility	 re substantial--on the order of several millionsions of dollars C°	 z
per year.	 The equipment necessary to produce one map probably costs_;
from $200-500 K. (:
In order to establish the alternative system, significant investments
}
t'
r
in trained personnel and specialized equipment would be needed. 	 Major
capital costs of this automated system can be described as lying in three
fi
areas:	 (1)	 software development; (2) personnel training and costs and; z
(3') hardware costs. 	 These costs are not currently specifiable, but
hardware types can be listed and the system configuration specified as }
in Figure B-1.	 The hardware of such a system may be described as in the
Ilk following paragraph.
NE,.
k
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Table	 B-17:
}l
r^
Topgra^hic Map Production Steps, Costs of ^; w
Production and Time Estimates;
Operational System
Cost Time
Step	 ..Estimate $ Person Hr.
Plan imagery to be acquired $	 .2 K 28-36
4 Establish field control 1.5 K 100-150
k
{ Acquire imagery 4.0 K NA
V^ Check image quality .2 K 16-40
Produce diapositives and drill GCP's .5 K 48-56
Derive and plot contours and other map data 2.4 K 80-160
y
Check map accuracy .5 K 24-40
'
.
Scribe mylar sheets 1.0 K 24-72
.} Produce feature separate (map pulls) .2 K 2-4
yy5 Edit and check for accuracy .4 K 24-36
Printing Post .5 K
TOTAL $11,8 K
tt
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G
'	 u The AS^11Q (Unit 20) system is an analytical stereoplotter system based #'
on the solving of the photogrammetric equations relating to stereo models by
a computer,	 This system is composed of a Calma 303 digitizer, a PDP-9/CDP r^
mini-computer, and Calcomp 563 Plotter.
	 It also includes a Floating Arm E
Graphic Recorded (FAGR)/PDP-7, which is a manual
	 linear digitizer.	 The PDP-9
is used as a cartographic Digitizer/Plotter for output plotting.
	
The line trk$
x`'xprinter is used as an additional
	
output printing device,
'	 3
The cost for the hardware described is in the range of $300,000 -
! $500,000 for equipment purchase and rental.
	
Costs of map production vary
,
F^
with the amount of processing time required to develop the map and the per-
,	
^f
sonnel time to supervise and interact with the system.
	
The system designer p ^	 j
estimates the cost of making one map to be $4,000 - $6,000, b
B.7.4.2	 Performance Comparisons:	 Accuracy,.Timeliness
The standard (operational system) specifications for topographic map
accuracy may be briefly summarized by saying that 90% of all well-defined <
„r** points on the ground must be located to within 40 feet of their actual geo x
graphic position.	 Similarly all such points must have an accuracy of eleva-
tion equivalent to one-half the contour interval
	
On most cases this would ^	 s
be 5 - 10 feet).	 The literature which reports on the capabilities of the
j RADC/ACS system states that the accuracies achieved by the system seem to be
^ j	 rY within the standards set for national map accuracy. 	 If the same preparation r
r standards are maintained, the ACS would be capable of producing usable map
products, similar to those currently coming from the various USGS facilities.
The time delays of the current map production system are considerable, ^r
ranging from 6-8 months to 5 years.
	
Actual production times make up a
relatively small proportion of this delay; the greatest delays are in back-
logs of work at government printing offices and in contracting to private
5
E,
Etl
1
i
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i
firms, In addition to long delays in printing maps, the field surveys and 	
l
manual compilation processes absorb several hundreds of person-hours. With
	 r
an automated system, time delays in production coul6be cut and direct out-
put copy should be available on a short notice basis. However, for multi-
copy reproduction, time delays will have to be accepted until better
contracting or government production schedules can be worked out.
B.8 SLOPE MAPS
On the current map format, zones of slope values are delineated and
colored to differentiate slope values in an area. Such'maps are used by
many resource and land management agencies and are often prepared at a
scale of 1:24,000 for areas corresponding to existing USGS 1:24,000 scale
topographic maps.
B.8.1 Product Characteristics
The characteristics of slope maps are listed in Table B-18. Character-
istics have been determined from current products and from user specified
modifications to current products.
B.8.2 Production Steps: Operational Method
The production of a slope map uses as input a topographic map of the
same area and of the same scale. Therefore, the production steps listed
I
in Section B.7 for topographic maps can be considered as preceeding those
listed below for slope map production. Steps for the manual operational
method of slope map production are:
1) Acquire 1:24,000 scale topographic map for area slope map
is required.
x
2) Determine what ranges of slope zones are to be mapped.
3) Visually inspect and measure spacing of contour lines.
k
z
4) Outline areas with equivalent slopes.
1	 5) Check for consistency.
r
Ij}	 r
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Table B-18:'
P l(•odact Characteristics of Slope Maps
Input Resolution Base topographic map with 2-3.5m a
input resolution.
Area Covered 155 km
Required Coverage Entire area (830,OQQ km2)
Categories` per Product 4-5 currently
10-12 desired y
Update-Frequency 20 years_
Platform Low altitude aircraft(
No. of products for
5-state region 5400 ra
Product Scale 1:24,000
8
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6) Color or shade the slope zones.
7) Edit, check, and print as in topographic map production.
B.8.3 Production Steps: 'A1 teNati ve Method
Again, the production steps listed Wow for the alternative method
for producing soil maps, necessarily proceed from steps for obtaining
topographic maps. The alternative method is that which is currently
'employed by the USGS on an experimental basis
1) Acquire 1:24,000 scale topographic map for the area it is
desired to slope map.
rw a
2) Utilize brown contour plate of topographic map in question
for photographic processing into slope map.
3) The brown contour plate is photographed using a special
	 t
camera with a vibrating lens assembly.
x
4) This wobbling lens causes the contour lines on the map to
appear to coallesce or fade into one another when they
are in a certain range of spacings.
r 5) Five to six negatives are made of the various ranges of
contour spacing.	 These negatives represent the various
}- slope zones.
6) The zones are then transferred to a planimetric base for
tq
;
the 1:24,000 scale topographic map on which the slope map
is based.
_p 7) Produce copies of this map.
8) Check for accuracy.
9) Edit and letter.
10) Final check
F
11) Print. R,
n
B.8.4. Cost and Performance Comparisons Between Production Systems
a55
^
t
f
,
+
•
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Cost Comparisons:. Personnel, Equipment
xy	 ..
Costs of manually producing slope maps by the operational method are
it
directly dependent upon the number of person-hours spent in production.
Little equipment or additional supplies are required. Estimates made1
by federal and state agency personnel indicate that 50 person-hours may
be entailed in map production. At $15 per hour this would be $750.00
per map. These costs are less than the alternative method costs but yield
=	 substantial", less accurate maps. The operational method depends on the
very subjective estimates of slope made by the person doing the map using a
topo map as a basis. In general, no very detailed measurement of the close-
ness of adjacent contour lines is made; but rather an overall classification
into areas of "steepness" is made. Step-by-step cost estimates are provided
in Tables B-19 and B-20.
The cost estimates which we made for the alternative method of slope
map production are based upon the time estimates we made for each produc-
tion step - Where possible we use official USGS hourly cost figures in
A
	
combination with our time estimates to derive total step-by-step costs for
'od t eneration	 Thes e	 t'	 r	 ab a B-- 9pr . cu_ g	  s es imates appea  in T 1,	 1	 ••
0	 B.8.5 Performance Comparison: Accuracy, Timeliness
Accuracy. Accuracy attained in slope production by the operational me-
thod has not been assessed; however, informal estimates by federal personnel
PH	
suggest that the accuracies achieved by manually classified slope zones
rarely exceed 60-65/. Very detailed slope zone mapping is often beyond the
v
capabilities of manual methodologies.
Accuracy standards for the alternative method of producing slope maps
are difficult to establish. We have been able to establish that the base
map conforms to USGS map accuracy standards. All slope zone boundaries are
t
X ^
	 FA
i	 1
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4 Table B-19: t
Cost and Time Estimates for the 	 4
	
ur	 Operational Manual Production
of Slope Maps
Steps
	 Cost	 Time
tz
	jj ^4J	 Acquire topographic map and copy
	 $ 2.50
Ir 
	 T
Determine ranges of slope zones
	 $ 75.00	 5 hrs
	
w
j
`-s	 a
Inspect and measure spacing of contours
	 $100.00	 6 hrs
S	 ^	
1A
	
!	 Outline areas with equivalent slopes 	 $475.00	 3 hrs	 ;f
Check (ground truth performed) 	 $ 50.00
	 3 hrs
Color or shade areas	 $ 50.00	 3 hrs
Printing costs	 $180.60	 --
	
y	 TOTAL	 $933.10	 50 hrs	 <<
a
.S
	
p	
3
t	 ff
rr.,ns+ i ..•xczw r ^^.et.X....^.`_:.:...Sr.. .',.`-"1'.."_'.'.,..._,o.,-s._:^.>:,:>.- _. .
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Table B-20:
Cost* and Time Estimates for Alternative Method for
Producing Slope Maps
g Hour Total
b; Steps Time Costs Cost Cost/km2?
'.
1. Register topographic map onto
mylar overlay 2 hrs. $25 $ 50.00 $ .24f
2. Photographically process to
derive slope zone 20 hrs. $25 $ 500.00 $ 3.72
F	 t',
01,
r ti
}	 '` 3. Transfer to planimetric base 20 hrs. $25 $ 500.00 $ 3.22
i
4. Produce copies of map 5 hrs. $10 $ 50.00 $	 .32 x
i
E
k 5. Check for accuracy 5 hrs. $10 $ 50.00 $	 .32
g	 j
6. Process and	 Print $ 750.00 $ 4.84
s
TOTAL $1900.00 $12.24
f?
^t
*Costs of producing slo pe maps do not include those costs incurred when gene-
I	 rating the topographic contour data needed in the production process. Those
costs would be additional to the cost estimates listed above.<
_
- ;.	 ,.	 ,..., ....	 r 	 . -	 r..^.+--Y^ ^;^.- _ 	 •' r ,caz«w^ ...^^	 : ^'ri^^ ,4aWa 9 eA`	 :aacaco snrn 	 ;S ^H 	mar -.gy! ^a3^ 	 ^c-y '?l;.a	 m tw?^. ,	 'a;
I
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located to within + 10 feet of the actual slope zone break.
	
Thus, the semi-
r automated alternative products are substantially more accurate than those now
operationally produced.	 The slope zones could be delineated in any range
of slope zone values desired.	 The 5-6 zones delineated on current products,
r
however, are not sufficient for many user needs.
	 It may become necessary to
i
J	 '4
erect more slope zones, each with smaller ranges of values in order to over-
i. l
come user dissatisfaction with current products,
r
Timeliness.	 The time required to produce slope maps by the manual me-
'r
thodolo	 described above has been estimated b 	 EODMS staff in conjunctiongY 	 Y r	 ^r
with agency personnel who have actually produced these maps. For slope maps
,z
at 1:24,000 scale with 4-5 slope zones, the estimated total time is
242.hours.
1
t+	 3
r: For the semi-automatic methodology of the USGS, the EODMS staff has de- ^?
{f veloped estimates for production times of 160-180 hours. 	 This estimate was
t
made in conjunction with USGS personnel.
t•
1 .
j
{
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Y
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APPENDIX C:	 AN ANALYTIC MET^HUD FOR ESTIMATING COMPUTER
rE
IMAGE PROCESSING TIMES AND COSTS { q
C.1	 INTRODUCTION
1 This appendix provides more detailed information on the analytic
C	
i
method for cost and time estimation which is summarized in Section
4.3.2.	 The development begins by determining the computational requirements*
f
of image processing algorithms from functional descriptions** of each algo-
rithm.	 We next specify a per product computational load*** from the mix of
C
4;
f
a algorithms used to produce the information product from raw data.
	 In turn,
the computational	 load determines processing costs and times for a product
t
on any particular computer system for a given menu of products.
Section C.2 evaluates computational requirements of important image
processing algorithms.	 Section C.3 presents estimates of times and costs
for individual algorithms run on three different computer systems
;• and also for combinations of algorithms required to produce a
typical information product, Level	 II Land Use/Cover maps.:
w We also compare our estimates of processing costs on ah IBM 360/67
w 
i
K
?
with actual prices charged by LARSYS using the same algorithms, data loads, h
} and computer.	 The comparison shows that our estimates are somewhat low,
because they do not take overhead into account.
t
l
t
*	 By an algorithm's "computational requirements", we mean the number of
computer operations (add, multiply, etc.) required to perform an alao-f
rithm.
n ,
** By an algorithm's "functional description", we mean a list of steps
S
which the algorithm takes.
***By a product's "computational load", we mean the total number of opera-
a.
tions the computer must perform to produce the product.
F1
. f
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C.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF IMAGE
PROCESSING ALGORITHMS
We develop functional descriptions for algorithms for reformatting,
geometric correction and registration, contrast enhancement, and classifi-
cation. From these descriptions, we estimate the computational requirements
of each algorithm in terms of the number of basic operations (add, multiply,
etc.) required. Table C-1 summarizes our results.
To illustrate how the computational requirements of Table C-1 are de-
rived, we generate a functional description of the maximum likelihood algo-
rithm and use the description to determine the algorithm's computational
requirements.
The maximum likelihood algorithm computes a measure of the likelihood
that an observed pixel value comes from a particular object class. The
pixel is assigned to the class for which this measure is greatest.
For Gaussian-distributed data (a common remote-sensing assumption),
the likelihood measure that a pixel X represents class k is given by
L k (X) = ln(p(k)) - 1/2 lnJC k J - 1/2(X - 1k ) T Ck-l (X - Mk )	 (C-1)
where p(k) is the probability of object class k, 
A 
is the mean vector
(average pixel brightness values) associated with object class k, C  is
the kth class' covariance matrix (a measure of the variation of brightness
values associated with object class k), and IC`kI denotes the determinant of
this matrix. Mk, Ck , and p(k) must be known before L k (X) may be found.
^k
"Training the classifier" simply means estimating Bk , Ck , and p(k) for
each object class of interest.
Equation (C-1) reduces to
Lk(X) = f(K)	
112(X _	
) T	 -1(X - Mk
	
(C-2)
rf	 where f(k) _ In p(k) - 1/2 lnJCk f, is a known quantity, for each class k.,
Va
.,	
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Table C-1: Algorithm Computational Requirements
	 p
it
1 Moves (I byte fDisc Accesses
within main (Read/'rite M
Task memory) lines' data) / Adds / Multiplies d Compares
Reformat CCT's
20N 
5460/14 -- -- --
0 0etermine Resample
Coordinates
a) Linear Transformation 4N 2340/14 2Np 4N -
b) Affine Transformation
M/Bilinear Inter-
polation (30 4N 2340/14 94,000 + 18Np 56,000 + ION 19,000
triangles, 20x20
Interpolation Grid)
0 Least Squares Fit 2N4 + 3114 3 2N4 + I5N3 + 18491,12
w/Bilinear Inter-
polation (Degree = N,
1,	 4N
p
2340/14 2
+ 329214	 + 9799N +5489N + 3623
-	
2Ox2O Interpolation + ION 
+4828 + 18Np
Res ample
^- a) Nearest Neighbor 2BNp 4680/1 4Np -- 2Np
b) Bilinear Interpolation BNP 4680/M (6 + 3B)Np (1 + 4B)Np --
e) Cubic Convolution ON 4680/M (28 + 15B)Np (20 + 20B)N p --
Contrast Enhancement
28N 
4680/14 1288 1288 .14,1618
Classification:
a) Gaussian CNp 2925/M [C(B2 + B + 3)-1]N p (B2 + B +l)CN p (C-1)14p
Maximum likelihood
(C classes)
b) Clustering
(C classes, I ICNp 2925I/14
BI[(C + 3)N	 + 3C + 1]
p
BI[5C + (C + 1)N	 + 1)
p (C-I)N I
pIterations)
+ C 2` I
	(463 + 3) + C C-1_ [4B3 + 2B2 +
E;
u
f
i
1 4
roi	 {
i
Notes: a) 8 = f of bands (4 for current LANDSAT) 	 c) M main memory size bits
c	 1
n	 b) NP n t of pixels (7.6 x 106 for one LANDSAT image)	 1.OSB x 10
	 i
=	 d) 4M / of imagery lines able to be stored in main 	 t il
memory	 ..
"ORIGIN PAGEt. _	 OF POOR QUAY
	
w	
- _ .
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Given the observed brightness values X, the maximum likelihood algorithm
computes L J ) for each of the C object classes and assigns toe pixel to the
class having the largest value of Lk (X). A flowchart illustrating this pro-
cedure appears in Figure C-1.
Specifying the computations required to perform this algorithm permits
us to determine the number of computer operations of various types required
to run the algorithm on a given set of data, i.e., the algorithm's "compu-
tational requirements". For example, one of the steps in the flowchart of
Figure C-1 is X2 (k) = C^-1 Xl (k). Ck-1 is a BxB element matrix, where B
is the number of data bands used; X k is a B element vector, each of whose
elements is the dot product of a row of C k-1 with X l (k). Thus, for B band
data, calculating X 2 (k) requires B2
 multiplies and B(B-1) additions. The
number of computer operations required for each of the algorithm's other steps
can be similarly determined by inspection.
We then find the algorithm's total computational
	 requirements by multi-
s
plying each step's requirements by the number of times the step is executed,
and totaling the results for every step.
	 For example, the
	 X2(k)\step
i Ck 1 X 1 (k) is executed C times for each pixel, where C is the number of ob-
r
ject classes of interest.
	 Therefore, when classifying Np pixels into one
-1	 2
of C classes, the step X 2 (k) = C
	 X 1 (k) contributes CN pB	 multiplies and
CNPB(B-1) additions.	 The maximum likelihood algorithm's total computational
requirements, found by summing each step's total computational requirements,
4
are given in Table C-1.
C.3	 PROCESSING TIMES AND MARGINAL PROCESSING COSTS FOR IMAGE PROCESSING
r
r	 ..
ALGORITHMS ON SELECTED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
r C.3.1	 CPU Time Required
UP,
The computational requirements determined above allow us to estimate
r
the CPU time required to perform each algorithm on any serial computer. As
-151-
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examples, we chose three systems with different capabilities: 	 the IBM 370/195,
t the Univac 1108, and the IBM 360/67.* 	 Using published figures (C-1, C-2)
listing computer instruction execution times, we first determine the time
needed to accomplish the required numbers of each instruction. 	 For example,
if an algorithm requires 106 add operations to process a given amount of5
data, a computer which takes 5.4 usec to fetch data and execute a simple add
I
operation will require 5.4 seconds to perform the adds.
II
The total estimated CPU time to perform each algorithm is the sum of
the times needed to perform the algorithm's required computer operations.
A summary of each algorithm's computation time for the selected computers
11 is given in Table C-2. 	 Table C-3 lists the operation execution times from
which these figures are derived (C-1, C-2).
C.3.2	 CPU Costs
} We estimate each computer's cost per CPU minute by assuming that the
T
? monthly cost of operating a computing facility is equal to twice the com-
puter's monthly lease cost (a reasonable assumption in costing computing
facilities, made to allow for salaries of operating personnel and for main-'
r tenance) and that 140 CPU hours of operation are realized monthly. 	 Under
`	 l these assumptions, the cost per CPU minute is given by
Cost per CPU minute = 2(computer leased cost/mo)	 x	 hr	 (C-3)
	
s
_
140 hrs/mo	 60 min	 3f .
The corresponding costs per CPU minute were $28.57 for the IBM 370/195,
$10.71 for the Univac 1108, and $5.48 for the IB,^I 360/67. 	 Table C- 3 lists
F
the cost of performing each algorithm on each of the computers.
C.3.3	 Processing Costs for a Level	 II Land Use/Cover Map
As an example of how the computational estimates can be used to assess
l the cost of an entire processing sequence, we compute costs of processing
.i:
'
t5
*Computers for illustration only.`
_	 ,.,,. .,...._-.-.,..,^.--^.._+.i
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Table C-2: Algorithm processing and Costs for One LANDSAT IMAGE
z
Eli, 
CPU Time
k	 UTC-OSf
Task	 Algorithms	 IBM.370/195	 Univac-1108	 IBM 360/67
r	 Reformat CCT's	 Reformat	 5.72 sec.	 10.12 sec.	 5.67 sec.
!F-32	 --p. i	 X0 2
Determine
Resample	 1. Linear Transfoination 	 9.37 sec.	 112.95 sec.
Coordinates	 X1 2-9	 -20.16
'
2. Affine transformation
w/Bilinear Interpolation 30.02 sec. 459.92 sec. 1,256.30 sec.
K r^14729 82.10 $114.74
3., Least Squares
a Transformation w/Bilinear 30.03 sec. 459.95 sec. 1,256.29 sec.
Interpolation (N-4) _V1 4-. X114.84
i
Resample	 1. Nearest Neighbor' 10.73 sec. 95.41	 sec. 251.32 sec.
^..,
"^5 . `I ^ 17.03 X2'1.95 f
2. Bilinear Interpolation 38.50 sec. 598.62 sec. 1,616.20 sec. t
X18.33 TI66,85 $-147.61 #
3. Cubic Convolution 197.57 sec. 33.24 2.40 sec. 8,761.11	 sec.
_ ^9ri ,`07 $578.77 X80-- OTE 1
E.
Contrast	 Enhance
Enhancement
5.73 sec.
X2.73
10 .23,s.c.
$1.82
5. 99 sec.
$0.55
Classification	 1. Maximum Likelihood 1.707.94  sec. 28^,075, II7 •see. 76,257.86 sec.
` (37 classes) $785.09 $5,011.54 $6974.02
2. Clustering 5,615 34 sec. 87 785.32 sec. 238,307.45 sec.
(15 iterations) x,673,63 $15,669.68 $2T,7G5?►1` s
1
z
q
F,
;: URIC
OF' GE ZS AQ
ALITy -
P
x
o
rTT
248.48 sec.
X22 .(i9
Computer Execution Times (microseconds)
for for for for
Move Add Multiply Compare
1.	 IBM 370/195 0.0945 0.11 0.16 0.11
2.	 Univac 1108 0.1667 1.875 2.62 1.875
3.	 IBM 360/67 0.0938 5.4 6.8 5.4
r
z;
^ -154-;......
Table C-3s	 Execution Times for Operations_
on Typical Computers*
t
r, S
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M
E	 37-category Level II Land Use/Cover Maps* for the state of Missouri on anf.
IBM 370/195. Level II Land Use/Cover Maps are used in a variety of appli
cations areas; as defined by (C-3), the maps classify land use/land cover
into one of thirty-seven classes. The equivalent of 5.3 frames of LANDSAT 	 )
data must be processed to prepare maps covering the entire state of Missouri.
One algorithm sequence which might be used to process LANDSAT data for 	 T .'1
	
b	 Level II Land Use/Cover Maps is illustrated in Figure C-2**. Feedback 	 -►^
arrows in Figure C-2 indicate that an algorithm must be performed more than
x
once. For example, two iterations of the linear transformation algorithm
	
r	 ,
are required. The first iteration corrects systematic errors in the data.
By comparing the once-transformed data with ground control points, the
	
i	 Y
analyst can achieve better registration during a second transformation.
The CPU costs of the processing sequence of Figure C-2 applied to a
	
*	 full LANDSAT image are summarized in Table c-4. Under our assumptions on
number of iterations used, the total CPU cost to process a single image
	
:.	 into 37 classes is about $16,000; processing the equivalent of 5.3 images	
j
I
	
	
,
to cover the state of Missouri costs about $85,000. Recall that this cost
includes only osts associated with operating the co mputer center.	 ; 1Y	 p	 9	 p
Computation times can be determined similarly, using the estimates
i^
	
r
F	
of required computation given in Table C-1. An IBM 370/195 system requires
approximately 560 CPU minutes to process a single LANDSAT image into 37
classes.	 a
x
* "`This calculation is only an excercise. Only 28 of the 37 Level II Land
Use classes (as defined in (C-3)) are relevant in Missouri. 	 {
Experiments in which LANDSAT data was processed using algorithmic sequences
similar to Figure C-2 (e.g., (C-4)) have not yet achieved Level II accuracy.
The sequence does, however, provide an illustrative example of a typical
processing technique.
F
i
t
7-.. Y^E• ..,....v.".'N•`	 :k	 v:yy,	 _	 Crl.'1kNFiRVi
.7,_V , . 
Ir
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..	 .•	 i,
Bead and Reformat
CCT Data	
{
i
w	 Linear Transformation
Refine Transformation
Coefficients, 1 add'l^„
Iteration	 ;4
Nearest Neighbor
Resampling
`{	 rast Enhanc'e^nent
	 j
IL
	 V	 Yf	
'
Cluster Analysis of 101
	 Automatically Refine
u	 of Image to Develop	 Spectral SignatureSpectral Signature
	 Clusters (approx. 14
Estimates	 iterations) i
1
Maximum Likelihood	 Manually RefineClassification into
	 Spectral Signature
37 Classes	 sEstimates (approx.
t 19 iterations)	 x'
,
END
A	 ,
r
Figure C-2 Processing Sequence for Level II Land Use/Cover Maps
r
x
6
s `r
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Table C-4: Costs For Processing One LANDSAT Image
^.	 For Level II Land Use/Cover
Fill
g
4 E
x Cost per CPU minute	 $28.57 for IBM 370/195 system.
{
L	 jh
Reformatting $	 2.72 x4
Geometric Correction
` 2 Iterations 19.,14
Contrast Enhancement 2.73
Cluster Analysis of 10% of Image
37 clusters, 15 iterations 267.40
r
Maximum Likelihood Analysis a
K 37 classes, 20 iterations 15,425.80
3
iM
Ell
r
r
Li^
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C.3.4 Cost Variation with Number of Iterations and Number of Classes
Table C-4's cost figures for Level II Land Use/Cover maps assume 20
maximum likelihood iterations and 37 classes. Since the costs are very
sensitive to these assumptions, here we briefly discuss how costs vary when
these numbers change.
Figure C-3 shows that costs are a linear function of the number of
maximum likelihood iterations used. The figure emphasizes the importance
of this number to total cost.
The number of classes is also important--not only because it directly
influences the cost per iteration of the classifier algorithm, but also
because more classes mean more iterations will be required. As more object
classes are requested, spectral space is divided into more and smaller de-
ei,sion regions. The number of decision boundaries increases, and because
the decision regions themselves are shrinking, boundary placement gets more
critical. Therefore, not only will the classifier have to be trained to re-
cognize more object classes, but each class's spectral signature will have
to be more closely approximated. Achieving this closer approximation will
require more maximum likelihood iterations before a given accuracy can be
achieved.
Currently, no one is computer-classifying remotely-sensed data into a
+ large number (20+) of classes on a production basis. As a result, we have
had to assume a relationship between the desired number of object classes 	 5
and the required number of iterations. We estimate that to achieve a
l
given percentage accuracy, the number of iterations required will vary ex-
ponentially with the number of object classes, as graphed in Figure C-4.
{	 Processing costs for complex products will be relatively high. Never-
theless, as we saw in Section 4.4.-,-an EODMS providing extensive ground
iA
e
f
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ft
truth, and cost-sharing through the priority product concept, should
e	 allow products to be produced at an acceptable cost.
ST	 C.3.5 Table Lookup Classification Algorithms to Speed Classification
The processing costs determined in Table C-4 are very high, and by
far the largest contributor to these costs is the 20-iteration, pixel-by-
pixel, maximum likelihood algorithm assumed. Table lookup, another means of
classification, can speed classification considerably when it is possible to
apply this method.	 i
Let us assume for the purposes of this discussion that we must classify
a LANDSAT Follow-On image on a CDC-7600 (the situation discussed in
Section 4.4). Rather . than perform the likelihood calculation for each
n
	
of the 54,000,000 pixels in the image, the classification can be performed
for all possible combinations of values of radiance in the bands under con-
sideration, and stored in a table. The radiance value for eachP ixel is
y	 looked up in the table to find the most likely class, which is far faster
than computing the most likely class.
The limitation of this method is that a huge table of data must be
stored and quickly accessed. The table size can easily exceed the core
Y
size of the computer and much of the speed advantage can be lost. Reducing
the number of bands of input data and the range of values within each band'
used during classification may at times solve this problem. For example,
if we have reduced the input to three spectral bands and 64 gray levels 	 a,;
r
(6 bits) in each band, there are (26 ) 3 = 218	 263,000 possible values.
A table of this size will fit in the 650 K byte core of the CDC 7600.
C.3.6 Comparison of Our Estimates to Actual LARSYS Costs
As a check on out,
 cost estimates, we use the method developed here to
estimate costs of processing LANDSAT data on LARSYS. We then compare our
estimates with the true processing costs realized by a past LARSYS user as
_	 _ ^.aw'.wws rrerev+rew*.c+: .	,:.ryW.,.^..,_ .V.^^.,^y.^ ranrn	 Yb SW'r°w'"	 r.+».w'W	 r.µfi?'++FFF
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shown in Table 4-2.
We estimate using our analytic technique that to process data on an
IBM 360/67 would cost $5.48 per CPU minute.	 LARS charged $6.00 per CPU
minute as of December 25, 1973 (C-5); currently, LARS charges $4.83 per CPU
minute (C-6).	 Then we estimate that to classify a full 	 frame of LA.`IDSAT data
into 37 classes using the maximum likelihood algorithm would cost $6975 per
` iteration.	 Interpolating in'Table 4-2 to find the estimated cost of maxi-
mum likelihood classification into 37 classes given by the simple method
described in Section 4.3.1, we obtain a figure of $8100 per iteration.
Comparison of our processing cost estimate with the estimated LARSYS
cost thus shows that our cost estimate is low. 	 This is to be expected;
our functional descriptions do not completely account for system overhead,
etc.	 In addition, our processing cost does not include salaries for the
consultants and other staff required to effectively use a specialized data
processing system.	 The combined estimation method of Section 4.3.3 ameliorates
this situation.
j
i
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APPENDIX D
DATA NEEDS ANALYSES: A BRIEF REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
M
A major element of the EODMS project was to identify in detail the
data needs of state, locil and regional agencies in a five-state region
of Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin. Tn this Appendix,
we review briefly several studies which fall broadly within the category
of data needs analyses. The first of these reports described below,
the TAC Report, was helpful during the 'Formative stages of the project.
The EODMS data needs analysis seems to differ quite significantly
from previous work in two critical aspects:
1) In the EODMS project, staff members interviewed, met
with and interacted with personnel from many state
agencies in the five-state study region over a sustain
ed period of time. The level of interaction was de-
tailed and personal. We returned to agencies to confirm
our findings of data needs and to get additional inputs.
2) We defined a set of priority information products to be
delivered by an EODMS system through detailed k=%rledge
ofagency data needs coupled with an understanding of
agency technical and institutional capabilities, and	 g
remote sensing technology. The list of priority informa-
tion products was refined through a continuing process
of agency interaction and feedback.
ry
A, Study of the Needs and Prob lems of State
	
encies in the Area
of Natural Resources and the Environment To hich Remote Sensinq
Could Contribute. Technolog y Applications	 nter, (TAC); University
of New Mexico, June 1974.
The Technology Applications Center studied published materials, and
a survey team of five members conducted 341 interviews, in order to identify
the working level needs of state and local government agencies in the
areas of natural resource management, environment, and land-use planning. 	 r t
The first stage output is a list of 520 "problem--statements", some of
w
^' Y
'Y
1.
i
1	
!
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which are data needs (for example, "determine acreage by crop type",
"determine amount of irrigated land"), while others are tasks (for
example, "management of grasslands"). After some problem statements
are screened out as "not related to remote sensinq", (for example,
"develop means to study marine fish resources") an attempt is made to
match as many as possible of the remainder to technologies currently
available or likely to be available in the near future. In assessing
the current or likely availability of technologies, project staff relied
M	 heavily on published reports of ERTS* principal investigators, and
w	 it is emphasized that the P.I.'s conclusions about the feasibility of
various technologies are highly tentative. The results of analysis
are: 1) "potential near term applications": tasks which may be per-
formed using primarily unaltered ERTS imagery, traditional photo-
interpretation equipment, and untrainedinterpreters, and 2) "potential
'	 medium-term applications"; problems for which current research has
established the capability of ERTS technology to contribute, but
further process development and training are necessary,before the
technology can become operational in the state environment; precision-
processed and/or electronically enhanced imagery, and/or digital data
may be required, and hence appropriate equipment and trained personnel.
The TAC study lists the following items as significant areas of
concern where remotely sensing can aid in decision making on a national
scale:
1) Data to construct inventories of natural and cultural resources.
2) Data to provide national controls on urban encroachment.
E
t.
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3) Data to provide a national basis for protecting water quality.
4) Vegetation mapping.
5) Soils mapping.
4
6) Data on pest infestations of vegetation.
7) Air pollution detection.
8) Sedimentation in streams and other water bodies.
9) Mineral	 exploration and mapping of deposits.
^y 10) Flood-plain mapping and flood-effect management
Problems of regional scale which remote sensing might help solve
include:
1) Inventory/monitor the marine/freshwater interface.
2) Solid waste disposal.
3) Transportation planning.
t
4) Water quantity measurement.
5) Saline seep.
6) Acid seep from coal mines.
7) Forest fire mapping.
8) Monitor, control, and eradicate noxious aquatic plants.
9) Maintain navigable channels through ice on waterway.
Information/Data Handling Requirements for Selected State Resource
Management Programs.
	 Department of the Interior's Office of Land
Use and Water Planning and the U.S.G.S. 	 RALI Program.	 Technical
Supporting Report	 C (Draft), July,	 1975.
The authors attempt to identify data currently used and additional
data needed in the administration of four state programs for natural
resource protection:	 wetlands, wild and scenic rivers, coastal zone
management, and critical areas.
The authors originally hoped to identify data needs by
referring to relevant state and federal statutes requiring
P
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x
resource management programs, but they found this legislation lacking
in specificity as to data to be gathered, scale
	 resolution and format.
x Consequently they supplemented their analysis of state laws and program
materials with consideration of guidelines, permit applications, program
evaluations, atlases, applications for federal
	 funds, designation studies,
and management plans.
	 Some interviewing of agency personnel was clone
but the major emphasis of the study was on analyzing needs through the
s" statutory requirements.
	 The result of the study was the production
of a handbook to aid states in setting up the information/data handling
requirements of resource management programs.
Survey of Users of Earth Resources Remote Sensing Data.
	 Batelle
Columbus Laboratories.
	 Columbus, Ohio, March 31, 1976.
This study was performed under NASA User Affairs - Office of
`. Applications sponsorship in response to a request by the Space Applica-
tions Board of the National Research Council.
	 It is "a user survey
' to determine current ERS* data use-user status and recommendations
for strengthening use," i.e., the study does not attempt to identify
new markets.
	 The survey is limited to users of high altitude aircraft
x_	 and satellite (primarily LANDSAT) data, but claims comprehensive
	 '' s
^overage of industrial, government, educational, and, to a lesser
extent, foreign users. Interview with 389 users were performed and
772 mail surveys were conducted. The study was roughly a one person=
year effort over a six-month period.
In the analysis of results, four levels of data use are defined:
Planned/Potential - no or few programs currently using ERS data,
but data requirements which ERS can satisfy.
Experimental Use - evaluation of use/application possibilities (involves
	 A
technical, economic and institutional assessment).
F	
^
*Earth resources survey,
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quasi-Operational/Demonstrational	 Use -development and demonstra-
tion of a methodology and/or system for routinely
using an earth resources survey system.
` Routine Operational
	 Use - user financed emplo;ymient of a methodology
k
a„ and/or system for routinely using satellite data.
{ The study reached several overall conclusions which the authors state
as. follows:
',
y 1) "An extensive and increasing number of explicit and identifible
s
ERS data users exist.
1
2)	 The extent of ERS Data Center* use varies significantly Y
among the user communities.
3)	 Relative discipline use of ERS data is fairly uniform.
4)	 The utility of earth resources data varies among users and uses.
5)	 Significant increase in ERS data users, uses, and value
will result from planned and possible improvements in future
LANDSAT system capabilities,"
C
The Batelle study also comes to a number of important conclusions
f
{ concerning state and local	 users.	 This sector purchases only one percent
1
of all LANDSAT data.	 No state was found to use LANDSAT data on a routine
operational
	
basis but some found the data to be valuable.	 "Until LANDSAT
data and LANDSAT data products are a routine data base by state user
agencies, and until
	
the state users develop confidence in the validity
of the data, federal and/or federal regional centers will have to carry
the thrust of the research to develop the application systems."	 The reader
is referred to the .report.,. pp . 6-78 for the complete summary and outlook ^
on state and local users.
*Includes EROS, USDA Data Center in Salt Lake Ci ty, NOAA Center in	 Suitla.1J,
Maryland.
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Practical Applications of Space Systems.
	 A Study by the Space
Applications Board of the Assembly of Engineering, National Research
Council.	 2101	 Constitution Ave.,	 N.W., Washington,	 D.C.	 20410.
NASA was concerned to understand the needs of resource managers and
other decision makers as a guide to the development of future space
systems for practical
	
applications, and to see how these applications
would influence or be influenced by the Space Shuttle System.
	 A
fi
"representative group" of users and potential users and academics con-
ducted an intensive two-week study in July 1974 to define user needs
that might be met b	 information or services derived from earth orbiti ng9	 Y	 g
'r-
l
satellites.	 This report summarizes the SAB's conclusions upon review
'
f	 "•
of the findings of this two-week study.	 The report indicates promising
f
future applications, directions for further R&D if certain user needs
are to be met, as well as institutional or organizational
	
changes
necessary to realize certain socio-economic benefits.
Users were grouped in the following panels: 	 Weather and Climate:
Uses of Communications; Land Use Plannin
	
• Agriculture, Forest and Ran^	 Planni g;	 9	 ^	 e;9
Inland plater Resources; Extractable Resources; Environmental Qualit y;
Marine and Aaritime Uses; and Materials Processing in Space. 	 There were
also three non-user panels: 	 Information Services and Information Proces-
sing; Costs and Benefits; and Institutional Arrangements. 	 The study con-
I
cluded that space technology offered significant benefits to users in
all of these fields.
Asa
	
needs analysis," the SAB Report relies upon the judgement
j of users and experts.	 However, relatively few of the panelists appear
I
to be from state, local and regional government agencies. 	 The agricultural
panel appears to have taken the approach of seeing what sensing capability
I^
f
.might be available (i.e.. 80 meter resolution in 1975. 	 and 30 meter
y
i
A
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resolution in 1980) rather than start with the perceived needs of
individuals working in agencies. A discussion of the SAB's findings on
institutional arrangements for a large scale space applications system
is included in Appendix E of our EODMS Report.
K
k
Recommendations f o r the Assessment, Inventory and Im plementation
of A Critical Resource Inventory Program CRIP For Wisconsin.
February 1, 1974
This study, funded by the Upper^ Great Lakes Regional Commission
and the Department of Administration, State of Wisconsin, was produced
by the Environmental Monitoring and Data Acquisition Group, Institute
for Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin, Madison.
The object of the study was to define, inventory and assess ` Wiscon-
sin's critical resources in order to plan their use. This involved the
x	 investigation of existing and potential information sources, and recom-
mendations regarding an information system for the state. "Significant"
and "critical" are defined in relation to resources. Procedures for
measuring relative criticality are established. During the CRIP in-
vestigation, there was extensive communication with planners-in Wiscon-
sin and in other states.
Some of the conclusions of this study which are relevant to data
needs include the following:
1) Data gathering should be designed to better meet data needs.
2) Additional funds should be allocated for data gathering,
1	 3) There should be a recognition of data needs for all phases
of critical area management.
4) Scarce funds should be allocated to essential data.
5) There is a need to. define specific program needs.
:II
f	 `
f
i
6) There is a need for combination and coordination of data
gathering efforts involving several levels of government.
7) Data gathering priorities need to be established.
8) Some data gathering should be done by land developers.
State Government Activities in Remote Sensin^C. Ambionics Incorporated,
November 1975.	 NASA-CR-147927. Prepared under NASA Contract NASW-
2756.
The Ambionics report is a survey of state agency activity in remote
sensing. The basic method for the survey appears to have been telephone
intervietis with agency personnel involved in remote sensing activities.
The Ambionics group interviewed persons in every state and also per-
formed a literature review-for documents relating to state agency remote
sensing applications in regional interstate agencies, federal agencies
and the private sector. The result of that work was a "Users Reference
Manual" on remote sensing applications.
The results of the current work suggest that application of LANDSAT-
type data in land resource planning and management will come about through
the efforts of state and federal agencies or through a regional approach.
It was also suggested that it is unlikely that cities and other localities
will ever become major direct users of satellite imager y in the near
future, although the reason for this conclusion is not stated.
Natural Resource Data Needs and Recommendations. The Council of
State Governments, Lexington, Kentuccky,-Fe'ebruary, 	 1976.
j4
This report is an attempt by a consortium of five groups (The Council
of State Governments, Institute for Environmental Studies of the University
of Wisconsin, American Society of Planning Officials, Arthur D. Little, Inc. 	 's
and the U.S. Geological Survey) to identify the users of land resources
data and their specific data needs. After lengthy consideration of the
r
needs and problems of land resource agencies, the reportpresents a list
r
.^-w-
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of 18 summary recommendations regarding data needs and agency policy
to meet them. Recommendations are grouped into three major categories:
i) data users and data needs; ii) data users and formal needs; and iii)
accessibility and responsiveness in the provision of data.
The study was designated to support a USGS Resource and Land
Investigations (RALI) Program goal of improving the responsiveness
of USGS programs to user agency needs.
Some of the recommendations of the report most relevant to
data needs are as follows:
1) In urban, urbanizing or other areas confronted with the
possibility of near term future developments, soils,
geologic, and hydrologic mapping should continue.
2) Production of USGS, 7 1/2 minute topographic maps should
continue.
3) Aerial photography and orthophotoquad production should
I.	 continue.
4)	 Federal agencies should continue their involvement in
flood plain mapping.
F
5)	 The provision of detailed maps or data products should
j,	 become a regularized and readily accessible service to
state data users.
`	 On State Use of Satellite Remote Sensing.	 National	 Conference of r4
State Legislatures, Denver, Colora o; august 1976.
With support by NASA, the National Conference of State Legislatures
s
(NCSL) appointed a Task Force to review the applications and limitations
of the LANDSAT Follow-on Program. 	 The NCSL report evaluates the follow-
ing five subject areas:
x
1) The proposed capabilities of LANDSAT Follow-on.
I
2)	 Existing satellite applications used by state agencies.
3)	 Existing state and federal legislation and regulations which
mandate state natural resource programs.
.	 r
i
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Ila
4) The inferred data needs of these programs.
5) An analysis of the feasibility of the Follow-On Program to
meet those needs. -
The Task Force made the following recommendations:
^s
1) Congress should make a firm corrnnitment to insure thew
operational	 status of the satellite system.
2) The states should take responsibility of providing some
^- form of support for this system.
w 3) For an effective technology transfer process, NASA, in
its research and development role, should establish or
employ an agency or firm of an operational nature to
s carry out this process.
4) Both the private sector and universities should be
encouraged to attempt development of effective, in-
expensive data products for state use.
5) It is important to inform and update state legislatures
regarding the potentials and limitations of this technology
system for their states.
6) Regional user assistance centers should be established.
{
°a
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APPENDIX E
OUTLINING EODMS SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES:
A BRIEF REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
Several previous studies, to varying degrees, address the problem
of outlining EODMS alternatives considered in Chapter 6. In this Appendix,
we provide brief summaries of those studies we are aware of which seem
most germane to this effort.*
Our analysis of EODMS alternatives represents a step beyond previous
analyses because we have made an effort to integrate technical, economic
and institutional considerations into the analysis of alternatives, based
on carefully examined user needs. Some of these elements are present in
previous reports but none appears to have taken a comparable wholistic
approach. Other basic differences include the heavy emphasis on state,
local and regional requirements in the EODMS study and its end-to-end
systems approach, from data acquisition to product delivery.
Repr. ­
 of the Federal Mapping Task Force on Mapping, Charting,
_	 Geodesy a^,_ Surveying. Office of Management and Budget, July, 1973.
A federal task force was established under the Office of Management
and Budget in cooperation with the Departments of Interior, Commerce,
	 }
Agriculture and Defense to review the status of federal mapping, charting
and geodetic programs. Their review was motivated by three major problems:
1) A rapid growth of uncoordinated non-cumulative single
purpose surveying and mapping activities which benefit
only one user.
2) A growing body of unmet national needs for products and data.
3) An inability on the part of the federal mapping community
to deal efficiently and responsively with these needs.
'x
*Information on computerized geographic information systems is included
in Appendix F
i
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s
The review prepared by the task force comes to several conclusions
regarding mapping efforts which are significant for the EODMS concept.
Specifically, the mapping task force recommends that all federal mapping
activities be placed under the aegis of a new federal agency.*	 It also
recommends more interaction with the user community, a greater sensitivity
r
G to non-federal agency information requirements, and a greater degree
of cooperation between defense and civilian mapping agencies which is
stated to be needed in order to facilitate transfer of new automated
r
a^
technologies to the civilian sector. An extensive analysis of functions
in existing agencies which could be transferred to a new mapping agency
N
is also included.
Food information Systems: 	 Summary and Analysis. 	 Office of Technology
} Assessment, United States Congress. August 1, 1976.
This report was produced by the Office of Technology Assessment
at the request of the United States Congress.	 It was designed to answer
the following questions about U.S, food information systems:
1) Why had the U.S. food and agriculture information systems
failed to give warnings of impending shortages?
'	 2) Are existing food and agriculture information systems adequate?
3) Have appropriate steps been taken to correct the deficiencies
that existed in 1972-73?
While the substance of this report may not be directly related to
.a	
the subject of EODMS design, some of the aspects of the food and agricul-
ture information programs it discusses are relevant. In particular, the
r
OTA report discusses the impacts of the LANDSAT and LACIE (Large Area
Crop Inventory Experiment) programs on improving the flow and continuity
of information.
dome of t e ideas developed in this report were used in outlining the
t `	System a alternative in Chapter 6
r
}
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Three conclusions of interest are:
1) The major problem with use of LANDSAT data in food and
agriculture information systems is the inability to use
or experiment with the data on a near real-time basis.
2) A centralized multidisciplinary data processing and
analysis facility should be established.
3) An early decision to authorize a continuing LANDSAT pro-
gram would speed the adoption and broader, the use of
remotely-sensed data.
Practical Applications of Space Systems. Space Applications Board
of the Assembly  of Engi.neering, National— eearch Council, Washington,
R.C. 1975.
This report has been discussed earlier in Appendix D. The SA6
work covers both data needs and analysis of possible institutional ar-
rangements to manage satellite-based data gathering. The institutional
arrangements section of the report is summarized here. Particular
emphasis was placed on those arrangements which would serve in a transi-
tion period from the current experimental situation to full operational
status.
It was concluded that there "exists at present no institutional
mechanism that permits the large body of potential users"--- to express
their needs and to have a voice'in matters leading to the definition of
new systems." A mechanism is needed to provide general policy direction,
set priorities, establish pricing policy, provide for communication be-
tween users and providers, and encourage non-federal investment.
	 E
+	 i
wThe Board considered four options:
Option I - An Existing Operating Agency
Option II - A New Agency Established for the Purpose
Option III - A Space Applications Corporation Chartered by the Congress.
Option IV - A Congressi'onaIly Mandated National Council.
LA
R
E
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After weighing the advantages and disadvantages, the Board recommended
that there be established by statute a National Space Applications
Council, charged with responsibility for the functions described above.
They also believe that a Congressionally-chartered Space Applications
Corporation (or Corporations) will come into being, but not for at
least three to five years.
The Role of the State University in Developing Land Use Planning
^°	
Information Systems in New York State, October 1975.
This study was financed by a small grant from the SUNY Institute
for Public Policy Alternatives, to explore "the possibilities of bring-
ing the information needs of public decision makers and the research
resources ce the university more closely together in the future formu-
lation of land use policy within New York State." Project staff inter-
viewed state planners and produced a list of fourteen "land use categories"
(e.g., wildlife habitats, population density, vegetative cover) for which
the planners would like to obtain "more, better, or indeed any ir-iorma-
tion.... to make better informed policy decisions." Planners reported
the need for a sophisticated system of land use information that "has
flexibility and can be rapidly updated", is easy to use and highly ac-
cessible to the public.- This system would replace the existing New
Vnv-k land use information rv q fPm (1 IMP)
ERISTAR, Earth Resource Information, Storage, Transformation,
Analysis and Retrieval - Final Report, Auburn University - NASA, Marshall
Space Flight Center, September 1972. NASA Grant NGT-01-003-044.
The ERISTAR report presents the results of a 1972 summer systems
0.design study directed by Prof. R. Vachon of Auburn University and in-
volving participating faculty from 17 universities. ERISTAR, an acronym
for Earth Resources Information Storage, Transmission, Analysis and Re-
trieval, represents "an earth resources information management network
I ft
fi
4
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of state information centers administered by the respective states and
linked to federally administered regional centers and a national center.
The study starts with the premise that "there should be a national
information management system under the auspices of the Federal Govern-
ment," but does not conclude that the system should be totally federally
administered. The report considers a variety of alternative approaches
to an ERISTAR network along a limited set of dimensions and spells out
the operation and implementation of one such alternative in considerable
detail, accompanied by consideration of several tradeoffs. "ERISTAR is
a user-oriented system," with a national center and regional and state
centers.
Although the ERISTAR study represents a useful effort and contains
a great deal of information, it does not rest upon a detailed analysis
of user needs. The report does not appear to incorporate detailed cost
considerations as in Chapter 4 of our report.: It was carried out at a.
time when a proposal existed in the federal government to establish a
Department of Natural Resources and the ERISTAR system's design may
reflect this emphasis. In our EODMS study, several other major alterna-
tives were also considered_.
Land Satellite Project - General Accounting Office, January 1976. 
Report P3AD-F6-F4.
This study was performed by the General Accounting Office in order
i:
to advise Congress on the progress and management of NASA's LANDSAT 	 a
programs. The study is primarily concerned with the need and expected
i
benefits of the project; project status; progress related to costs,
schedule, performance; and international implications.
.	 f	 ,The analysis reports on the budgetary status of the LANDSA'f programs,
the need for improvements and improved user relations, the need for long-
range planning and a decision on whether`LANDSAT should be made operational,', '
E-177-
Various international problems related to the use of LANDSAT data are
pia
also explored.
The GAO
	 followingstudy came to the	 conclusions and recommenda-
tions:
r
1) Congress should have the most up-to-date and complete cost
estimates for the LANDSAT program.
2) NASA should estimate the costs of the LANDSAT - C principal
investigator program.
3) NASA should develop a plan for providing formal training
to LANDSAT data users.
4) A plan for meeting the requirements of the various users
should be developed as sensor technology improves.
5) NASA should take a leading role in defining the need for
an operational LANDSAT program.
User Data Dissemination Concepts for Earth Resources (UDDCER)
Systems Control, Inc. and Aeronutronic Ford Corporation, prepared for
NASA Ames Research Center, June, 1976.
T.
y The study considers systems for disseminating earth resources
satellite data (particularly advanced LANDSAT - type Data) to a dispersed
.	
1.
user community on a rapid turnaround basis.	 The study timeframe is 1985-
1995 and has several major objectives, among which are:
1) To develop a flexible parametric system approach, or methodology
for the evaluation of network configurations for the dissemina-
tion of earth resources data. 	 -
2) To configure several data dissemination networks which would
A satisf	 redicted user requirements
a
3) To identify key technology developments to implement these
data dissemination networks,
The UDDCER study made basic assumptions about the satellite network
{ which would be available to supply the raw data and about the data loads
d	 ^user nee s to the 1985-1995 timeframe might impose. Two satellites are
assumed to provide coverage, one sun-synchronous and one geostationary,
t_ -178-
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of the continental	 U.S.	 and Alaska.	 A user survey was conducted which
c
r
seems to have concentrated primarily on federal 	 agencies, although some f
i
E:
state agencies were contacted. 	 The system would supply preprocessed
t
"raw" satellite da.ta to the user community. 	 The report outlines the
4
II
required system parameters and the configuration necessary to deliver
the preprocessed data in a timeframe of a few hours to two days.
4
The system configuration which the UDDCER study concludes would
be most useful would consist of a central preprocessing center linked
by domestic communications satellite to data reception stations at the
n.
regional and/or state level. 	 The focus of the study seems to be on how
ab
to get "raw" data rapidly to users. 	 It does not consider delivery of
interpreted "priority products."	 The UDDCER study appears to be devoid
of consideration of non-technical factors which might influence the
I	 ;_ design of an EODMS.
TERSSE:	 Definition of the Total Earth Resource System for the
I	 ;' Shuttle Era.	 General	 Electric Space Division Report, Sponsored by NASA
? Johnson Space Center, March 1975. _(Executive Summary and,Eight Volumes)
This major study performed by GE's Space Division assisted by the
{
t
Environmental	 Research Institui:e of Michigan has the following objectives:
"To define system performance requirements for the total
t	 _, operational and research Earth Resources System in the 1980's.
Te identify critical research and technology development
1	
^, needs.
To define the role of Space Shuttle in the total System."
i
P
The methodology employed was to examine user needs, develop Earth
Resources System (ERS) mission requirements, define the system and role
- of the space shuttle in it.	 Requirements of five federal organizations
(Interior, USDA, NOAH, EPA and the Corpsof Engineers) were analyzed.
..._	 ...... ..-.... 	
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I
In addition, ov(., r 100 non-federal organizations were analyzed, many by
direct interview.* The Executive Summary of the TERSSE Report doesn't
break out the fraction of these organizations which are state, local or
regional agencies.	 Private sector users included in non-federal require-
	 {
ments are highlighted.
11
A conclusion of the TERSSE study is that "future operational
3 systems should be tailored to individual resource management missions.
There is not one system, but several, in the future Earth/ Resources
Program."	 Thirty such resource management missions are defined for
the 1980's, in the broad categories of Agriculture, Energy/Minerals,
f Forest, Land, Marine, Water.	 A total systems architecture is then con-
i
structed, based upon requirements for platforms, sensors and ground systems
	 ft
l
^i
for these missions.
	 It is concluded that the best system concept is
"a hierarchical architecture with distributed extractive processing
^
y	 t
and centralized preprocessing and that "future systems will be more like
F
current NOAA and DOD programs," that is, oriented to specific "disciplines"
or even sub-missions within those disciplines.	 Thus the result is somewhat
similar to the approach taken in System A of Chapter 6 of our EODMS Report. f
k	 The TERRSE Report uses a "classical systems approach" to the problem
s
t	 of defining systems. There appears to be little, if any, consideration-
r	 of the institutional and political issues to be faced in creating an
_operational EODMS. The emphasis on defining individual missions results
in a lack of consideration of the substantial economies which are possible
(see Chapter 4, EODMS Report) by taking advantage of overlaps in data
1R	
,.
*Tie user requirements portion of the TERSSE study might have been classified
:. ^.:,
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inputs to priority information products of interest to state agencies.
Some additional TERSSE conclusions are as follows:
1) Different sensor and platform configurations (systems) should,
be tailored-to different resource management missions.
2) Multi-platform systems are required.
3) Scanner development requires steady progress.
t
4) Satellite data must be processed in combination with data from
other sources.
5) User model development should be emphasized.
6) The space shuttle has an important role to play in future earth
resource missions.
Earth Resource Ground Data Handling Systems for the 1980's, NASA
.	 Technical Memorandum 14ASA TM X-62, 240, Ames Research Center, March 1973.
In a March 1973 report, Van Vleck et al. examined earth resources
t`
y.:
ground data handling systems for the 1980's.
	 The study contains a summary
of requirements for earth resources disciplines and derived relation-
ships between tasks accomplished in various applications sectors and
i
spatial resolution.	 Although firm user requirements were rot available,
the analysis indicates "that a data rate on the order of 2 x 10 11 bits
per day will be generated, and a ground resolution on the order of ten
to twenty meters will be required" to handle some 75-90% of all require-
ments.	 A range of system alternatives were explored, with emphasis upon
technical aspects.
I yf
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APPENDIX F
STATE LEVEL ACTIVITIES,IN REMOTE SENSING AND
	 j
COMPUTERIZED GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATIONS STEMS
F.l INTRODUCTION
EODMS project staff developed information on applications of remote
sensing and use of automated geographic information systems in the five
	
x'	 state study region. The study of geographic information systems was later
t	 extended to assessment of such activities in all 50 states. In addition,
a number of geographic information systems were evaluated in detail in
TV
T
order to find out what factors seemed to be critical for their success.
F In this appendix, we summarize the results of these studies very
briefly. For considerably more detail the reader is referred to various
	
a'	 EODMS reports, including the Preliminary Needs Analysis Report (ChaptersF	 ^i
2, 3, and 4) (F-1) and the thesis by Power. (F-2)
The first section of this appendix is a summary of .remote sensing.
activities in the five state region. The second section summarizes the
work on geographic information systems.
2 REMOTE SENSING ACTIVITY IN THE FIVE STATE REGIONi
F2.1 Physical Description of the Regio n
This study focuses primarily on the five-state midwestern region
	
?	 consisting of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri and Wisconsin (see
Figure F-1).
t. The region's major urban areas include Minneapolis-St. Paul, Milwaukee,
Chicago, Des Moines, St. Louis and Kansas City. The Missisisppi River
divides the region and with its tributaries has a significant effect on
all five states. Two of the states border on the Great Lakes and one
shares an international boundary with Canada. Besides its many; waterways,
.	
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x
the region has a variety of other geological features including plains,
mountains and forests.	 Associated with the plains located in the western
portion of the region is extensive agricultural activity.
	 Throughout the
area occur mining and drilling activities for coal, ferrous and non-ferrous
J, metals, and petroleum.	 The region is located entirely within the temperate
zone so weather conditions vary seasonally with the occurence of frequent
s. floods, tornadoes, severe storms and extremes of temperature.
rj F.2.2	 Government Organization and Remote Sensing
Activities in the Five-State Region i
" sF Agencies with responsibilities for Earth resources tasks in the five-
r
state region exist at all levels of government from local to federal. 	 Many
levels of responsibility exist in a given discipline or application area
JI
with differing degrees of responsibility and authority associated with
different levels.	 There are many differences among the states as to which
A
agency or level is responsible for carrying out various tasks.
	 Chapter 3
and 4 of the PNA Report (F-1) contain detailed information on organization
z
for; Earth resources tasks. 	 Appearing there also are exhaustive descrip-
'
ional	 lannin	 or ani-tions of sub-state reg ional authorities such as reg  p g
	 9
v
f° zations, 1 208' planning districts-, transportation authorities, councils
} ! of government and sewer districts. 	 Some of these regional agencies have z
w_
-interstate jurisdictions.
Within the five-state region, the range ofremote sensing activities
underway includes a cross-section of-federal, state, local, regional and
_private sector programs.	 All types of remotely sensed data are in use,
including satellite, high and low altitude aircraft and various ground-
based methods.	 Table F-1 shows the wide variation in range and level of
remote	 activities	 for '.sensing	 according to the state agency(s) responsible
t
Earth resources tasks in each of eleven applications areas as of.December
Key: 1 Technical capability for remote sensing generation or analysis
2 Remote sensing research program
3 User of externally generated reFlte sensing data
Table F-1': Summary of State Agency Remote Sensing Activities
z
u
.t
k
u
a
t
Application Illinois Iowa Minnesota Missouri Wisconsin
Agriculture Dept. of Agriculture Dept. of Agriculture Dept. of Agriculture Dept. of Agriculture Dept. of Agriculture
3 3 3 3 3
Climate and Dept. of Registration and State Climatologist
Weather Higher Education Div. of Waters
Water Survey Dept. of Natural Resources
State Planning Agency
1 ,2
3
Environment Environmental Protection Dept. of Environmental Pollution Control Agency Dept. of Natural Resources Dept. of Natural Resources
Agency Quality Environmental Quality Div. of Environmental Div. of Environmental
Council Quality Standards
Div. of Services
Environmental Impact
1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,2,3
Fisheries Dept. of Conservation Conservation Commission Dept. of Natural Resources Dept. of Conservation Dept. of Natural Resources
Div. of Fisheries Fisheries Section Div. of Fish and Wildlife Div. of Fisheries Div. of Forestry, Wild-
life, and Recreation
Fisheries Section
3 1,3 3 1,3 1,3
Forestry Dept. of Conservation Conservation Commission Dept. of Natural Resources Dept. of Conservation Dept. of Natural Resources
Div. of Forestry Forestry Section Div. of Lands and Forestry Div. of Forestry Div. of Forestry, Wild-
State Planning Agency life, and Recreation
Forestry Section
3 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3
Geology and Mine- Dept. of Mines and Minerals Dept. of Soil Conservation Dept. of Natural Resources Dept. of Natural Resources Geological Survey
ral Resources Geological Survey Geological Survey Div. of Minerals Geological Survey
Geological Survey
State Planning Agency
1 1 3 1,2 3 1,2,3 3
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Table F-1: Summary of State Agency Remote Sensing Activities
	 1'
,►^	 (continued)
U-d0 R
1c
Ci C3r-+
rc`,
Application Illinois Iowa Minnesota Missouri Wisconsin
Land Reclamation Dept. of Mines and Minerals Dept. of Soil Conservation Div. of Minerals Dept. of Natural Resources
Div. of Land Reclamation Div. of Mines and Minerals Dept. of Natural Resources Div. of Environmental
Quality
Land Reclamation Program
1,3 1,3 3 1,3
Land Use Planning Dept. of Local Government Office of Planning and State Planning Agency Office of Administration Dept. of Local Affairs and
Affairs Research Div. of State Planning Development
Office of Research and and Budget Div. of State-Local
Planning Regional State Office Affairs
of Planning Bureau of Local Regional
3 3 3 3 3
Transportation Dept. of Transportation Commission of Aeronautics Dept. of Aeronautics Highway Dept. Dept. of Transportation
Div. of Aeronautics State Highway Commission Dept. of Highways Dept. of Transportation Transit Right-of-Way
Div. of Highways Dept. of Transportation Div. of Highway Safety Authority
1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3
Water Resources Dept. of Transportation Dept. of Enviornmental Dept. of Natural Resources Dept. of Natural Resources Dept. of Natural Resources
Div. of Waterways Quality Geological Survey Div. of Enviornmental Div. of Environmental
Dept. of Registration and Div. of Water Quality Div. of Water Quality Standards
Higer Education Geological Survey Lakeshore and Flood Plain Clean Water Conanissions Bureau of Water Quality
Water Survey Natural Resources Council Zoning Geological Survey Div. of Enforcement
State Planning Agency Bureau of Eater Regulatioi
and Zoning
1,2 1,2 1,3 1,3 1,3
Wildlife Dept. of Conservation Conservation Commission Dept. of Natural Resources Dept. of Conservation Dept. of Natural Resources
Div. of Wildlife Wildlife 5-ectiur Div. of fish and Wildlife Div. of Wildlife Div. of Forestry, Wild-
life and Recreation
Bureau of Wildlife and
Fisheries
Wildlife Section
3 1,3 1.3 1,3 1,3
b
F	 -
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s
t
s
i
k
i
Key: 1 Technical Capability for remote sensing generation or analysis
	
2 Remote sensing research program	 F
3 User of externally generated remote sensing data t
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1975.	 The numbers appearing in the table indicate an agency's: (1) techni-
cal capability to generate remotely sensed data in-house, (2) performance
of remote sensing research, or (3) use of externally-generated data.
	 In
many cases more than one number applies to a single agency.
Activities -In each of these agencies are discussed in detail in
Chapter 3 of the Preliminary Needs Analysis Report.
	 Many, if not most, j
natural resources and other geographically
-oriented agencies have used or
tried to use remotely sensed data on one or more occasions.
	 Most agencies
are aware of LANDSAT da ta 	 but most are unlbl a to do much with it with
existing funds, personnel,;and access.
	 A;iso, for agencies which have been
heavy users of high resolution aer a
	
Notography.such as highway depart-
^ ments and urban planning a encies, 'curr^ ,.	 	 g	 ent LANDSAT resolution is usually
' inadequate.
Three of the five states have established interagency groups to
F coordinate the gathering, use and distribution of remotely sensed datat
within the state government.
	 In Illinois, a NASA employee on loan to the 4
state has informally provided coordination of remote sensing activities.
The Iowa Geological Survey and the Missouri Interdepartmental Council for
^,4\ Nat6ral Resources Information accomplish this purpose for their respective
states.
Besides the state and sub-state remote sensing activities, several
lk
^y
university personnel in the region have worked as ERTS ( LANDSAT) Principal
Investigators ( PI's).	 A few additional universities have Remote Sesning
Centers or related activities which provide technical advice and perform
4
research.	 In Chapter 3 of the PNA are lists of PI's, university centers
and study groups that are or have been-involved in remote sensing applica-
tior orP te^;hnohogy research.
4
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A wide variety of federal remote sensing programs are or have been
underway in the five-state region. Several federal agencies have sizeable
facilities in the region which are using remote sensing or remote sensing
information. These federal organizations include the USGS, the USDA, the
Department of the Interior and the Department of Defense.
The private sector currently provides, under contract, much of the
remotely sensed data usedby state, regional and local governments.
companies	 the utility, mining- and petroleum industries arePrivate	 in r
major users as well as sources of remote sensing data.
F.2.3
	
Developments in Computerized Geographic
	 l
Information Systems
,E
Many states, federal agencies, and local jurisdictions have experi-
mented with or implemented computerized geographic information systems.
r We analyzed over thirty such systems at several levels in order to learn
something of the functional nature of their operations and to try to
determine what factors might explain the degree.of success they have
achieved, if a"ii	 For eleven systems, thirty-one functional attributes
were examined such as ownership, products available, funding sources,
problems encountered and so on. 	 The analysis was based on interviews with
system personnel, published reports, and other compendia.
	
Success, as
ks measured by user satisfaction rather than engineering performance, was
found to be highest for those systems developed in-house by people famil•i'ar
with user needs and for systems designed to meet a few needs well.
I
Systems appear to be better received when they can produce map and photo-
graphic, as well as computer outputs.	 The field is quite young and it is
€E	 ` too early to judge the ultimate success of many systems.
In addition to these detailed analyses, we also cataloguedall known
jt	 ,tate-level activities 	 11F computerized geographic information systems.
ffr
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APPENDIX G:	 CURRENT FEDERAL SYSTEMS RELEVANT TO
EODMS DEVELOPMENT*
G.1	 PRESENT SYSTEM FOR LANDSAT DATA DISSEMINATION
Figure G-1 depicts the current experimental system for handling and
	
_ff
d si semination of LANDSAT data.
	 Satellite images are sent in digital
form to several receiving stations, from which they are sent to NASA's
National Data Processing Facility (NDPF) at Goddard Space Flight Center.
Some radiometric and geometric correction is performed to produce images
and the data are recorded on high density digital tapes (HDDT's) or com-
puter compatible tapes (CCT , l s).	 The tapes are then sent to the USGS's
EROS data center in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and to USDA's Aerial
Photography Field Office (APFO) in Salt Lake City, Utah. 	 The EROS Center
produces
.
 photographic imagery for sale.	 EROS does not interpret the pro-
duct into themes; users must perform their own interpretation.
	 The APFO
supplies LANDSAT data to USDA users but,,does not generally disseminate
to	 wider user community.
EROS maintains a data base management system capable of determining
data	 to fill	 The	 deliverswhich	 are available	 a user request.	 system
imagery products on demand rather than on a regular schedule, but some
users have standing oi
	
vering a given area.	 The biggestders for a 11 data co '
User of this uninterpreted data is the private sector; for example, major
qil corporations have been acquiring LANDSAT data and performing their own
interpretation.
	
data	 EROS,Although some state agencies do utilize	 from
ciffective utilization is currently hampered by their lack of technical
capability and by the high cost of interpretation..
*See Appendix F and references-(G-1, G-2) for discussions of computerized
geographic information systems and remote sensing activity in federal,
state and local agencies.
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t.
EROS also plans to develop a sophisticated, all-digital system for
correction of the data to finer specifications than is now possible (G-3)
and to preprocess digital data for delivery to users within a few days.
I
However, no interpreted products will be produced in the sense that they
are defined in Chapter 4.
i
u
F1 G.2. NATIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION CENTER
The USGS National Cartographic Information Center (NCIC) represents
a major source of	 information in the form of maps.,imagery,government	 .
digitized maps and imagery, and geodetic data.	 NCIC has branches at the
four regional USGS Mapping Centers at Reston*, Va., Rolla, Mo., Denver,
"
I
Colo., and Menlo Park, Calif., and would like to establish branch offices
} in all 50 states, with computer links to NCIC centers.	 The NCIC con-
;
stitutes a potentially important move toward fulfilling the EODMS system
functions of access, retrieval and transfer of data, particularly in view
of the preponderance of map formats among the priority products.
a
At present NCIC can either sell information products or refer requests x	 l
to an agency which can provide the information. 	 NCIC has been systemati-
cally acquiring information on what cartographic data exists in order to: 	 -
a) make existing data accessible, b) help coordinate high-altitude air-
craft imagery acquisition, and c) influence emerging data handling systems
f
within° individual federal agencies.
NCIC is now implementing a computerized Aerial Photography Summary
Record System (APSIRS) which will be capable of listing sources of available
ima ^,ry	 "" rogs	 in response to que^^+.:_	 garding any given .geographic area. 	 .These
r.	 queries may specify the area of interest by county, by quadrangle (i.e.,
*NCIC headquarters are in Reston, Va; the mapping center there has capa-
bility for performing specialized tasks over and above those at the
other mapping centers.
i,
r_
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1 7 1/2 1 USGS topographic map) or by quadrilateral (four corner method).
G-3	 OTHER CURRENT ACTIVITY
Several other federal government agencies are likely to be involved ill
a public sector EODMS, including the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the
Bureau of Land Management, and the U.S. Forest Service.
	 Each of these agen-
cies is active in planning information system development.
	 We have outlined
Ire
the activities of these agencies and some brief scenarios for single agency
data management sytems in a previous report.(G-3)
The Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) of the Department of Defense conducts
its 
own domestic and foreign earth observation program. 	 Some of the DMA ac-
tivity is classified and therefore unavailable to the civilian sector.	 Thus
we have considered the development of a civilian public sector EODMS separate
from.the military sector but with some interaction.
The NOAA Environmental Data Service at Camp Spring, Maryland, dissemi-
nates satellite data to the National Weather Service.	 This system is an
example of an operational, disciplinary system. 	 NASA's role is limited to
launching weather satellites, for which it is r	 mbursed by NOAA.
Z"
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